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Punk artists. Female rangers.
Legendary conservationists.
Township entrepreneurs.
However they do it, the next wave
of African innovators are embracing
the future with a do-it-yourself
spirit of creativity: discover the
story inside.
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We Are so Africa, it’s even in our name.
Popularly named Africa’s top luxury
safari destination, Botswana is a
real treat for lovers of nature and
the outdoors. More than a third
of the entire country is devoted
to national parks and reserves.
Wildlife management includes
buffer zones allowing all of the
Big Five (lion, leopard, elephant,
rhino and buffalo) to abound.
In addition to being home to the
world’s largest elephant population,
Botswana leads in conservation
in Africa and is the last reserve for
some of the rarest creatures on
earth including, Wild Dog, Cheetah,
Cape Vulture and Pel’s Fishing
Owl. Botswana is the country with
the most conservation areas in
southern Africa.

But it’s not just Botswana’s rich
wildlife that propels it to the top
of best destinations in Africa lists –
the quality of the visitor experience,
from exquisite hotels to luxurious
safari lodges and the variety of
habitat to see are also enticing.
This ranges from the vast wilderness
of the Kalahari Desert, whose night
skies are carpeted with billions
of stars, to the brilliance of white
salt pans stretching to the size of
Switzerland and the world’s largest
inland delta, the 1000th UNESCO
World Heritage site listed Okavango
Delta.

Botswana offers visitors the chance
to experience the raw beauty of
nature as well as insight into our
culture. This includes the prehistoric
rock paintings of Manyana and
the UNESCO listed Tsodilo Hills.
Botswana: adventure: redefined
www.botswanatourism.co.bw

+254 700 451 413
info@spiritofthemasaimara.com
www.spiritofthemasaimara.com
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BE CAPTIVATED BY
THE PERENNIAL BEAU T Y
The Table Bay, opened in May 1997 by iconic former South African president,
Nelson Mandela, is situated on the historic Victoria and Alfred Waterfront.
Perfectly positioned against the exquisite backdrop of Table Mountain
and the Atlantic Ocean, The Table Bay provides a gateway to
Cape Town’s most popular allures.
A stay at The Best Address in Cape Town affords every guest once-in-a-lifetime
opportunities to be graced by the synergy of two oceans and be captivated
by the sheer beauty of the Cape’s breathtaking sceneries.
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That’s why this continent’s creativity cannot and should not be stunted by geographical
boundaries. By 2050 it is estimated that 25 per cent of the world’s population will live in
Africa, in comparison to seven per cent in Europe and 13 per cent in the Americas; why,
then, should African creativity be siloed and judged against irrelevant, Western ideals?
African innovators are proving that there’s always something creative out of Africa – and
in turn setting an example for the world at large: a challenge to keep up, as they fearlessly
tread their own, radical path.

A LWAY S
SOMETHING
C R E AT I V E
OUT OF AFRICA
Back when Aristotle first wrote “there’s always something new coming out of Africa” – the
words that would become shorthand for any anthropological or scientific discoveries emerging
from the continent – it’s likely that by “new” he meant “strange” or “undesirable”, so went the
verbiage conventions of the Ancient Greeks. And even now, over 2,300 years later, there is a
tendency to view African culture, African innovation, African arts – African anything – with
a degree of suspicion, as if the fact that it defies definition by any existing (Western) standards
renders it untrustworthy.

That’s not to say we should encourage homogenisation across borders. We should remain
proud of all that’s unique to the Motherland – such as its extraordinary wildlife experiences
(p48); its plethora of beautiful beaches that range from buzzing urban marketplaces to deserted
stretches of pearl-white sand (p66); and its imaginative design aesthetic rooted in heritage and
practicality (p26). Africa, too, struggles with its own distinct issues – the ‘war’ on poaching and
its far-reaching ramifications, for one (p62). As a continent united in diversity – a notion made
evident by this year’s Innovation Awards shortlist (p76) – these idiosyncrasies make Africa,
Africa; but they shouldn’t represent the extent of its worth in the global marketplace.
This is where travel comes in. In our industry we deal with the ‘inbound’ and ‘outbound’
movement of people; in practice we facilitate a multidirectional flow of creative influence
around the world. The guests we host bring with them ideas and inspiration born partly
from their own places of origin; and when they leave they take with them new ideas and
inspiration born out of Africa. The more interconnected we become, the more these influences
will combine and contrast in beautiful ways to create an altogether more vibrant, tolerant,
empathetic whole. South African artist Faith47 sums it up perfectly when she says, “I am
very grateful for travelling as much as I do, as I no longer feel that I need to identify with
one ‘place’ on the planet. I see the earth as a whole body, and humans as one species,
not divided into nations and groups.”
It’s in this spirit of collaboration that we’ve launched FUSE, We Are Africa’s first
un-conference. By moving away from the sage-on-a-stage format, we’re rejecting the
implication that our tribe of outstanding African suppliers, specialist buyers and globally
renowned press should conform to a predetermined model of what high-end travel should look
like. Instead, we’re asking them to follow the example of the brave innovators in this issue by
courageously creating their own agenda, as part of an immersive programme designed to set
light to a new vision for the future of high-end African travel.
What would Aristotle say if he could see us now? We’ll go out on a limb and suggest:
“There’s always something creative out of Africa.”

But isn’t this the mark of true creativity? Throughout history, some of the most influential
thought leaders have been met with disbelief and disdain as they’ve challenged the status quo,
adopting alternative perspectives and ways of expressing themselves. Of course, by definition
anything ‘new’ is unfamiliar, uncomfortable – frightening, even; but today it also signifies
original thought, advancement, a determination to better ourselves and the world.

serge dive,
ceo & founder of
beyond luxury media ltd.

Much like the mavericks who helped shape the world before them, Africa’s modern-day
innovators are spurred on by the fact that they don’t identify with a widely accepted
establishment. But to call their work a rebellion would undermine their independentmindedness: rather than being preoccupied with pushing away from the so-called ‘norm’,
they are enthusiastically embracing the future with a do-it-yourself spirit of creativity. From
the legendary conservationist unafraid to speak his mind, even in the face of persecution (p42);
to the punk artists utilising their own resistance to lazy pigeonholing (p16); to the township
entrepreneurs connecting the dots between homegrown and high-end (p20); to the women
smashing glass ceilings in non-conventional fields (p56) – they are all forging a new direction
that’s inspiring not only Africans, but people around the globe.
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THE MAGIC OF
THE MOTHER CITY
In this, the third year of our partnership with We Are Africa, we are once
again delighted to welcome back members of the tribe who’ve joined us
here before, along with those who are new to our beautiful city.
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We Are Africa’s 2017 theme of embracing and celebrating the magic and
mystery of Africa resonates with the vibrancy that we as Africans already
experience – a concept that Cape Town, as one of the most diverse and
cosmopolitan cities on the continent, easily allows us to showcase.
Tourism as a key economic sector brings with it many job opportunities.
Here in Cape Town we already have a number of direct flights to other
African destinations – including Nairobi, Maun, Luanda, Gaborone
and Addis Ababa – that help to enhance connectivity on the continent
and promote a unique regional travel offering rivalling the best in the
world. It is now up to all us stakeholders to intensify our efforts to attract
visitors by offering innovative, inspirational packages for tourists from
Africa and across the globe. Together, we can drive growth in Africa and
help build a bright future for the continent.

Arabella Hotel & Spa
Hermanus

Meanwhile, as we enjoy a thriving leisure tourism sector,
in Cape Town we are continuing to boost our offering as a business
and tourism destination in order to attract more investment and expand
growth in the African market. Cape Town is more than just a pretty face:
we are very much open for business. As such, we look forward to growing
connections with our counterparts in other African cities and exploring
mutually beneficial partnerships designed to spur on greater economic
growth. As the global ideas centre of Africa, Cape Town welcomes,
nurtures and inspires ideas that will drive our continent forward.
As you connect and create meaningful business and personal
partnerships with both your fellow tribe members and other key
industry players, may you be mindful of the challenges we all face
and do your utmost to push boundaries to increase our year-round
leisure and business tourism numbers and strengthen our economies.
Once again, welcome to the Mother City. I hope that this week you
will take some time to enjoy the many beautiful sights and
experiences Cape Town has to offer.

African Pride Melrose Arch Hotel
Gauteng

African Pride Mount Grace Country House & Spa
Gauteng

For bookings or enquiries,
0861 11 9000 or visit marriott.com

P a t r i c i a d e L i l l e , E x e c u t i v e M a y o r o f C a p e To w n
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African Pride Irene Country Lodge
Pretoria
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C O N T E N T S

Fired up on disdain for the
establishment and a spirit of resilience,
modern African creativity has
trodden its own radical path,
writes James Davidson.

“The We Are Africa tribe is made up of
creative innovators who are not only
raising the bar for high-end African
travel, but also setting an example
for the rest of the world. This year we
created FUSE, our first un-conference, to
encourage collaboration and foster an
even brighter future for our industry –
one that stretches beyond the traditional
remits of travel, to positively impact
the entire continent and its honorary
residents across the globe. Welcome to
We Are Africa 2017 – and to the beginning
of something truly incredible.”
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For reservations, please contact us on +27 [0]21 819 2000 or email: sales.capetown@tajhotels.com
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AFRICA’S CREATIVES ARE
DOING IT FOR THEMSELVES
words • james davidson

FIRED UP ON A DISDAIN FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT AND A SPIRIT OF RESILIENCE,
AFRICAN CREATIVIT Y HAS EMBRACED DIY ETHICS AND TRODDEN ITS OWN RADICAL
PATH. JAMES DAVIDSON DIVES INTO MODERN AFRICA’S PUNK ROCK REBELLION.
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Sadly, it will be some years (decades, or more) until Africa and its diaspora
shake off lazy pigeonholing at the hands of the West. Inescapably labelled as
‘developing’, the continent’s culture is anything but. Centuries of tradition,
art and diverse creativity across 54 countries with distinct personalities:
debased by listless stereotypes. It’s true, of those 54 nations, many still
struggle with poverty, are involved in perpetual warfare, cope with
infrastructure that is decades behind much of the modern world – but the
assumption that their creative output is diminished as a result is insulting
at best. Unfortunately, outlooks remain tainted by preconceptions, even at
the hands of the most liberal of cultural observers.
“Just to have its place in the world of art is good enough for me”, was the
response of Ibrahim el-Salahi when asked in 2013 about African modern
art’s much overdue time in the spotlight on the eve of his Tate Modern
retrospective. Born in 1930, the modernist was imprisoned in his native
Sudan without trial; then the country’s undersecretary for culture, his
experience has parallels with African art’s problem at large. “For decades
African artists have been working in a vacuum”, he explained to The Guardian,
underlining a vital subplot to this story: that Africa itself is ignorant of its
own creativity. “In 2011, I went to Algiers for the opening of a new modern
art gallery”, el-Salahi continues. “We waited and waited. Finally we were
told the event was cancelled because the culture ministers of the African
countries didn’t want to come. This is what we’ve put up with.”
The greater acceptance of African contemporary art may be almost a century
behind its Western counterparts, but the same can’t be said for the art itself.
Derided in the West as being inferior in collectability to traditional African
art, considered primitive when compared to its opposite numbers in Europe
and the United States, contemporary culture on the continent has been free
to form its own singular identity under the shadows afforded to an underdog.
Like punk rock, born from a disdain of establishment and fired up on the spirit
of resilience, African creativity has embraced DIY ethics; it has dragged itself
into the spotlight on its own merits, trodden its own radical path.
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image • fragments by aida muluneh,
courtesy of david krut projects

“When I was a teenager the stigma
of the ‘starving Ethiopian’ made it
impossible for me to have any kind
of pride in being Ethiopian.”
			
Art, design, illustration, music: 54 countries with
buoyant creativity. Few contemporary creatives embody the
DIY ethics that have typified African culture like Cyrus Kabiru
– a Kenyan artist with rebellion at his heart. “My dad told
me that if I wouldn’t go to college, to walk out of his house.
And that’s what I did. I started my own life”, he recounts of
his self-sufficient journey into the art world. Kabiru’s work
is free from the conventions of the west and its cultural
homogenisation – his unruly eyewear sparkles with all
of punk’s youthful aggression and liberation; growing up
next to Nairobi’s dump-site, he had dreamt of giving
“trash a second chance.”

– Aida Muluneh

the lasting linger of racial segregation an inexorable influence
on South Africa’s cultural pathfinders. “South Africa has
shown me difficult things”, artist Faith47 admits to magazine
Instagrafite; “bearing witness to extreme social inequalities
and complicated race and gender dynamics is a painful thing.
I am very grateful for travelling as much as I do, as I no longer
feel that I need to identify with one ‘place’ on the planet.
I see the earth as a whole body, and humans as one species,
not divided into nations and groups.”
The stigma of Africa has had little effect on the artist, who
keeps her real name carefully guarded: Faith47 has played
by her own rules and risen to the top of her game with series
after series of emotive murals in the world’s street art capitals
and beyond. Her work, though, remains profoundly connected
to the social issues that have defined her nation — rooted in
nature and our subconscious interconnectedness, the South
African’s art is tied to the fundamental notion that we are all
souls living independently of race, creed or colour.

The Kenyan’s work is inherently African; there is that
edge of Afrofuturism in its extraterrestrial leanings, the
unavoidable aesthetic of working with found materials.
It is, too, deeply singular – resolutely the work of Cyrus
Kabiru and no one else. Without that forced homogenisation,
artists are free to be informed by their own lives, by their
localities and their personal experiences. A self-confessed
bad influence at school, traditional education was not for our
Cyrus: “if I go to school, I’ll follow teachers. But I have my
own art. I have my own way. If I follow a teacher, I’ll follow
his way.” Unruly and self-sufficient, it’s an outlook you’ll
see time and time again across the continent, an outlook
fuelled by that underdog spirit.

Fellow Cape Towner Tony Gum exists in a world that could
not be more different to Faith47. Where the former operates
under the shroud of anonymity, this blogger-turned-risingart-star riffs on Warhol’s 15 minutes of fame, ascending to
international note off the back of viral image and pulling out
all the stops to ensure she stays there. Gum’s work is far from
shallow: with low-brow culture as her muse, the millennial
artist runs the iconography of Vladimir Tretchikoff, Frida
Kahlo, Wes Anderson, even Twiggy, through the filter of the
West’s view of her continent – Tretchikoff’s Chinese Girl
becomes a Ndebele tribeswoman; Black Coca-Cola sees the

Where Kabiru’s choice of material – and, ergo, the nature
of his practice – was dictated by a restless artist living
hand-to-mouth, the continent’s unique set of problems
informs creatives in even its most developed of countries;
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film and video production student fusing Xhosa heritage with
the impudence of pop art’s fascination with mass-marketing;
and her Instagram account is a fidgety amalgam of
Afro-influence and post-internet art sensibilities.
Another African female who enlists herself and her
continent’s heritage as key protagonists in her work,
Aida Muluneh left Ethiopia at an early age, spending her
childhood between Yemen and England before settling in
Canada and working as a photojournalist for the Washington
Post. A compulsion to return to her homeland was a difficult
one to resist, mind, and she returned to Addis Ababa a decade
ago. A curator, teacher and founder of one of Africa’s most
significant international photography festivals, Muluneh
has since swapped commercial photography for art, and
her practice is in real ascendency; African tradition deeply
ingrained in each image she makes. Bouncing through
surrealism, pop, and expressionism, Aida’s cinematic
scenes are loud and symbolic – a world away from the
austere monochrome that defined her photojournalism.
However bold Aida Muluneh’s work may be, there is still a
vulnerability in her psyche that goes back to growing up in
a place as complicated as Africa. “I remember when I was a
teenager, I was so ashamed to tell people that I was Ethiopian
that I wished I was South African”, she confesses. “The stigma
of the ‘starving Ethiopian’ made it impossible for me to have
any kind of pride in being Ethiopian.” A cruel irony. For, to
the casual Western outsider, Muluneh is African wherever she
may have grown up – and Africa is the land of animals and
of war and of famine. Fifty-four unique nations. The largest
continent on earth. One universal stereotype.

a b ove • m o t h e r ( b l a c k c o c a - c o l a s e r i e s) b y t o ny g u m
“There is not one Africa; there are many Africas”, asserts
the publisher of black culture magazine Afrolicious, Ann
Daramola. “Wherever you see the word Africa, simply replace
it with the term ‘The Africas’ and watch how the myth
unravels. ‘The Africas’ preserves the continental identity
while also critiquing the monolith myth by producing in the
readers’ and writers’ minds an image of multiples: multiple
countries, multiple languages, multiple peoples, multiple
problems, multiple solutions.” Is it that simple? Have I been
a part of the problem over the course of the last 1,300 or so
words? Yes and no. No and yes.
Africa has an individual set of problems. A continent
seen as a whole. An often negative whole. And, yes, any
meditation that draws on its tradition and heritage, its
culture and contemporary creativity, is symptomatic of a
broader quandary – but it is this Africa, this individual set of
problems, that has shaped the singular careers of the handful
of artists mentioned herein. For every one of these creatives,
there are thousands more – each utilising their own resistance
to lazy pigeonholing, each forming their own identity under
the shadows afforded to underdogs. Raw creativity doesn’t
crave mainstream acceptance, and Africa’s bold DIY creatives
have turned the lack of it to their advantage. The continent
may continue to grapple with its own issues, but its creatives
are doing just fine.

above • kwa kubadilishana utamaduni
macho nne-catalan sun by cyrus kabiru
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There’s a sketch on Portlandia, the American TV series
satirising the hipster enclave of Portland, USA, that
perfectly encapsulates the bad rap that ‘farm-to-table’
has picked up in recent years. “Is this chicken local?” a
suitably bespectacled diner asks a waitress of his menu.
“And the hazelnuts it’s reared on… are they local? Are
the other chickens his friends?” This line of questioning
eventually leads our hapless hipster on a journey to Aliki
Farms, a cult-like utopia for organic living run by an
enigmatic, more-than-a-little-Manson-esque leader.

FARM TO TABLE
Community farms in Cape Town’s
townships are furnishing the tables
of the city’s most mindful foodie
destinations. Olivia Squire traces
the journey from garden to plate...

This transformation of local, sustainable dining into
a fashionable buzzword threatens to obscure the raw
intentions behind its popularity; namely, to return to
a more thoughtful, ecologically responsible method
of sourcing food. With consumers waking up to the
fragility of the illusion of ‘permanent global summertime’
propagated by the (high carbon footprint) storage and
global import of ingredients, cynicism around the
pretentiousness of farm-to-table is melting away and being
replaced by a demand for more mindful dining options.

words • olivia squire

“Abalimi Bezekhaya grows farmers, farmers grow
vegetables, and Harvest of Hope partners with people
who understand the need to source small and locally to
build a better food system for all”, summarises Jenny
Willis, Scalable Orders Manager for Harvest of Hope.
To discover how some of Cape Town’s most exciting
restaurants are using Abalimi ingredients to create
innovative dishes that tick the boxes for both flavour
and sustainability, we talked to a few of the head chefs
pioneering farm-to-table in the heart of the city.

image • courtesy of mount nelson
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This is welcome news for Abalimi Bezekhaya (or ‘Farmers
of the Home’), a non-profit organisation that trains the
residents of Cape Town’s townships to grow their own
vegetables using organic methods in community gardens.
Working with Harvest of Hope, a social enterprise project
that matches farmers’ produce with market demand,
since 2015 they have been supplying some of the city’s
most forward-thinking restaurants with fresh,
locally-grown products.
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left • gather
GATHER
Located in Cape Town’s hippest district of Woodstock,
Gather specialises in plant-based dining centred on locally
sourced produce. The brainchild of artist-cum-chef Daniela
Puccini and plant-based chef and ‘food activist’ Filippa
Harrington, gather does more than just serve delicious meals,
offering guidance on sustainable living through workshops,
talks and pop-ups presented by local changemakers,
creatives and social entrepreneurs.

above • chef ashleigh heeger at ash restaurant

This farm-to-table activism makes Abalimi a natural fit,
with gather taking a proactive role in promoting and
furthering their work to connect customers to the local
economy. “We are working to troubleshoot a viable model
for restaurants to source from local, organic farmers in Cape
Town” explains Harrington. “We want to boost demand for
this produce and prove to those sitting on the fence that it is
possible.” Information about the partnership is written on the
restaurant’s menus and even painted on the walls, in the
hope that customers will truly make a connection to the
farmers behind their food.

Heeger tries to incorporate at least one item from Abalimi
on every dish, with some dishes produced solely from their
ingredients; for example, a side of Harvest of Hope carrots
simply roasted in butter and caraway and finished off with
carrot-top pesto. “I feel this is the only way to properly
showcase the incredible vegetables and indigenous greens”,
she explains. “It forces us to be seasonal – once they are out
of season, dishes come off the menu and we source something
else. It’s fun and challenging.”

above • a farmer at moya we khaya,
photo courtesy of mount nelson
BELMOND MOUNT NELSON HOTEL
Cape Town’s grande dame hotel is anything but old fashioned
when it comes to procuring ingredients for their foodie
offering. Executive chef Rudi Liebenberg proactively pursues
a philosophy of sourcing locally, working with Abalimi by
placing a standing order and making guests aware of the
provenance of their plates.
In addition to including the ‘Abalimi Bezekhaya Beetroot
and Kale Salad’ on its conservatory menu and using both
dune spinach and purslane on the chef’s table, Mount Nelson
offers ‘Harvest and Hope’ tours to Moya we Khaya, one of the
community farms supported by Abalimi. Participants
are invitied to sit down for a cup of tea with Ma Kaba to hear
about how she turned a small, neglected piece of municipal
land into one of the most successful gardening initiatives in
South Africa, before going out to the gardens to pick their
own fruit and vegetables. Upon their return to the hotel,
Mount Nelson’s expert chefs create a sumptuous salad with
their selected ingredients.
“Our guests love it” says Gabrielle Palmer, Public Relations
Manager for the hotel. “They like to know that there is a good,
honest and mutually beneficial outreach initiative taking
place, and that it has already been going for over four years.”

This emphasis on seasonal sourcing isn’t hidden behind the
scenes, but at the forefront of ASH’s brand. “It’s our job to
showcase the produce and create an awareness as to why we
have chosen to use it, who we get it from and how, and why it’s
so important to us. Guests are almost always thrilled to hear
the backstory, and it’s always a pleasure to share it and help
keep an amazing community project like this going.”
lef t • a farmer at moya we khaya,
photo courtesy of mount nelson

Gather’s weekly chalkboard menu is completely informed by
the Abalimi produce available, with meals built around weekly
deliveries and staff explaining to customers why the menu
is small and changeable. “We also look for opportunities to
buy surplus harvest and agro-process these vegetables into
pickles, ferments, pestos and jams, selling these to customers
and using them as an educational tool around food waste”
elaborates Harrington.

right • gather

ASH RESTAURANT
ASH proves that being in the centre of a city is no excuse for
ignoring nature, with a concise menu dedicated to showcasing
seasonal Cape produce year-round. Chef and Co-Owner
Ashleigh Heeger chose to become part of the Abalimi family
because “their ethos encompasses everything I believe in.
Ubuntu, ethical, sustainable produce with a minimal carbon
footprint: it seemed like the perfect fit.”

above • gather
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DISCOVER OUR WORLD

left • shortmarket club

Belmond is a collection of iconic hotels, trains and river cruises worldwide.
Masters of the art of hospitality, we bring exceptional expertise to great journeys,
celebratory occasions and business meetings of every kind.

right • the square restaurant
at vineyard hotel

THE SHORTMARKET CLUB
The Test Kitchen and Potluck Club have become bywords for
Cape Town’s explosion of culinary skill and creativity, with
securing a table something of a badge of honour for visiting
foodies. Last year’s opening of the latest addition to their
restaurant empire, The Shortmarket Club, has only added to
this buzz, with head chef Wesley Randles transplanting his
tradition for innovative dishes to Shortmarket Street.
Far from prizing style over substance, Randles believes that
supporting projects that contribute to the community is very
important for the Shortmarket brand; consequently, he works
with Harvest of Hope to adjust the menu according to what’s
available. The restaurant also works with nearby Oranjezicht
City Farm, sending chefs there each morning to experience
the change of produce throughout the seasons.

THE VINEYARD HOTEL
Located in the leafy parkland of the Newlands suburb,
the Vineyard Hotel prides itself on ‘living green’ in more
ways than one, with its Kids of the Cape Fund working with
15 upliftment projects in disadvantaged Cape communities.
According to head chef Carl Van Rooyen, this attitude
extends to the kitchen, where Abalimi produce is used
whenever possible.

“I believe the next stage in the restaurant is to close the gap
between the starting point of planting to the finished plate
served to our clients”, says Randles. “If the farmer can see
the finished plate and the waiter can see the seed being
planted, a deeper message can be communicated directly
to the consumer.”
Uthando (Love) South Africa is part of Untold Stories,
We Are Africa’s community engagement initiative that provides
a platform for three brands combining African tourism and social
good. Each year We Are Africa provides a donation to an Uthando
project: for 2017, Abalimi Bezekhaya will be the recipient of this
donation. Find out more about the work Uthando does at the
Untold Stories stand or online at uthandosa.org.

Van Rooyen hopes to eventually use Abalimi produce on a
specialist, seasonal, organic menu, partnering with other
artisanal suppliers to tell the story of the farmers behind
each dish. He believes that this is something diners are
actively seeking: “customers choose us because we echo
their values. The only thing is that we’re not telling the story
enough – and this is something that we’re working on.”
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right • the square restaurant at vineyard hotel

“Working with Abalimi answers so many of the questions my
team asks ourselves: how are our buying patterns influencing
the environment? Is the food we’re serving healthy? What are
we doing to make a difference to society?” says Van Rooyen.
“I don’t see the point of paying a middleman who inflates
prices and in turn, the farmer receives very little. This
initiative encourages the training of small-scale farmers,
giving them a chance to be more productive and self-reliant.
A better question is why would we not work with them – and
I cannot think of a single reason. Organic vegetables, in
season, that support the local community and improve
lives – it’s a win-win.”

Who should
d e s i g n y ou r
next hotel?
customised to make a sophisticated design statement.
Sculpture, too, is a surefire way to make an impact on a hotel
guest: multi-disciplinary artist Atang Tshikare conjures up
bronze stand-alone sea creatures and ceramics alongside
murals from his Cape Town studio.
Of course, one of the biggest decisions is the furniture and
here the possibilities are endless, depending on the look you
want to achieve. Porky Hefer, who represented South Africa
at the inaugural London Design Biennale 2016, taps into
traditional techniques to produce his hanging statement
chairs (think cosy leather and sheepskin scoop seats, cane
and steel nest-like forms and witty killer whale-shaped
creations). At the other end of the spectrum, Johannesburgbased company Dokter and Misses, headed up by husbandand-wife design duo Hugo and Katy Taplin, have made
their name with graphic, modernist storage cabinets
and writing desks.

words • emma love

above • designs by maxhosa laduma
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When it comes to interiors,
one of the first things to
consider is the lighting and
Johannesburg-based David
Krynauw’s Haywire Chandelier –
available in a range of materials,
from copper to ash timber –
which can be scaled-up and

For Hamed Ouattara, who’s based in Burkina Faso,
it’s important that his furniture highlights the country’s
metalworking heritage; which means disused oil barrels are
hammered, shaped and repurposed by hand into colourful
products including dining tables, benches and consoles.
(He was on to a winner from the get-go: respected Milanese
gallerist Rossana Orlandi snapped up his entire first
collection.) Similarly, Cheick Diallo (who is often dubbed
the godfather of design and splits his time between France
and Mail) uses salvaged materials such as bottle tops, old
tyres and recycled steel to make super-stylish sculptural
loungers and chairs.

left • tex tiles by boubacar doumbia

above • chair by cheick diallo, photo by adriaan louw
courtesy of southern guild gallery
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From vegetabledyed textiles and
charmingly wonky
ceramics to sleek
lighting and avantgarde sculpture,
Emma Love
looks to Africa’s
homegrown
designers for
her interior
inspiration.

above • haywire brass by david krynauw
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Another designer who splits his time between the two
countries is Aboubakar Fofana, renowned for using vegetable
indigo dyes to create gorgeous, bespoke, hand-woven textiles
ranging from tabletop linens to bedcovers. It’s also worth
looking up Boubacar Doumbia, whose Mali Le Ndomo textile
workshop specialises in natural dyeing on cotton, and
produces cushions and throws. Or, if you prefer your rugs
and cushions knitted, MaXhosa by Laduma, the label by
South African designer Laduma Ngxokolo, is a brilliant bet:
best known for his fashion, his zig-zag and geometric
patterns are just as striking when applied to homeware.
Finally, Wonki Ware ceramics, which was set up by
Di Marshall, is a thriving pottery on the South African
Garden Route that makes all kinds of glazed dinnerware
and table accessories. All of which demonstrates that Africa
is a hotbed of original, creative design talent – you just
need to know where to find it.

above • tex tiles by aboubaker fofana

L I V E T H E MOM E N T AT ON E &ON LY C A PE TOW N
In the heart of the Victoria & Alfred Waterfront with captivating views of Table Mountain,
One&Only Cape Town’s 131 rooms and suites are the largest in all of Cape Town.
Featuring the city’s most comprehensive Spa on its own private island and the continent’s
only restaurant by Nobuyuki ‘Nobu’ Matsuhisa, local celebrity chef Reuben Riffel’s,
Reuben’s and offering a complimentary KidsOnly Club, the resort is welcoming to both
couples and families alike, and is the ideal gateway to South Africa.

right - chair by hamed ouattara,
photo by karl rogers photography

right • atang tshikare with le bone lebone,
photo by justin patrick courtesy
of southern guild gallery

above • ceramics by wonki ware
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+27 21 431 5800 | Reservations@oneandonlycapetown.com
oneandonlycapetown.com

Conversations with 				
					the Elders
The Founding Director of Uthando (Love) South Africa, We Are Africa’s
community development partner, explains the sentiment behind
Abantu Abadala – Conversations with the Elders: a unique book that
tells the heart-wrenching, yet truly inspiring, stories of
South Africa’s ageing black population.

portrait • wilson nkolisa

photography • alexia beckerling
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words • james fernie
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Dark clouds of racism, bigotry and state-sanctioned brutality
gathered over South Africa with the advent of apartheid after
the National Party swept to power on the 28th of May 1948.

Yet I was immediately and unconditionally welcomed into
their extended family with warmth, kindness, joy, generosity
of spirit, curiosity, forgiveness, gratitude and love on a scale
that is simply unfathomable. It genuinely felt as if they are all
cut from the same cloth as Nelson Mandela – the embodiment
of all that is good and decent about humanity.

A racial experiment of epic proportions was thus initiated in
the country and, unbeknown to the overwhelming majority of
the population, forty-six years of torment, institutionalised
injustice and internecine violence awaited them. The war of
racial hatred had started long before the official introduction
of a codified set of laws based purely on race, but it was to
intensify with a vengeance after 1948, having a devastating
effect on black South Africans in particular.
The hardship, suffering and tribulations that black South
Africans endured during these long years is unimaginable.
However, the struggle for liberty and justice is what came to
define some of the world’s most famous and iconic sons and
daughters – people such as Nelson Mandela, Steve Biko, Walter
and Albertina Sisulu, Albert Luthuli, Desmond Tutu and many
others. But what of the ordinary black men and women who
struggled against relentless injustice, discrimination, hatred,
violence, indignity and vicious poverty day after day, with very
little hope of freedom and scant protection under the law? Year
after year (and for some an entire lifetime), millions of faceless
and nameless black workers built the lucrative South African
economy and fulfilled the dreams and aspirations of others,
while being systematically deprived of the rights and dignities
of living a decent life themselves. By day, they would work in
leafy “white suburbs”, in factories or deep inside the earth
mining gold and other minerals – the very thing that provided
the financial sustenance to build and sustain the apartheid
infrastructure. By night, they would return to overcrowded and
impoverished ghettos or townships, with frequent harassment
by the apartheid police force. This was the quotidian reality for
the vast majority of black South Africans.
After starting the non-profit organisation Uthando (Love)
South Africa in 2008, I had an ardent desire to work with and
support a senior citizens community project. As a teenager
growing up during the malevolent and violent death throes
of apartheid in the 1980s, I was acutely aware of the heinous
suffering endured by black South Africans. Many years later,
I was now conscious that many of those victims would now be
in their twilight years and in need of care, love and assistance.
I was duly introduced to the truly inspirational work of
Neighbourhood Old Age Homes (NOAH), which is active
in assisting senior citizens in the sprawling, impoverished
township of Khayelitsha (a Xhosa word meaning “New Home”
and which is located on the very eastern outskirts of Cape
Town). I was extremely excited to visit the NOAH care centre,
but what awaited me exceeded my every expectation. I had
the privilege of meeting one hundred and thirty of the most
remarkable human beings, truly extraordinary South Africans
who had every reason to despise and hate me, since I am white,
privileged and a beneficiary of the very system that
had condemned them to a life of hard labour and poverty.

It became apparent that their stories needed to be told before
they were no longer able to share them with us. They too
deserve to be recognised for their contributions to building
our great country. Their qualities, stories and lives need to
be documented, shared and disseminated, so as to inspire
humanity to transcend the current culture of materialism,
power and greed that is tearing our world apart. Their faces
alone tell a thousand stories – their photogenic beauty
reflecting the kindness, understanding, love and compassion
that humanity is so thirsting for at this time of remarkable
transformation and challenge in world history.
Since our meeting and introduction in 2008, the relationship
between myself and the elders has grown in a myriad of
wonderful and unexpected ways. They are people who have
had very little opportunity to enjoy and appreciated what
many others take for granted.
For this reason, I had the pleasure of sharing outings with
them to Robben Island, Table Mountain, Cape Point,
the South African Parliament, Kirstenbosch Gardens and
Solms-Delta Wine Estate. I also felt it was important for them
to meet interesting and influential people – people who they
generally would have never expected to meet. In 2010 we
enjoyed a wonderful and joyous morning with Archbishop
Desmond Tutu, who took time out of his busy schedule to
visit them in Khayelitsha. We also had tea with Helen Zille,
the Premier of the Western Cape and leader of the official
opposition Democratic Alliance at her official residence
Leeuwenhof. In addition, we had a fascinating morning
listening to the stories and anecdotes of Dr Ramphele
Mamphele about her relationship with Steve Biko, an icon
of the struggle and founder of the black consciousness
movement. To many of “the oldies”, Biko is an almost
mythical figure and one of their own who is arguably one of
the greatest South African intellectuals of our time. Recently
they were transfixed listening to stories of Arun Gandhi, the
grandson of Mahatma Gandhi.
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portrait • regina mlindazwe

As an organisation linking tourism and community
development, Uthando (Love) South Africa has the privilege
of taking tourists and visitors to meet and spend some
time with “the Oldies”, as they are affectionately known,
in Khayelitsha. These interactions are conducted in a
manner that is respectful, meaningful, authentic and in
an atmosphere of mutual learning and understanding
about culture, history and, quite simply, shared humanity.
Since 2008, there have been far too many magic moments
to share in this piece; suffice to say that singing, dancing
and embracing ensure that many visitors leave profoundly
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portrait • buyiswa cordelia mapheckatha

portrait • patrick mrabalala

image • noah group

moved by the experience of meeting these beautiful souls.
Conversations with the Elders has been compiled with the
utmost care and sensitivity to the Oldies and with the goal
of recapturing, recording and reflecting their tales in a
sensitive, thorough and accurate way. They are incredibly
photogenic and their faces reveal their lifetime of experiences,
whilst also reflecting their kind and gentle natures. We have
also consulted with organisations such as the Institute for
Reconciliation and Justice and the History Department at the
University of Cape Town to ascertain the most appropriate
and effective manner to prepare this book. As many of the
Oldies are getting on in years, we also felt a keen sense of
urgency to bring this initiative to a speedy conclusion. We
thus decided to keep the writing to a minimum and focus on
the photography. Since the concept was first initiated, one
of the Oldies selected has already passed on. The book thus
focused on a few pertinent questions:

What is their English name and how did they obtain
that name? (During apartheid and before, white
people could not pronounce black people’s names, and
in order to work black people used a European name.)
What is their defining memory of the apartheid years?
(Many of the Oldies talk about their experience with
the “dompas”, an internal passport called a “dumb
pass” that black people had to carry at all times
outside their homelands. Not being in possession of
one’s pass could lead to arrest
and imprisonment.)
What message do they want to share with the world?
The generations of black South Africans who endured the long
and dark years of apartheid have an absolutely remarkable
and truly unique story to tell the world. They have pearls of
wisdom for an increasingly dysfunctional modern consumer
society. Their stories exemplify the triumph of the human
spirit in the face of sustained and profound suppression
of their basic human rights and dignity. Their journeys of
personal and collective healing and forgiveness resonate
with all who meet them. This book is a way of recognising our
valuable South African roots, and recording their stories and
faces for generations to come. It is also our way of striving to
help and care for them in their senior years.

What are their indigenous names?
What are the meanings of their indigenous names?
Where and when were they born? (Some of the
interviewees don’t know the year they were born.
Instead, they remember a significant event that
occurred in that particular year such as an eclipse
or an earth tremor. Many of them were born in the
Transkei, a former homeland or Bantustan, that
has now been incorporated with the Ciskei, another
homeland, to form what is known today as the
Eastern Cape.)

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE PROJECT AND PURCHASE A COPY
OF ABANTU ABADALA – CONVERSATIONS WITH THE ELDERS, VISIT
UTHANDOSA.ORG OR DROP BY THE UNTOLD STORIES STAND
AT WE ARE AFRICA 2017 (1-4 MAY).
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image · courtesy of city of cape town

Cape Town shows
off its artistic side
words • courtesy of city of cape town

FROM CONTEMPORARY ART GALLERIES AND GUIDED ART TOURS TO
STREET ART AND TOWNSHIP ART EXPERIENCES, CAPE TOWN IS A DREAM
DESTINATION FOR TRAVELLERS SEEKING OUT THE FINEST ARTISTIC AND
CULTURAL OFFERINGS IN AFRICA.

Art experiences

Creative excellence has long been a calling card for the Mother City – and
never has that been more palpable than with the imminent opening of the
Zeitz Museum of Contemporary Art Africa. Excitement is building and
creative energy is at an all-time high in the city as the final touches are
made, ahead of the museum’s grand opening in September.

in Cape Town
Cape Town is considered by many as the
creative capital of South Africa. The city’s
creative energy has, over the years, created
a nurturing environment that continues to
draw artists and creatives of all kinds to its
shores. It’s no wonder, then, that Cape Town
boasts an incredible wealth of galleries in
which to view work spanning a multitude
of genres by artists from across the
African continent.
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The first major museum on the continent dedicated to contemporary art,
Zeitz MOCAA is the embodiment of artistry – even the building itself is a
work of art. Located in the V&A Waterfront’s historic Grain Silo, the gallery
will span nine floors and will include German-born businessman Jochen
Zeitz’s renowned private collection of African artworks and installations,
as well as cutting-edge contemporary art from around the continent.
Once completed, Zeitz MOCAA will be home to Centres for Costume Institute,
Photography, Curatorial Excellence, the Moving Image, Performative Practice
and Art Education, and will feature a myriad of gallery spaces, a sculpture
garden, bookshop, restaurant, technical training areas, research labs and
reading rooms. The museum’s ‘access for all’ policy will ensure those unable
to afford admission will never be turned away, while visitors under 18 will be
afforded free entry all year round, meaning that the next generation of artists
will be able to feed their creative spirit freely.

CONTEMPORARY ART GALLERIES
Cape Town has more than 50 art galleries
around the city – all of them free of charge
– including the Goodman Gallery, the South
African National Gallery, AVA gallery and
Everard Read, to name a few. They exhibit
pieces by internationally renowned names
such as Gerard Sekoto, William Kentridge,
Vladimir Tretchikoff and Irma Stern, through
to works from emerging young talents.

Zeitz MOCAA is the latest addition to the city’s burgeoning art scene and will
no doubt stand like a beacon for creatives and art lovers alike; but it is just one
experience among a multitude of offerings in a city overflowing with artistic
excellence, with locals leading the way.

GUIDED ART TOURS
To get a personalised, first-hand experience
of the art scene in Cape Town, it’s
recommended to go on one of the many
available guided art tours. The guides on
these tours are art experts and will know
exactly which exhibitions are showing
where, to ensure you have a quality African
art experience. With Art Route Cape Town
there’s also an option to go on a collectors’
tour, if you’re in the market to buy.

The new Trips from Airbnb also features a number of artistic experiences for
visitors to take part in. A relatively new offering from the sharing economy
platform, Trips allows those travelling to the city to immerse themselves in
activities, with locals showing them the ropes. There are a number of options
available for those wanting to learn about artistry in Cape Town – with
everything from sketching classes to electro dancing on offer.
The Mother City has long been a muse for artists, thanks to
its natural beauty that’s second to none; but dig a few inches beneath
the surface and you’ll find a city alive with creativity, artistic
vibrancy and an exhilarating spirit.
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VISIT ARTROUTE.CO.ZA
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left • city centre galleries
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It’s your stadium.
If you’ve seen your team play on our pitch or your favourite band perform at one of our
international music festivals, you’ll know an event at Cape Town Stadium is a special experience.
What you might not know is that you can create your own exceptional event just the way you
want it, in one of our customisable Function Rooms, Suites and Lounges. Make the stadium
your own by calling us on 021 417 0120 or visiting www.capetownstadium.capetown.gov.za
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PUBLIC ART FOUNDRIES
There are an increasing number of foundries
opening up to the public to demonstrate the
art of metalwork, ceramic and sculpture.
Some of the top places to visit are Bronze
Age at the V&A Waterfront, where the entire
bronze-sculpting process can be viewed
through glass windows, and the Montebello
Design Centre in Newlands, where a number
of artists work in their studios.
VISIT MONTEBELLO.CO.ZA OR
BRONZEAGE.CO.ZA
STREET ART TOURS
Go on a walking tour of the Woodstock
neighbourhood with Juma’s Tours to see
around 40 of more than 100 artworks on
display on the walls of local residences; you’ll
even have the opportunity to paint a wall of
your own (for an additional cost). Founder
and guide Juma is a local street artist who
was involved in creating some of the street
artworks and has extensive knowledge on the
murals and artists. His street art tours have
now also expanded to Khayelitsha and Langa.
VISIT TOWNSHIPAR T TOURS.CO. Z A

FIR S T T H U R S DAY S
On the first Thursday of every month arts
and culture in Cape Town has a late night,
with dozens of art galleries and cultural
events showcasing the wealth of talent that
the Mother City has to offer. The event is
completely free, with no structured tour
and no schedule to follow – although First
Thursday organisers do provide a map and
highlights of what’s on to help you customise
your experience according to your interests.
From there, you’re free to absorb it all at
your own leisure.
V I S I T F I R S T-T H U R S DAY S . C O . Z A
ART AND FOOD EXPERIENCES
Here’s something for the foodies and the art
lovers: there are a number of experiences in
the city that combine fine dining with art.
The Taj Hotel and La Mouette restaurant
feature new artists, wines and dining
experiences at different times; while
Ground Art Caffe and Solo Gallery Café act
simultaneously as restaurants and galleries.
So sink your teeth into some divine food and
feast your eyes on some of the country’s best
works during these unique experiences.
FOR MOR E INFORM AT ION V ISIT
C A PE T OW N .T R AV E L

MABONENG TOWNSHIP ART EXPERIENCE
The Maboneng Township Arts Experience is
a social entrepreneurship arts organisation
that turns township homes into public
galleries. It has over 100 gallery homes
registered in three cities in South Africa, with
gallery home tours available to book in Langa
and Gugulethu in Cape Town.
VISIT MABONENG.COM

left • city centre galleries

Crystal-lit Mixing Zone

PUBLIC ARTWORKS
Cape Town parks, gardens and promenades
are home to fascinating pieces of sculpture
by South African and international creatives.
Meander on the Sea Point promenade to see
many public artworks, such as the “Perceiving
Freedom” sunglasses and “Morphous” by
internationally renowned Lionel Smit.
Nobel Square at the V&A boasts four statues
of famous politicians; while over at the
Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens you can
view magnificent Angus Taylor sculptures.

above • the zeitz mocaa is due to open in september
2 0 1 7, p h o t o c o u r t e s y o f c i t y o f c a p e t o w n
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Much to the irritation of his opponents, outspoken
palaeontologist-cum-conservationist-cum-politician Richard Leakey is not
done yet. Ahead of his talks at the 2017 Conservation Lab and We Are Africa’s
un-conference, FUSE, he talks to Katie Palmer about climate change, ivory
burning and the perspective-shifting power of TV.

first ivory burn back in 1989

words • katie palmer

right • richard leakey at kenya’s
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“I’m still
alive.”
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opposite · richard leakey
inspecting fossils as a
young man

“Humans are humans, whether they’re South African,
Kenyan, Tanzanian, Alaskan – it doesn’t matter. If they
know the issues, most people have a gut reaction
that is very similar.”

Most interviews with Richard Leakey begin
by detailing his parentage; yet to open in
such a way is almost to undermine all that
he has achieved and endured, suggesting
that somehow his genes automatically set
him on the accomplished, varied and at
times downright dangerous course his life
has thus far run. But within five minutes
of speaking with the palaeontologist-cumconservationist-cum-politician, it’s clear
to me that this is a man who decides
his own fate.

director of the National Museum, prompting its curator,
Robert Carcasson, to resign; to his fierce, live TV debate
with palaeontology rival Donald Johanson; to his appointing
of armed units authorised to shoot poachers on sight on
becoming the Kenya Wildlife Service’s first chairman in 1989;
to his 1995 launch of the anti-government Safina political
party in protest of “the deterioration of public life, corruption
and mismanagement”. A 1993 plane crash that caused him to
lose both his lower legs was suspected sabotage (though never
proven), which goes to show that his views are brave, if not
always popular.

The first time he broke away from a
preconceived ideal of how his life ought to
look was when he quit school at the age of 16,
in order to pursue an entrepreneurial venture
in the trapping and skeleton supply business.
The second was when his refusal to toe the
line in working for his father led him to give
up his work at the Centre for Prehistory and
Palaeontology and instead form the Kenya
Museum Associates. Another came when
he hijacked a Research and Exploration
Committee of the National Geographic
Society meeting in order to ask that funds
meant for his father’s project be diverted
to his own at Koobi Fora (where his team
went on to make some major discoveries).
Obstinate? Perhaps. Determined? Absolutely.
Indeed, Leakey is no stranger to controversy
– from his appointment as administrative
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return to the Kenya Wildlife Service in 2015
(his first tenure ended with a very public
resignation in 1994 amid claims of corruption
and mismanagement), Leakey got to work
organising another – this time far bigger
and, thanks to social media, even more
widely talked about.

What’s most interesting – endearing, even (if you can use
that word to describe such an intimidating force) – about
Leakey is that he’s not afraid to wear a target on his chest for
the sake of something he believes in. Take his involvement
in Kenya’s burning of 105 tons of government-confiscated
elephant and rhino ivory in 2016, which gained viral media
coverage and prompted fierce Twitter debates all over the
globe. This was actually Kenya’s second ivory burn, Leakey
having orchestrated the former – the first of its kind – while
serving his first stint for the Kenya Wildlife Service back in
1989 (many other countries have since followed suit). “After
the first burn the market crashed completely, and not just in
Kenya but in many parts of Africa”, he tells me.

First and second time around, critics have
been vocal in their accusations that burning
an estimated $3 million and $150 million
worth of ivory respectively is irresponsible
and illogical, considering Kenya’s poor
status. There are also those who argue
that eliminating five per cent of the world’s
current stockpile does nothing but drive up
the value of the remaining ivory; but Leakey’s
moral compass is unwavering. In his speech
before the 2016 burn he called countries that
hoard ivory stocks “speculators on an evil,
illegal commodity”, going on to insist that
“There can be no justification for speculating
price rises in ivory down the road, and they
should be shamed out of their position once
and for all.”

What’s changed since then, I wonder? “I think gradually
the interest in ivory resumed; the selling of stockpiled ivory
once again made ivory okay to be associated with if it was
legal. I don’t think anything was done about ensuring that
illegal ivory couldn’t get back on the market. And the price of
ivory shot up five or six years ago to a point where elephants
were being decimated at an extraordinary rate.” So on his

Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta joined
Leakey in addressing the press last year,
telling them, “Kenya is making a statement
that for us ivory is worthless unless it is
on our elephants.” Therein lies a key tactic
in Leakey’s approach to, well, life: making
statements that, whether you agree or

disagree, can’t be ignored. “When Kenya burns $100 million
worth of ivory, they’ll say, ‘What the hell was that about?’
It will help open their eyes to what is actually happening”,
he told Scientific American at the time.
Almost a year on, it seems Leakey’s tactic is working.
“I’m enormously pleased that China has announced that it
will end all trade in ivory in the course of this year… but I’m
quite sure the discussion of ivory in a very public sphere has
played a significant role.”
Granting public access to information surrounding
conservation issues is high on Leakey’s agenda for change.
He cites the case of the Marsh Pride lions in Kenya, who in
2015 were poisoned allegedly in revenge for attacking a local
herder’s cows. Despite international uproar – the lions had
been stars of the BBC’s Big Cat Diary since 1996 and were thus
wildlife ‘celebrities’ in many countries the world over – there
was a notable silence on the part of the Kenyans. Accounting
for this, he goes on: “Kenyans had never seen those films,
so how could they get alarmed when they hear that one’s
been killed?
In this, Leakey unknowingly echoes the basic sentiments
of Italian soapstar-turned-travel-maverick-turnedconservation-activist, Benedetta Mazzini, who at the 2016
Conservation Lab led a discussion on ‘how to harness the
power of celebrity in conservation efforts’. For hardcore
conservationists who’ve made saving the fate of the planet
their life’s work, the fickleness of celebrity may appear
to undermine the seriousness of the subject. But Leakey
subscribes to the adage that people can’t (or aren’t inclined
to) protect what they don’t know, explaining, “I think we’ve
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got to understand that humans are humans,
whether they’re South African, Kenyan,
Tanzanian, Alaskan – it doesn’t matter. If
they know the issues, most people have a gut
reaction that is very similar.”

on an international level, Leakey insists that “for the most
part the challenge is not in Western countries or technological
countries; the challenge is in countries like Kenya and South
Africa, where the vast majority of the population
simply are not in the position to see conservation as an
interesting option given that they have no jobs, they have
very little security for their children, and poor health… I think
we’ve got to remember that the foreign, external, celebrity
issue is more to keep alive a potential aid community; but
the real issues are going to have to be settled in the African
countries by African organisations.”

There were rumours that Leakey himself,
already a celebrity in the conservation world,
would be forever immortalised in a film about
his life, directed and produced by Angelina
Jolie. Leakey would, apparently, have been
played by Brad Pitt (a bolster for anyone’s ego,
surely). But since the couple’s very publicly
documented split, he hasn’t heard from
either of them and assumes the project
has taken a back seat.

One way Leakey is attempting to generate empathy closer
to home is through his work with WildlifeDirect, which he
founded in 2005 (only stepping down as chairman when he
returned to the Kenya Wildlife Service just over a year ago).
Along with having a positive impact on tightening Kenyan
laws surrounding wildlife crime, “currently and perhaps as
importantly – maybe more importantly – WildlifeDirect
has focused on combining their energies with one of the
TV stations in Kenya, working together to get international
TV outlets to give films to Kenya, so that every Saturday
now on a Kenyan television screen you can watch a wildlife
documentary shot somewhere in East Africa or indeed
anywhere in Africa.

Seemingly unfazed by his own brush with
Hollywood fame, Leakey’s only hint of
disappointment stems from the potential
impact such a project, done right, might have
had on attitudes towards conservation across
the globe. “I think movies like that, played
particularly in Eastern countries like China
and Japan, could have a very big impact on
the consumer market. Because somebody like
Brad Pitt could have conveyed the message
that ivory is bad because it’s destroying these
wonderful creatures. I think a lot of people
would sit up and take interest.”

“The viewership of these Saturday afternoon programmes has
far exceeded anybody’s expectations… So I think the power of
TV by showing documentaries has been demonstrated and is
now being effectively used to totally change public opinion in
Kenya as to the importance of protecting parks and protected
species.” And public opinion, according to Leakey, will be the
clincher when it comes to conservation from here on out:

But while he acknowledges that celebrities
can generate great PR for conservation issues
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“I think the biggest contribution going
forward will be the facilitation of the
ownership of wildlife by the middle classes,
who will insist that their leadership and
politicians and businessmen, hoteliers and
tour operators continue to do the right
thing for the right reason.”
If the public are in line to become
conservation’s greatest ally, I ask, then where
lies its most formidable adversary? “Climate
change”, he asserts matter-of-factly. “We’ve
put all our animals in national parks. They’re
like islands. Climate change is affecting
everything around them, as well as inside
them. There’s nowhere for these animals
to go. There’s less and less water going into
these parks; vegetation is drying up. Certain
species in the food chain will ultimately
become extinct before others.
“I think we’re seriously facing a moment
when massive extinctions are going to
be taking place and if we’re really serious
about trying to retain biodiversity in these
protected areas, I think we’ve got to take a
much stronger hand in terms of scientific
research, management and efforts to mitigate
not based on the mighty dollar, not based
on tourism to grow the economy,
but simply on a battle to save these
creatures for a better day.”

With that in mind, what’s the one piece of advice he would
impart to help further conservation efforts today? “My
advice is that the NGOs, the well-meaning private investors,
private supporters, government institutions, government
organisations and official organisations should actually do
more talking to each other rather than at each other. We’ve
simply got to give up this territorial imperative of, ‘We’ve
got our patch and don’t you tell us what to do here.’ I think
the body of experience that’s been learned over the years is
phenomenal and if we can’t use that collectively to try and do
a little better than we are doing, then I have no hope.”
To my mind, Leakey’s body of experience alone is pretty
phenomenal. When I point out as much, he remains modest:
“I’ve enjoyed everything I’ve done in life. I’ve enjoyed the
ups and the downs; I’ve enjoyed my time in wildlife – I still
do. I’ve enjoyed my time in studying prehistory and making
new discoveries. I’ve enjoyed my life wading into politics;
I’ve enjoyed my life playing a significant role in running an
African government under a very powerful dictator-type
president some years ago. It’s all been a lot of fun and it
continues to be fun.”
So, I venture, what’s his greatest achievement so far?
Without missing a beat he replies, “I’m still alive.” Despite a
glimmer of humour so brief I almost miss it, I think back to
that target on his chest, and I know that he means it.
SEE RICHARD LEAKEY SPEAK AT THE CONSERVATION LAB
(29 APRIL – 1 MAY 2017) AND WE ARE AFRICA’S
UN-CONFERENCE, FUSE (1 MAY 2017).
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In response to the modern traveller’s desire for true immersion
in a destination, African safaris are stepping up their game.
Melissa Twigg looks at a few of the experiences going beyond
mere observation to allow participants intimate access to the
most extraordinary wildlife and terrain on the planet.
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The stage is set
for an Under the Influence
beverage experience

For many of us, a trip to rural Africa is a chance to step away
from our overly prescriptive city lives and relinquish control
over what we experience for a few precious days. Because
there is no telling how a morning in the bush is going to
unfold. One day, you might see a lioness gently playing with
her cubs; the next, a pack of wild dogs chasing a single buffalo;
the next, a skulking hyena following the scent of fresh meat.
Alternatively, you may simply pass a few futile hours driving
through seemingly deserted bushland, with little more than
a herd of impala to talk about.

Our relationship with the animals of Africa is constantly
shifting, and what we now think of as a traditional safari
would have seemed more than a little unusual 60 years ago.
Until the 1970s, foreigners predominantly travelled to the
heart of the continent to hunt, and they expected to do this
with minimal levels of comfort. However, as visitors began to
appreciate the extraordinary wildlife of Africa – and finally
see it as more than just a bull’s-eye target – the experience of
killing, happily, transformed into one of observing.
An entire industry has grown up alongside this desire,
catering to visitors from far-flung destinations and
providing them with every material comfort in the savannahs,
scrublands, deltas and hills of Africa. However, as our
attitudes to travel have shifted over the last few years, so
has the safari experience. In an age of 40-storey skyscrapers,
six-terminal airports and eight-lane motorways, increasingly
our greatest luxury is space and solitude – and alongside
that, many of us are now searching for an immersive travel
experience that is not only memorable, but that provides us
with an intimate understanding of the country we’re visiting.

It is this complete reliance on the whims of animals that feels
so unique – that, and the fact that no two days can ever be
the same. But while not even the most experienced of game
rangers can curate a drive tailored to your desires, some might
argue that the traditional lodge experience has
grown somewhat formulaic.
The routine is one that that any of us acquainted with African
holidays can recite off by heart: coffee before dawn; a morning
game drive; brunch on the deck; relaxation; afternoon tea;
the evening game drive; drinks in the boma; and then dinner.
And while it is impossible to criticise a daily rhythm that has
ignited a love of Africa in hundreds-of-thousands of guests
over the last fifty years, a variety of experiences can only
lead to a more profound understanding of the continent
and its inhabitants.

Game drives – still an essential part of the safari experience,
allowing guests to see an extraordinary range of animals in
a safe setting – are not necessarily the best way to interact
intimately with the animal, bird and plant life we have
travelled across the world to see. If you have ever been to
a national park packed with tourists and sat in one of six
vehicles parked in a semi-circle around a confused leopard,
then you will have longed for the chance to see Africa in a
more ‘real’ way.

20 African Countries, 20 000 Staff Trained
Your guests’ memory of Africa is shaped by how they experience
it. We curate beverage lists and experiences for over 400 hotel and
lodge clients in Africa, supported by our inventory management
and training program.

Visit us at the Innovation Hub | We Are Africa 2017
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“There is nothing quite like falling

In response to this shift in values, enterprising travel
companies have begun to offer guests the chance to walk,
climb, hike and camp their way through the African safari
experience, slowing down to match the pace of life in the
bush. One popular option is Robin Pope Safaris, which offers
a week-long walking tour of South Luangwa National Park in
Zambia, with up to eight hours a day on foot for a maximum
of six guests. This gives you on-the-ground experience of an
extraordinarily beautiful terrain that’s home to lion, elephant,
leopard, buffalo and zebra. Nights are spent in mobile bush
camps, where beautifully furnished, absurdly comfortable
tents are erected each evening for guests to collapse into.

asleep to the sounds of the bush,
with the light of the stars above
you. It is incredible – the best
way to feel like you are truly in the
heart of Africa, a million miles

For a different type of wildlife, there is Odzala Discovery
Camp in the Congo, where visitors follow local trackers on
foot deep into the rainforest to search for lowland gorillas
and chimpanzees. The sights and sounds of the Marantaceae
forest will shape your days as you hike through it each
morning and afternoon – and the incredible array of life
along these ancient forest trails is worth the journey to
the Congo alone.

away from civilisation.”

For a river-based experience, Sasaab Lodge in the Northern
Frontier District in Kenya tailors its walks to your fitness
and energy levels and offers the option for guests to sleep in
mobile tented camps on the banks of the Ewaso Nyiro River,
dozing off to the sounds of hippo gruffly snorting throughout
the night. You can spend your days rowing down the river or
walking alongside it, stopping to watch animals frolicking,
drinking and cooling off in the water.
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Immersive sleeping experiences are also becoming
increasingly popular. Old Africa hand Colin Bell will,
this June, launch the much-anticipated Sable Alley in
Botswana – and one of the many options open to his guests
are Skybeds: comfortable double beds set high above the trees,
far away from the rest of the camp. “There is nothing quite
like falling asleep to the sounds of the bush, with the light of
the stars above you”, he says. “It is incredible – the best
way to feel like you are truly in the heart of Africa, a million
miles away from civilisation. And we really have thought
of everything – including a little bathroom just under the
bed, so you don’t have to risk your life if you need the loo
in the night.”

High altitudes often lead to an entirely unique safari
experience, and nowhere is that clearer than at Simien Lodge
in Ethiopia. The highest hotel in Africa at 3,260 metres (with
the highest bar on the continent), it boasts views across the
surrounding UNESCO World Heritage Site and offers daily
treks into the Simien Mountains to look for birds, gelada
and even wolves, hyena and leopard.
Walking through rural Africa is an experience that will stay
with you for decades to come. After years of navigating the
bush from the safety of a 4,000-pound jeep, I went on my first
walking safari two years ago in the Kruger National Park in
South Africa. During the five-day adventure, I realised for the
first time how transformative it was for my relationship with
the animals. In a vehicle, you are a passive observer of wildlife;
but on the ground, you are highly attuned to the slightest
noise from the smallest impala, let alone the
bone-chilling sound of a nearby hyena cackle.

And if you’ve slept outdoors in a Botswanan game park, why
not further test your bravery and try spending the night on a
volcano? Virunga National Park is home to Mount Nyiragongo,
a stratovolcano that features the world’s largest lava lake at its
summit, while the forested lower slopes are home to a variety
of animals including chimpanzees, monkeys and bushbuck.

Allowing those natural animal instincts – instincts we so often
forget we possess – to kick in is an exhilarating experience
in itself. In a jeep, very little other than an irate elephant can
harm you, so your body often forgets where it is. But on the
ground, the smallest sound will make you turn around, and
you find yourself reflexively looking down for signs of a paw
print or the long lines of a snake in the sand.

From the rim of the volcano, visitors can peer down into a
churning lava lake and see and hear hot gases exploding up
though a mosaic of molten lava. Treks to the summit take
around an hour from Mikeno Lodge in Rumangabo, but the
majority of guests choose to sleep on the rim so they can
watch the awe-inducing contrast of the hot orange lava
bubbling against the black of the night sky.

The rush of adrenalin you get from seeing any of the
Big Five at eye level is extraordinary, but even bird life
is magnified – I found their colours and sounds far more
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“The rush of adrenalin you get

memorable as they fluttered in the air around me than I
ever had from a jeep. And as your mental checklist of animal
viewings fades into the distance, the surrounding bushland
suddenly becomes more real and more beautiful. The part of
the Kruger Park I was in suddenly looked greener, rockier and
more undulating than it does from a car window.

from seeing any of the Big Five
at eye level is extraordinary, but
even bird life is magnified – I found

But these immersive safari experiences should not be
restricted to the young and fit. From drifting along the
Okavango Delta in a mokoro, to sleeping in comfortable
beds high above the teeming floor of the savannah, many
of these extraordinary encounters are open to everyone
thanks to the likes of Endeavour Safaris, a travel company
that now offers a range of safari options to people with
disabilities and medical issues.

their colours and sounds far more
memorable as they fluttered in
the air around me than I
ever had from a jeep.”

So, fittingly, we as open our minds to what a trip to the bush
entails, Africa has opened itself up to people of differing
abilities and diverging needs and interests – offering us all
the chance to fully immerse ourselves in one of the most
extraordinary places on earth. And, really, nothing reminds
you that you’re alive like the tingle of fear you get from
hearing a nearby lion roar while you sip your water under
the shade of an acacia tree, preparing to continue your
long walk back to camp.
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With a few exceptions, conservation has traditionally been seen as a man’s
world. However, an emerging generation of determined African women
are flipping the script and bringing new solutions to Africa’s conservation
challenges. Diana Odero and Olivia Squire meet a few of these pioneers.
words • diana odero and olivia squire
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I s this the new
face of conservation?
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“The poachers have big guns and we have pepper spray
and handcuffs; but we are not afraid. We are fighting for
the animals and showing people that women can be
beautiful and strong.”
			

Author Diane Mariechild once said,
“A woman is full circle. Within her is the
power to create, nurture and transform.”
African women are tapping into this power
to not only break glass ceilings in Hollywood
(see Lupita Nyong’o and Michaela Coel), in
media (see Zain Asher and Bozoma Saint
John), and in fashion (see Charlene Dunbar
and Maria Borges), but also to make great
strides in other non-conventional fields such
as conservation, tourism and social justice.

One of the most renowned figures working in conservation
today is Dr. Paula Kahumbu, a Kenyan ecologist who is
leading the charge in protecting elephants from extinction
due to poaching. Having started her conservation career early,
becoming a park ranger after leaving school, she became
involved in the debate around ivory when she was asked to
measure Kenya’s first ivory burn in 1989. Since then, she
has become a prominent and outspoken figure in protecting
Africa’s natural heritage, particularly in her work since 2007
as CEO of Wildlife Direct, a nonprofit set up in Nairobi to
support these efforts – whether attending the landmark ivory
burn in the city in April 2016 or working with Kenya’s First
Lady, Margaret Kenyatta, on the Hands Off Our Elephants
campaign. Speaking at the Conservation Lab in 2015, she
posed a question summarising her passionate and unafraid
stance on conservation: “It’s time to stop being polite.
Poaching is a war being waged against Africa. Why aren’t
our leaders taking action?”

Conservation and related fields have generally
been male-dominated, due to traditional
gender hierarchies that prevail in society.
Despite this, according to Fiesta Warinwa,
Director of Corporates and Foundation
Relations at the African Wildlife Foundation,
women are crucial to the conservation plight.

Another individual who has been asking difficult questions
and forging the path for women in conservation for some time
is Dr. Kalema-Zikusoka, the founder and CEO of Conservation
Through Public Health, star of BBC documentary Gladys the
African Vet and Uganda’s first wildlife veterinary officer.
Specialising in biodiversity conservation by instilling a sense
of value in tourists and locals, Kalema-Zikusoka comments:
“Conservation methods will help strengthen the tourism
industry as well as increase awareness on how to take care of
certain animals. For example, in Uganda tourists learn not to
track mountain gorillas when they are ill as they can easily
pass on fatal diseases to them.”

“African women are the natural custodians
of the environment. They pay the price when
it comes to the social and economic effects
of factors associated with environment and
conservation.” Women also have a hand in
the development of tourism and social justice,
with female activists making their mark by
speaking up and fighting for their rights and
rightful representation.
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– Leitah, a member of the Black Mambas

Pioneers like Kahumbu and Kalema-Zikusoka
are inspiring a new crop of do-it-yourself,
determined African women dedicated to
protecting their heritage. And they don’t
come any more determined than the Black
Mamba Anti-Poaching Unit, a 26-strong
group of seriously badass, all-female rangers
who are putting themselves on the front lines
of the conservation battle by patrolling South
Africa’s Balule area, a patch of land plagued
by rhino and bush-meat poachers, unarmed.
Since 2014 they have reduced rhino poaching
by 65% and been awarded both the UNEP
Champion of the Earth Award and Rhino
Conservation Practitioner of the Year.

Winnie, a 22-year-old Mamba, comments, “I am proud to
be a Black Mamba. Many people don’t know that a woman
can do this job. We will show them that we can do it. When
our children grow up, they will know the Big Five and love
and respect nature.” Twenty-one-year-old Leitah continues,
“The poachers have big guns and we have pepper spray and
handcuffs; but we are not afraid. We are fighting for the
animals and showing people that women can be
beautiful and strong.”
Over in Kenya’s Maasai Mara, Agnes Kilena mirrors the
Mambas’ determination to get involved with day-to-day
conservation efforts in her role as the first female guide to
work in the Mara, as part of the team at Basecamp Explorer.
Born in the Amboseli area, Kilena studied hospitality at
college before securing an internship at Basecamp, going on
to the Koiyaki Guiding School before being hired as a guide.

Crucially, they work with surrounding
communities to educate them on the benefits
of protecting their natural heritage as part of
the belief that “the war on poaching will not
be won with guns and bullets, but through
local communities and education”. Indeed,
the majority of the Black Mambas come from
these impoverished communities, giving
them a significant voice in overcoming
patriarchal dominance and persuading both
local men and women to combat the war on
poaching without violence.

For Kilena, the opportunity to show other young women in
the local community that they can be directly involved in
conservation is paramount. “My position right now means a
lot to me as I am now a role model to the other women in the
Maasai community and I want them to see that women can do
just about anything a man can do as well – such as working in
wildlife conservation”, she says proudly. Her eventual goal is
to progress into wildlife management to further her impact on
protecting endangered species.
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Ex-radio and television presenter Raabia
Hawa turned her back on a glamorous career
in media to devote her attention to her true
cause: wildlife conservation. The Kenyan
director of the Ulinzi Africa Foundation,
East Africa’s first non-profit organisation
focused on ranger empowerment and welfare,
Hawa regularly joins teams in the bush on
de-snaring operations and initiated the
Walk With Rangers programme to enhance
collaboration with the sector. She is also a
Kenya Wildlife Services Honorary Warden
and was a notable contributor to legislative
amendments to Kenya’s historic Wildlife Act.

On the relationship between conservation and tourism,
Hawa has an impassioned plea for the industry: “Conservation
organisations are literally breaking our backs to safeguard a
resource that tourism industry stakeholders enjoy. We must
work together and protect this resource. Conservationists
do not make a business of this work, and those that reap the
benefits of safe wildlife should really wake up and join hands
to make our work a little easier. Tourism authorities should
make conservation support mandatory for tourism players,
because without keeping the protectors of wildlife afloat, all
the related businesses will suffer inevitably.”
The modern definition of conservation encompasses
communities as well as wildlife, working with people in less
advantaged areas to help them become self-sufficient, with
women and girls often at the bedrock of these communities.
Providing role models for young women in this arena is
something that grassroots movement Rock Girl takes
incredibly seriously. Based in Cape Town, the organisation
was founded by human rights lawyer India Baird with the aim
of inspiring and investing in girl-initiated and girl-focused
projects in the private and public sectors.

Like Agnes Kilena, Hawa sees her work with
rangers in the field as pivotal to changing
perceptions of women in conservation. “On
my first day in the field, we did about 23
kilometres, but stopped every one-to-two
kilometres for a short break because the
rangers felt I needed it”, she recalls. “They
were obviously surprised when they found me
just as able to withstand the harsh climate
and terrain for such a long distance as them. I
am happy to say I inspired them to see women
as equally capable of being a ranger, and
now there are women on a team that would
probably never have considered it before.”

By empowering girls to stay in school and women to become
economically independent, Rock Girl hopes to reduce violence
against women in a country with one of the highest incidences
of rape and sexual violence on the continent. For its Safe
Spaces campaign, for example, Rock Girl is partnering with
artists and designers to create both symbolic and real safe
spaces around South Africa, with 56 Safe Space benches and
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a new primary school building in existence
today. Additionally, since gang violence flared
up two years ago, Rock Girl has taken three
Road Trips across South Africa to the Eastern
and Northern Capes and to the Northwest and
Gauteng to interview other girls, share their
stories, explore their own country, and return
to advocate for change.

women is that they are victims, and all one sees is media that
reinforces this narrative of victimhood, then the only thing
that African women can be, to that person’s mind, are victims.
By celebrating the lives of inspiring women we can change the
narrative about Africa and its place in the world.”
The Nzinga Effect team travels to various African cities,
connecting with women and learning their stories in order to
tell them to the world. According to Anyangwe, “The tourism
industry has such potential to bring wealth to communities,
but that only happens when it is done responsibly. Simply
building a lodge in a beautiful village and employing the
villagers doesn’t go far enough. African women are the
bedrock of their communities and the carriers of culture.
Travel that is about exploring communities and discovering
culture should therefore be built around African women.”

“Social change can only happen if industries
unite across disciplines and work together”,
says Baird. “Our Rock Girls recognise
this, and also recognise that visitors to
our country can play an invaluable role in
creating social change. We seek not just to
educate them, but to engage them in ways
to build a safer, more just South Africa and
world. We fully expect some of the girls will
one day be leaders themselves.”

Whether it’s providing a template for the next generation
of female conservationists and social crusaders; crushing
stereotypes on the front lines of conservation; or creating
spaces for African women to tell and share their stories; these
pioneering personalities are ensuring that the future face of
African conservation will truly reflect the communities most
impacted by its path.

Taking this concept of safe spaces online,
Cameroonian Eliza Anyangwe is the force
behind The Nzinga Effect, a digital platform
and annual gathering to celebrate African
women and tell their stories. She believes
that “Our actions as humans are shaped
by our beliefs and those beliefs are formed
based on what we see, hear and share – the
memes that become our norms and culture.
As a result, if all one hears about African
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‘Conservation is war’ is a sentiment we often hear these
days – and perhaps many readers will agree. But is it a
war, or is it wishful thinking on behalf of those who want
a decisive end to poaching? And if it is a war, do we really
know who the enemy is?
words • anton crone
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image • park rangers in the maasai mara, kenya

ARE WE AT WAR?
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below • dehorning of rhinos for protection in askari game lodge, south africa

Conflicts between conservation authorities and poachers
are sporadic. The term ‘war’ might be better applied to
the conflict between animals and poachers, where animal
deaths run into the hundreds-of-thousands each year. But
animals can’t fight back, so it is probably best described as
genocide. As with human genocides in recent history, military
intervention by governments has eventually put a stop to the
slaughter; but it seems human sentiment does not extend to
animals – they are not on the priority list of governments.

Even in South Africa – the African country best able to
support conservation authorities with military training,
equipment and funding – the tide is against them. Year-onyear the number of rhinos poached for horn goes well above a
thousand, the chief perpetrators being poorly armed poachers
crossing from Mozambique into Kruger National Park. The
South African government does not appear motivated to
preserve wildlife, as illustrated by a recent move to permit
domestic trade in rhino horn – a dubious decision given
South Africa’s enormous stockpile of rhino horn.

In spite of this, the efforts of various conservation authorities
to protect animals throughout Africa are awe-inspiring.
While vastly outnumbered, poorly equipped and poorly paid,
they take incredible risks and are effective in preventing
poaching to some degree, sometimes apprehending or killing
perpetrators. But where there are successes in a few arenas,
animals are still being wiped out in many others.

One country’s government does seem determined
to protect its wildlife, employing the defence force in
anti-poaching roles; but where Botswana may be closed
to poachers, many other avenues remain open. Elephant
populations are being wiped out in neighbouring Angola
and there are indications of an increase in poaching across
the river in southwest Zambia.

The regions under the greatest duress are those where
poachers are well-armed and organised militia, such as in
the DRC, or where poachers find little opposition, such as in
Southern Tanzania. In the case of the DRC, the militia are
not only supplemented by the profits from poaching, but also
from illicit mining. Due to a devastating civil war and an
armed scramble for resources, conservation authorities in this
region have little to no support from the government, whose
armed forces are split across many fronts tackling multiple
factions. Conversely Tanzania faces no military intervention,
yet Selous Game Reserve is steadily being cleaned out of
elephants as poachers on cross-border raids from Mozambique
find little to no opposition.

What is clear is that military operations in support of
conservation are not on the agenda of most African
governments; therefore this is, technically at least, not a war.
But let’s say it were. As any military leader worth their rank
will agree, in a war there are tactics to apply beyond tackling
ground forces. In his 500 BC ‘Art of War’ treatise, Sun Tzu
wrote, “Foreknowledge cannot be gotten from ghosts and
spirits, cannot be had by analogy, cannot be found out by
calculation. It must be obtained from people, people who
know the conditions of the enemy.”
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below • rhino herd in kruger national park

Applying this to a conservation war would suggest that it
is advantageous to understand the enemy – and that would
mean accepting that the people carrying the poaching
weapons are merely pawns. There are much more influential
figures at play, namely traffickers, traders and consumers of
animal parts who are the unwitting victims of ancient myths
and modern propaganda perpetuating the sale of rhino horn,
ivory, pangolin scales, shark fin and more.

we need a focus on educating consumers about the futility
of using animal parts for medicine and the global
consequences of their actions. Governments need to support
marginalised African communities so that they do not fall
prey to criminal poaching networks; meanwhile, we need to
educate the global animal-loving public that their energy
and funding should be put into motivating governments to
conserve wildlife, not into small operations that have no
positive influence on conservation.

People often rejoice when they hear that a poacher has been
apprehended or killed, but unfortunately poverty is the
circumstance that many poachers find themselves in. Since
poverty and hunger are more compelling than any military
doctrine, marginalised people such as these can be easily
exploited to kill animals for profit.

We should realise that our planet’s wilderness has been
decimated for our own pleasure and sustenance. Entire
ecosystems have been eradicated to make way for agriculture.
We have hunted thousands of species into extinction.
That we allow it to continue within the few scant
wilderness areas that are left is an abomination.

The number of desperate people on the margins of wildlife
areas is legion, which opens up a fundamental issue: while
the public’s energy is focused on rallying against poachers,
we deny them their humanity and forfeit our own. We forget
our governments’ responsibility to tackle poverty and we
ignore the possibility that lifting marginalised people out of
poverty will not only help them to live a better life, but will
also prevent the poaching of wildlife – if not for profit,
then for food.

If conservation is war, then it is not a war on poachers:
it is a war on greed. As the Roman philosopher Seneca said,
“For greed, all nature is too little.”
TAKE PART IN DEBATES LIKE THIS AND MANY OTHERS AT THE
CONSERVATION LAB, AN INVITATION-ONLY EVENT FROM BEYOND
LUXURY MEDIA THAT BRINGS TOGETHER UP TO 150 LEADERS IN
CONSERVATION, TRAVEL, TECHNOLOGY, BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES,
PHILANTHROPY AND GOVERNMENT UNDER OPTIMAL CONDITIONS FOR
CREATIVE THINKING AND COLLABORATIVE INNOVATION, WITH THE
AIM OF IGNITING CONSERVATION EFFORTS. TO FIND OUT MORE,
VISIT CONSERVATION-LAB.COM.

To tackle the real enemy we need to motivate governments
– not only for military support, but also for much stronger
intelligence and law enforcement focused on apprehending
the recruiters, traffickers and traders. In tandem with this
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From The Gambia to Kenya,
South Africa to Mauritius, Africa’s
beaches offer everything from

WHERE THE SAND MEETS THE SEA

buzzing urban marketplaces and

words • emma gregg

extreme sport destinations, to
sanctuaries teeming with wildlife
and deserted stretches of
pearl-white sand.

W I L D E R N E S S

When we’re very young, beaches are sensational places to
be. Literally. The scent of the air, the screech of gulls, ice
cream freezing our tongues and waves tickling our toes
– experiences such as these spell happiness, freedom and
adventure. Even the sandpapery agony when our parents
brush our feet clean at the end of the day seems worth it.
It means we’re on holiday.
As we grow older and explore more widely, we begin to
notice other things. We might discover, for example,
that in Africa beaches aren’t just places for visiting kids
to paddle, skim stones and build sandcastles. Some, like
the fishing beaches of The Gambia and Sierra Leone, are
marketplaces ablaze with colour and noise. Others double
as workshops, with boat builders, artists and craftworkers
tinkering on the shore.

image • noordhoek beach
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What about the wildlife that shares the coast? Many of
Africa’s most beautiful beaches are precious havens for
reptiles, mammals and birds, offering sights as thrilling
as any inland reserve. Thousands of sooty terns breed
on beaches in the Seychelles; penguins patrol Boulders
Beach near Cape Town; and, in turtle hatching season,
tiny hatchlings scamper into the Indian Ocean at Diani
and Msambweni in Kenya and on Tanzania’s beguiling
Mafia and Misali islands. In Mozambique, whale sharks
and manta rays cruise the blue beyond Tofo Beach; while
in iSimangaliso Wetland Park – South Africa’s longestestablished World Heritage Site – the coast teems with
life, from ghost crabs and honey badgers on the sand to
bottlenose dolphins leaping through the waves.
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“If your idea of heaven is a beach so wild
and empty that yours will be the only fresh
footprints in the sand, lose yourself on the
long blonde strands of Madagascar’s remote
southeastern or northeastern shores.”
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top lef t • hole in the wall,
eastern cape, south africa
bottom left • sal island,
cape verde
right • town of morondava,
madagascar

Ultra-desirable beaches like Petite Anse,
Frégate or North Island in the Seychelles, the
coral sands of the Quirimbas and Bazarutos
in Mozambique, or Turtle Bay on Mauritius
have a seductive air of exclusivity; but most
African beaches are wonderfully informal.
Mauritian families love nothing better than
to picnic on one of the island’s many public
beaches on a Sunday afternoon. Bringing
cooler boxes packed with golden samosas,
rotis and spicy sauces, they kick off their
sandals and set themselves up in the shade.

is a beach so wild and empty that yours will be the only fresh footprints in
the sand, you could lose yourself on the long blonde strands of Madagascar’s
remote southeastern or northeastern shores.

If you prefer your afternoons on the coast to
be a little edgy, perhaps with some worldclass windsurfing or kitesurfing thrown in,
you’ll love the breezy Atlantic hotspots of
the Canary Islands, Senegal and Cape Verde.
If, on the other hand, your idea of heaven

Want to feel like an explorer? Seek out Praia Sundy on Príncipe, a little-known
island that erupted out of the Gulf of Guinea some three million years ago.
Sundy is the stuff of old-fashioned adventure stories – a Robinson Crusoe
scrap of golden sand, tucked beneath startlingly steep, jungle-clad slopes.
Like all the best beaches, it has its own, special magic. And it’ll make you
feel like a kid again.

South Africa is blessed with the continent’s best urban beaches – inspiring,
accessible places to take the kids, surf, or simply hang out and look cool.
Capetonians are spoilt for choice: in Table Bay and False Bay the ocean may be
cold, but the scenery is utterly beautiful. If you only have time for one or two,
choose Bloubergstrand, with its classic view of Table Mountain, or Camps Bay
at sunset. In Durban, you’ll find warmer water and a vibe to match: relaxed,
multicultural and fun. The beaches here are fabulously spacious; famous for
surfing, they’re also popular with swimmers, runners and sand sculptors.
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TELLING
THE STORIES
UNTOLD
interview • katie palmer
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Africa is #NotOneStory. As part of our mission to verbalise
new and unexpected narratives on the continent, each year
we invite three brands whose stories might otherwise go
untold to become honorary members of the We Are Africa
tribe. For 2017 our longstanding community development
partner, Uthando (Love) South Africa, will be returning once
again to share tales of their successes over the past 12
months, including news of Abalimi Bezekhaya, the township
farming cooperative that the We Are Africa tribe is helping to
support – read more about this innovative project on page 20.
Joining them this year will be the inspiring Township Art Tours
and Sangha Lodge; we were lucky enough to chat with both
ahead of their debut at We Are Africa in Cape Town this May…

W E

LEARN MORE ABOUT UTHANDO (LOVE) SOUTH AFRICA,
TOWNSHIP ART TOURS AND SANGHA LODGE BY VISITING
THE UNTOLD STORIES STAND AT WE ARE AFRICA 2017 (1-4 MAY).
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above · a traveller paints a mural on a
t o w n s h i p a r t t o u r, p h o t o b y c a r o l i n e j e n s e n
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images • courtesy of sangha lodge

image • the ba’aka people

ROD AND TAMAR CAS SIDY,
FOUNDERS OF SANGHA LODGE

WHAT MAKES SANGHA LODGE A UNIQUE
EXPERIENCE FOR TRAVELLERS?
The Congo Basin speaks for itself. Between Sangha Lodge
and Odzala in the Republic of the Congo, we are the only two
lodges functioning in this environment. Dzang Bai is, without
a doubt, the most amazing elephant experience in the world.
We cater for special interests on top of this and offer expert
advice on birding, butterflies, mammal-watching, night walks
and more.

WHAT WAS YOUR ORIGINAL VISION
FOR SANGHA LODGE?

image • sangha lodge

image • dzanga bai

The usual answer: to establish a reasonable lodge that uplifted
the standards in Central Africa to compare with East and
Southern Africa, that could contribute to conservation and
community… But, more than this, we wanted to show the
world a different side to Africa than just the charismatic
animals. The Congo Basin has the richest biodiversity on the
continent – there’s so much more to see and do than look at
our elephants and gorillas. Eventually we hope to increase
tourists’ awareness of this environment with a variety of
activities similar to what the lodges in the Amazon offer –
such as canopy walkways, tree climbing, kayaking and so on.
All of these will bring sustainable jobs to a population that
currently exists on consumptive utilisation of the forests.

WHAT’S THE MOST SURPRISING REACTION YOU’VE HAD FROM A
TRAVELLER AT SANGHA LODGE?
Most clients visiting us have low expectations and are blown
away by the lodge and the wildlife. I think our biggest surprise
has been the huge generosity shown by a number of our past
clients when the crisis in this country happened and we had
to survive with little or no income. Their genuine concern for
us and the wildlife around us kept us alive for two years. Our
clients arrive as guests, but leave as friends – that’s for sure.

WHAT CHALLENGES HAVE YOU FACED ALONG THE WAY AND HOW HAVE
YOU OVERCOME THEM?

HOW DOES THE LODGE BENEFIT LOCAL
PEOPLE AND WILDLIFE?

Our biggest challenge has been the war that broke out
following the coup de tête in 2013. All tourism died and the
expats running the NGO responsible for running the park left.
The local population felt abandoned and turned to the forest
for their livelihood. The impact of this was huge. Elephant
poaching began and at one point 26 elephants were killed in a
single incident by the rebel army. At this time we were broke
and stuck outside the country; but, thanks to a lot of help and
donations from friends, we returned and became the eyes and
ears for conservation in the area.

Employment: We have 16 permanent staff at Sangha Lodge
and a further 14 staff working on a pangolin research and
conservation. Community: We support two local schools and
clothe over 20 indigent children attending those schools. We
support local farmers with seeds for vegetables and also buy
as much of our produce locally as possible. Conservation:
We run a pangolin research and conservation programme,
which began life as a small rescue-and-release programme
for pangolin from the bush meat markets (there was a big
increase in this trade during the war); so far we’re released a
total of over 70 pangolins from the trade, but this has raised
more questions about pangolins than it answered and, as
such, we’re pleased to say that we should welcome our first
research students in the coming year. In the meantime we
have a team of Ba’aka tracking an already habituated pangolin
and monitoring her every day.

WHAT CAN TRAVELLERS EXPECT TO SEE
AND LEARN AT SANGHA LODGE?

image • tamar and rod
cassidy monitor a pangolin

Sangha Lodge is in the heart of the rainforest, with access
to habituated lowland gorillas and the best forest elephant
experience in the world: the famous Dzanga Bai. Apart from
having the richest biodiversity in Africa, there is always
something new to learn – even for those of us who have
lived here for eight years. Hopefully travellers will learn not
only about wildlife, conservation and the rich diversity, but
also about some of the people who manage to live in perfect
harmony with this environment, The Ba’aka people.
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HOW IS SANGHA LODGE HELPING TO SHOW
A DIFFERENT SIDE OF AFRICA?
This is easy to answer: as most tourism in Africa is about
savannah habitats and coastal beach tourism, we are one
of but a few who show the lowland tropical rainforest in all
its glory.
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photography • caroline jensen

image • a home in khayelitsha
where juma and the team planted a
garden for the family
image • a painting designed and
created by travellers in collaboration
with a local family and children
from the community

JUMA MKWELA, FOUNDER
OF TOWNSHIP ART TOURS
WHAT’S THE MOST SURPRISING REACTION
YOU’VE SEEN FROM A TRAVELLER ON A TOUR?

WHEN AND WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO SET UP TOWNSHIP ART TOURS?

i m a g e • ‘ a m a n z i ’, m e a n i n g ‘ w a t e r ’ i n
zulu or xhosa; this painting at a high
school in khayelitsha was created by
five artists, including juma, to raise
awareness about water rights

Township Art Tours was founded in 2012 because I was
involved in creating street art in Woodstock and Khayelitsha.
I found myself the only person working with the community
and the artists who contributed to street art, because I knew
where all the artwork was, I knew almost everyone in the
community, and I knew the story behind the artwork. I felt
that the rest of the world should also have the opportunity to
see these beautiful street artworks and learn all the amazing
stories associated with them – and to meet locals in a way that
will inspire change.

One German lady, Sarah, emailed me after returning home
because she couldn’t stop thinking about a little girl she
met on her tour – she told me, “Still I think of her and that
moment of connected souls. It felt as if I was seeing someone
I have known for years after a long, long period of time.”
She wanted to know if there was anything the little girl or
her family might need, that she could help with. That was
touching.
HOW DO AFRICANS LIVING IN THE TOWNSHIPS YOU VISIT SHOWCASE
AN INDEPENDENT, CREATIVE, DO-IT-YOURSELF ATTITUDE?

WHAT CAN TRAVELLERS EXPECT TO SEE AND LEARN ON A TOUR?

Africans and particularly those people living in the townships
are so creative and humble; they’re very welcoming. Seeing
other locals starting their own gardens and creating artworks
has triggered a huge surge in people asking for materials
to do the same; they’re so enthusiastic – when they see an
opportunity they grab it with both hands.

Travellers will see art that inspires; art that educates; art
that raises awareness of different aspects; beautiful streets;
organic home gardens; and they will engage with locals, by
either creating an artwork or a home garden.
WHAT MAKES A TOWNSHIP ART TOUR A UNIQUE
EXPERIENCE FOR TRAVELLERS?

HOW ARE TOWNSHIP ART TOURS HELPING TO SHOW A DIFFERENT
SIDE TO AFRICA?

image • a local restaurant in
khayelitsha called the village
house where juma and his tour
groups often prepare lunch and eat

We believe travelling and engaging with locals is the best
possible travel experience – our philosophy is to make guests
and travellers connect and create a beautiful community.
On every tour the guests will either paint or create a home
garden; we also harvest our gardens in order to cook
and share a meal with a family.

Township Art Tours are helping to show the
beautifully creative side of life in the townships.

HOW DO THE TOURS BENEFIT LOCAL PEOPLE?
The locals benefit from tours by creating organic home
gardens, creating street art and engaging with other locals
from different cultures and races.
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This year’s Innovation Awards set out to capture
the diverse, colourful and rapidly evolving future of
African travel. We caught up with our panel of expert
judges to discover what they made of 2017’s entries.

photography • zunaid greed of
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JAMES DELANEY
(r igh t)
James is a painter and
printmaker who has
exhibited across South
Africa and the USA. He also
previously published the
Moja Heritage Collection,
a printed guide to South
Africa’s most intriguing
cultural attractions.

LEW ROOD
(a b o v e)
Lew is recognised as
providing the ultimate
concierge service for
sophisticated travellers
in Southern Africa and is
renowned for his insight
and access.

ANTON CRONE
( judging remotely)
Anton is the editor and
CEO of adventure travel
website Safarious.com,
bringing Africa’s wilderness
story to a worldwide audience
and help travellers reconnect
with the wild.

As our cover states, there’s always something
creative out of Africa. Whether it’s a bold
aesthetic; inventive way of tackling a
conservation crisis; bright young star with
a novel perspective; or hot destination: the
next generation of African travel pioneers are
ensuring that the eyes of the world are firmly
on this continent as we move into the future.

WHAT THEMES DID YOU SEE EMERGING FROM THIS YEAR’S ENTRIES?

For the Innovation Awards, we wanted to
make sure that we’re accurately reflecting
the breadth and diversity of these brands and
individuals. That’s why we introduced two
new categories, RISE AFRICA and SUPPORT
AFRICA, as well as inviting a panel of
creatively minded, travel-savvy experts from
varied fields to decide this year’s shortlist.

WHAT REALLY IMPRESSED YOU ABOUT WHAT YOU SAW?

To generate conversation and debate, we
gathered our judges together at Cape Town’s
The Stack in March to pick apart the entries
and select those that really impressed to go
through to the next stage: your votes. The
winners will be announced at the official
Innovation Awards ceremony on 2 May 2017
– but back at The Stack, we asked our 2017
panel to reflect on this year’s talent.

L E W : For me, it’s the challenge of great design in an industry where so much is
already being done. It’s difficult to do things that are innovative and fresh, but
still relevant, useful and appropriate.
S A R A H : And the same could probably be said of the conservation aspect.
It’s wonderful that so many people and places do all these amazing things,
but it’s impact that we’re looking at really: that’s the big one.

J A M E S : It’s interesting to see both what individuals are doing and what
groups of people are doing. We have a mixture of positive work being done by
just a handful of people, and then projects on a much larger scale. The most
important thing is that it’s not just regional or embracing only the welltrodden tourist routes of Southern and East Africa, for example, but is
forging into areas well beyond that such as the Indian Ocean.
I T U M E L E N G : I think what is outstanding is that they have challenged us to
look at the new versus the old. How do we retain the attractiveness and the
incredible impact that the old establishments have played in building the
African tourism landscape, whilst embracing new additions? What are the
new ones bringing that would complement what the old players have done in
the past? It’s an incredible way of marrying two worlds, the new and the old,
and still being able to see those emerging elements and nuggets that make
us outstanding.
S A R A H : I think the word that came out strongly for me was ‘innovation’,
because to keep on top of our game and keep people wanting to come to
Africa, it’s about about staying innovative and novel and fresh and
interesting, and that whole amazing, challenging factor. Getting that
across is not an easy thing.
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WAS THERE ANY ONE CATEGORY THAT YOU
PARTICULARLY ENJOYED REVIEWING?
I T U M E L E N G : I think all of them had
something special, but RISE AFRICA was
amazing because it does speak to the idea
of innovation, impact and contribution to
tourism in Africa. I think that’s where
we have to encourage many more
people to participate.
L E W : I enjoyed all the categories because they
encompass a wide field. I think our African
tourism business, which to an extent is
largely safari-orientated, has got some very
iconic people working in it, including superb
private guides and people on the ground. But
we need to know there’s a new generation
coming in to take their place and so ensure
the longevity and growth of our African
tourism business.
J A M E S : I obviously like DESIGN AFRICA: as
an artist, that is closest to my heart. However,
I also found the RISE and SHAPE categories
surprisingly interesting, and I think that’s
an area that I’d like to see growing in
importance. It’s great to see people
being recognised.

SARAH ORD
Sarah is the founder of
interior design firm Sarah
Ord Interiors. Her portfolio
features clients such as
La Clé des Montagnes,
La Galerie in Franschoek,
Villas Valriche in Mauritius
and Cape Town’s new
brasserie, bar and private
members’ club, The Stack.

S A R A H : Like James, DESIGN AFRICA is also
very close to my heart, particularly since I
think that being quite a saturated industry,
the perception is that as soon as you have a
few bucks in your pocket anybody can open
a hotel or run a restaurant or have a lodge.
However, it’s about how it’s executed for
longevity’s sake, so that you’re not trying
to be trendy or clever or over-designing and
the message is lost.
HAS SEEING THE ENTRIES CHANGED YOUR
PERCEPTION OF THE AFRICAN TRAVEL INDUSTRY?
I T U M E L E N G : There are a lot of amazing
things happening everywhere in Africa and
there’s so much that we still need to educate
ourselves on, in terms of new developments.
We need to make sure that this process
encourages other worthy contenders,
because there’s a lot of value in opening up
our continent and showcasing how
innovative, inspiring and amazing it is.
S A R A H : I’m once again reminded of how
incredibly diverse and interesting just this
handful of offerings are and, as you say,
how much more or how many more layers
you could unravel.
I T U M E L E N G : Because of this process I
feel like I want to go on holiday!
S A R A H : Yes, the overriding feeling you’ll
leave here with is, ‘Can we leave now?!’.

L E W : I was quite struck by how the innovative things are happening in the
remoter areas and in new regions, regions that aren’t explored that much in
travel. That for me was quite an eye-opener and great to see.
J A M E S : I think that for the African travel industry, both urban and rural,
it’s terribly important that we make the point that it’s not all about safari,
because so many people are now living closer to or in cities. I feel that there
is an enormous amount of interesting work being done by a lot of people to
make sure there’s always something new to attract visitors back to Africa for a
second and third time.
IS THERE ANY THING YOU WERE HOPING TO SEE THAT YOU DIDN’T? HOW COULD THE
SHORTLIST BE EVEN STRONGER NEXT YEAR?
I T U M E L E N G : We should look at encouraging more participants outside of
wildlife, because I think Africa is equally about its people. We continue to
perpetuate the stereotype that it’s solely about wildlife, whereas people are
incredible, inspirational assets of this continent.
J A M E S : I think what I’ve enjoyed in this year’s judging process, and am
enjoying as we go forward, is really the feeling of diversity amongst us, which
is all-embracing, but also the feeling of unity. We are working as one, and I
think that is improving every year with We Are Africa.
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DESIGN AFRICA

I N N O VAT I O N
A WA R D S

2017

shortlist

Whether it’s a showstopping art installation,
interiors overhaul or pace-setting new build,
these are the designs changing the
look of modern Africa.
andBeyond – andBeyond Matetsi River Lodge
Elewana – Loisaba Tented Camp
The Latitude Hotels – Latitude 13,
Lilongwe 7 The Other Side
The Ocean Spa Lodge – The Spa 7
Water Wellness Circuit
The Royal Portfolio – The Silo
ENGAGE AFRICA

Collaborations with the local population to support,
train and transform the community, in the endeavour
to build a more united Africa.
Lazy Lizard Travel – The Zimbabwe Eye Project
Ol Jogi – Ol Jogi Wildlife Rescue Centre
Simien Lodge – Simien Lodge School Projects
Time + Tide – Home–based Education Programme
Uthando (Love) South Africa – Spreading
Seeds of Love
EXPERIENCE AFRICA

Imaginative itineraries that surprise, amaze and
challenge traditional expectations of African travel.
Feline Fields – New Frontiers in Botswana
With Feline Fields
Great Plains Conservation – Great Plains
Conservation Wild Studio
H12 Art of Life – H12 Delta Dunes
Odzala Discovery Camps – Congo
Conservation Company
Ultimate Safaris – Saving Africa’s Giraffes
From Silent Extinction
RISE AFRICA

Up-and-coming young stars making a mark in the
African travel industry, from influential bloggers to
passionate tour guides, top chefs and remarkable
hotel personnel.
Yvonne Bahlangene – African Bush Camps
Samuel “Brown” Lengalai – Elewana
Luvo Ntezo – One&Only Cape Town
SHAPE AFRICA

Individuals whose tireless passion and dedication
to changing perceptions of the continent are shaping
Africa’s future for the better.
Beks Ndlovu – African Bush Camps
Colin Bell – Natural Selection
Liz Biden – The Royal Portfolio
Rohan Vos – Rovos Rail
Tony Romer-Lee – PMR Hospitality Partners
SUPPORT AFRICA

Those championing a progressive view of the
continent from outside its borders, bringing
travellers to share in Africa’s unexplored mysteries.
Jacada Travel – Masking Up for Gorillas
Journeys by Design – Wild Philanthropy
Kensington Tours – Kensington Cares
Teresa Perez Tours – Traveller Experience
CONSERVE AFRICA
ITUMELENG POOE
Itumeleng is a destination
marketing professional
with years of experience
across the travel, wine and
maritime industries on the
African continent.

For those demonstrating outstanding leadership in
the complex area of conservation, embarking on bold
initiatives to protect Africa’s natural resources.
Fregate Island Private – Saving the
Seychelles Magpie Robin
Saruni – Reintroducing, Protecting and
Tracking Black Rhino in Kenya
Time + Tide – Miavana: Nosy Ankao Rehabilitation
Tswalu Kalahari Reserve – The Ground Pangolin
Wilderness Safaris – Scorpion Anti-Poaching Unit
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Shimmy Luxury Collection has spearheaded a makeover of this iconic Cape Town
landmark. Guests will be accommodated in towering, sumptuous luxury with meticulous
attention to detail. The rooms feature unsurpassed views, marble and brass interiors
with anthracite tinted glass to reflect the mood of the changing ocean and sky.
A brand new variety of Food and Beverage Experiences includes fine dining in Cape Town’s
only revolving restaurant, a Dom Perignon Champagne bar and all day al fresco dining in
CASA Restaurant & Cabanas.

CONFIDENTLY.
DIFFERENT.
LUXURY.
Fusing cosmopolitan comfort, lavish glamour
and electric design, African Pride 15 on
Orange Hotel is one of Cape Town’s iconic
destinations.
Just moments away from the CBD, Company
Gardens and a vibrant nightlilfe. African
Pride 15 on Orange Hotel is convenientily
situated with the majestic Table Mountain
as the perfect backdrop.

Corner Grey’s Pass and Orange Street,
Cape Town, 8001, South Africa
Tel: +27 (0) 21 469 8000
Fax: +27 (0) 21 469 8001
reservations@15onorangehotel.com
www.africanpridehotels.com/15onorange
Follow us on
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LIGHTING A

Unexpected, unconventional and unfamiliar: Olivia Squire talks to
Beyond Luxury Media’s Founder & CEO, Serge Dive, on why he’s betting
on the ‘un-conference’ being the format of the future.

i m a g e • s e r g e d i v e o n s t a g e a t m a t t e r, s i s t e r
show pure life experiences’ un-conference,
photo by fernanda navilli
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words • olivia squire
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d e l e g a t e s s i g n u p f o r i n t e r a c t i v e w o r k s h o p s a t m a t t e r,
sister show pure life experiences’ un-conference,
photo by fernanda navilli

What does it take to be successful in the
modern world? It might be the subject of a
million Google searches and clickbait articles
– but according to Serge Dive, Beyond Luxury
Media’s Founder and CEO, the secret to doing
good business today could mean climbing
a glacier, dressing up as a lion or staging a
festival on top of a swimming pool (all things
he has done recently in the name of ‘nonlinear’ networking).
The rationale behind these actions (or
perhaps the genius behind the insanity) is
rooted in the fact that according to Dive,
the world has changed dramatically in the
last decade – and as a result, so has the way
we do business. “From the mid-fifties to
the 2000s, the only media was television
and print advertising, so only the big boys
could afford to compete. It created a world
that was extremely corporate, monochrome
and based on economies of scale”, Dive
explains. “I think the internet has made
everything explode and has rehumanised the
relationship between people.”
He continues, “The digitisation of the world
has created a premium on face-to-face. The
more communication is digitised via social
media, email and so on, the more we are
rediscovering the ancestral quality of trust.

Trust is what allows you to take risks, and trust is what allows you to create
long-term partnerships.” In other words, being a leader in the 21st century
means acting like “a small shopkeeper, but in a global village.”
Modern alienation, a longing for personal connection and the surfacing
of a multitude of conflicting voices are all old news: cornerstones of our
contemporary crises. What isn’t, however, is how Dive is using these
shifts to turn the traditional conference model upside down.
Anyone who’s been watching Beyond Luxury Media’s events of late may have
noticed that something’s afoot. Something of a decidedly unconventional,
unexpected nature. Something that goes by the name of ‘un-conference’.
Recent forays into the format have included PURE Pursuits, an intrepid trek
across Iceland with a select group of industry leaders (with a forthcoming
expedition in the Wild West set to cement the event as the most exciting way
to do business and share ideas); the Conservation Lab, a forum to unite the
worlds of travel and conservation; and the revamped Ministry of Ideas and
MATTER, sister shows LE and PURE’s annual meetings of minds. Whilst their
size, audience and subject matter might be different, their common thread
is the handing over of control to the participants, doing away with the ‘sage
on a stage’ model in favour of crowd-sourced innovation that unfolds like a
conversation: spontaneous, unpredictable and collaborative. FUSE, We Are
Africa’s first foray into the format, is the latest to tailor the un-conference
for a new audience.
So why the switch? After years of organising traditional conferences, Dive
came to the conclusion that it was time to adapt to “a world where the concept
of ‘radical transparency’ – whereby everything becomes ubiquitous via the
internet – is prevalent. By the time professional speakers have observed a
phenomenon, prepared a presentation and got on stage, they’ve missed the
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right • gilad goren onstage at the
ministr y of ideas, sister show le miami’s
un-conference, photo by fernanda navilli

below • delegates kick back in
un-conference style at pure
life experiences, photo by
maya brasnovic

moment.” Since social media arrived on the
market about a decade ago, we’ve realised
that “we can learn as much (or more) from
each other than from so-called consultants
who don’t live and breathe our industry –
there is great value and talent in the people
around us.” He compares this process to good
humour – “when the recipient of the joke gets
it at exactly the same moment as the person
who is making it. Good insight is the same
thing” – and improvisational theatre – “You
see art being realised in front of your eyes,
not a practised display. It should help you see
life through a different prism.”
Quoting consumer psychologist Adam Ferrier,
Dive remarks, “I like the idea of ‘separating
the visionaries from the vision-impaired’.
The 21st century is about collaboration,
immersion and non-linear thinking, and the
un-conference wholly embraces this new
mode of communication. This will totally
terrify most corporate companies, which
means that the smaller people who dare to
be creative and take risks will be the great
winners of the next century of business.”

“We can learn as much
(or more) from each
other than from so-called
consultants who don’t live
and breathe our industry
– there is great value
and talent in the people
around us.”

Indeed, it’s his firm belief that businesspeople are the new rockstars (this may
go some way to explaining his frequent habit of accidentally dressing like Steve
Jobs). “25 years ago, business was uncool – but today, it’s very cool. The people
who are really changing the world – the Elon Musks and Mark Zuckerbergs –
have become our superstars”, he says.
Inspired by this insight and the self-confessed “best conference I ever went to”
many years ago – when he skipped out on the actual conference bit to shoot
the breeze with his new-found friends on a cruise through the Bahamas – Dive
set about transforming Beyond Luxury’s conferences into collaborative ‘unconferences’ where the audience are the stars.
He admits that the format might not be for everyone, but those prepared
to be open and generous will benefit hugely. “What you put in, you’ll get
out – if you’re passive, you’ll never process your thoughts and you’ll never
have insight. But the more you engage and generate content, the more you’ll
discover for yourself. We want smart people who can leave their ego at home
and be inquisitive, creative and totally collaborative. I’d say two-thirds of
participants will get something out of it – what that is, is down to them.”
As for what’s next in this experimental evolution, Dive has grand plans.
“Our eventual goal is to launch the ultimate creative event for the global highend travel market”, he divulges. “This will be a 500-person un-conference
lasting three days, with the aim of fostering more creativity and collaboration
between its leaders. It will focus on provoking in-depth conversations about
the future of travel, the impact of the digital world, and travel on a broader
scale – I’ll even say hospitality on a broader scale.” With this revelation in
mind, only one question remains – are you ready to take the stage?
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The brand new 320-seater restaurant flows out onto a pool deck adorned with expansive
cabanas and tropical landscaping. Open all day, the dining menu will feature classic
South African favorites with a touch of global cuisine. A bottomless signature
drink of “Froze” and a Veuve Clicqout branded bar service coupled with musical
entertainment promises this venue to be amongst Cape Town’s very best offerings.
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AFRICAN WAY
words • courtesy of south african tourism
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interview • nyarai gomiwa

image • rows of vineyards in early evening
sunlight near stellenbosch

THE SOUTH

Nyarai Gomiwa catches up with the newly
appointed South African Tourism CEO, Sisa
Ntshona, to find out more about his vision for the
future of African travel – including his plans to
better expose South Africa’s hidden gems.
CAN YOU TELL US MORE ABOUT YOUR BACKGROUND AND SHARE WITH
US SOME PERSONAL HIGHLIGHTS FROM YOUR FIRST FEW MONTHS IN
OFFICE AT SOUTH AFRICAN TOURISM?
I’m an accountant by training and spent many years working
in banking – initially in investment banking, before finding
my joy heading up the SME division of Absa/Barclays
Africa. I’d like to think I bring commercial astuteness to
the organisation, gearing the sector to be a meaningful
contributor to the country’s economy.
The highlights of my tenure at South African Tourism so
far are too numerous to mention, but I have to mention the
wonderful people I’ve met and work with in our vibrant
tourism industry – from government to the private sector,
to civil society and the media. I’ve been struck by their
shared commitment to making our sector grow, diversify and
flourish, and to becoming a catalyst for inclusive economic
growth and job creation. I’ve had productive meetings with
key players in the African and international tourism industry,
and working together is something I’m keen to pursue further.

THERE’S NO DENYING THAT SOUTH AFRICA
CONTINUES TO SET ITSELF APART AS ONE OF
THE MOST SOUGHT-AFTER DESTINATIONS IN THE
WORLD. IT’S A COUNTRY BURSTING WITH WARM,
FRIENDLY PEOPLE; AMAZING LANDSCAPES; AND
EXCELLENT HOTEL AND CUISINE ESTABLISHMENTS.
At We Are Africa you’ll be introduced to
the most outstanding African brands.
Throughout the week, you’ll be taken on a
journey of discovery by way of a carefully
curated selection of high-end African
suppliers showcasing their products and
services to some of the world’s finest
travel buyers.

I attended ITB Berlin in March and just before that had the
pleasure of experiencing South African Tourism’s annual
Meetings Africa trade show, where we drove the conversation
of Advancing Africa Together Responsibly, with a strong
focus on encouraging sustainable and community-friendly
business events.

There are unique gems waiting to be discovered in every
corner of the country. South Africa is a place where you’re
spoiled over and over again – from the rolling winelands,
to rolling over crystal-blue waters on a private yacht,
there are no limits to the region’s affordable luxury.
While South Africa is loaded with historic sights, cultural
diversity, natural attractions and almost limitless activities,
these aspects are hard-won against the multitude of
destinations showcased at We Are Africa, all of which will
encourage travellers in search of lavishness to linger a little
longer in the lap of luxury.

Whether you’re new to the show or an
established tribe member, you’re in for
a treat. As you walk the floor, you’re
guaranteed to discover something unique
about South Africa’s people and its high-end
tourism offerings – the kind that suit every
style and taste.
Prepare to have your senses blown away –
whether it’s the glamour of traditional luxury,
a star-studded urban getaway, bushveld
decadence, or historic charm you’re after,
you’ll find it in every South African province.

Over the years South Africa has expanded its repertoire of
tourism offerings: it is no longer known just as a safari place,
but as an exciting and vibrant destination that offers an
incredible range of tourist attractions – including fun-packed
leisure and lifestyle offerings; beach and bush activities in the
great outdoors; shopping with an artisan edge; and tonguetantalising wining and dining experiences.

WE ARE AFRICA CELEBRATES THE VIBRANT DIVERSIT Y, UNEXPLORED
MYSTERY AND HEART-WARMING MAGIC OF OUR CAPTIVATING
CONTINENT IN ORDER TO SHOW THE WORLD WHAT MAKES AFRICA A
TOP TRAVEL DESTINATION. WHAT UNIQUE OR UNEXPLORED STORIES
OF SOUTH AFRICA DO YOU WANT TO SHARE WITH THE WORLD?
As you know, there’s something for everyone in South
Africa – whether you love safaris, adventure, cities, beaches,
mountains, history, culture, or all of the above. We’re
fortunate to have a multitude of incredible experiences in
close proximity to one another.

above • south african tourism ceo, sisa ntshona

But one of my missions is to bring more of our ‘hidden gems’,
or lesser-known tourism treasures, to the attention of both
domestic and international travellers. I’m thinking about the

We Are Africa will encourage you to visit the country’s nine
provinces, enjoy its magnificence and be immersed in the
culture of its welcoming people. It is from those travels that
you’ll come to understand that luxury the South African way
is never hurried, never conventional… and always magical.
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above • boat going out to knysna heads, western cape province, south africa

WHAT INNOVATIVE PROJECTS IN SOUTH AFRICAN TOURISM
ARE YOU MOST EXCITED ABOUT RIGHT NOW?

B&B in Soweto that offers home-cooked kasi
cuisine and an authentic African storytelling
experience; or the multicultural art route in
Limpopo that features drumming, marimbas,
dancing and a traditional homestay:
experiences that touch your heart and move
your soul, offering incredible authenticity
and immersion.

We have a number of projects lined up for 2017, which we will
be launching soon: The first is Africa’s Travel Indaba (ATI),
coming up in May at the Durban ICC. Our annual travel and
tourism tradeshow has a new positioning, a new image and
a reaffirmed commitment to growing the tourism industry
on the African continent. ATI is moving towards becoming a
more collaborative, effective and streamlined show focused
on doing business and getting the world excited about African
travel possibilities and opportunities.

The big question is: How do we bring our
rural and township tourism jewels – along
with other tucked-away attractions – to
the attention of the adventurous, curious
traveller, and thereby help these enterprises
become sustainable and profitable? One way
we are doing our small part is by hosting and
showcasing almost 100 of these SMMEs to
buyers at our leisure travel show,
Africa’s Travel Indaba, in May.

Secondly, we’ll soon be launching a campaign designed to
inspire ordinary South Africans (including those not in the
tourism industry) to see the value of tourism for the broader
economy, to understand how it impacts everyone’s lives,
and to acknowledge that we all have a role to play in being
friendly, welcoming tourism ambassadors.
Finally, we will also celebrate Tourism Month in September
and motivate South Africans to become tourists in their own
amazing country.

Millennials are increasingly seeking out
authentic, homegrown experiences with local
flavour, as well as human connections that
go beyond the pretty pictures of scenery and
burrow right down into the heart of a nation
and its people. It’s up to us to cater to that
growing need.
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above • prince albert pass, western cape province, south africa

WE’VE BEEN LISTENING IN ON SOME OF YOUR
ENGAGEMENTS WITH THE TRADE AND PHRASES
LIKE ‘COLLABORATION’ AND ‘INCLUSIVE GROWTH’
FEATURE PROMINENTLY. HOW DO YOU FEEL
THE HIGH-END TRAVEL SECTOR, IN PARTICULAR,
COULD EMBRACE THESE CONCEPTS MORE?

But the larger, established players in our tourism economy
can play more of a developmental and capacity-building
role in helping us achieve our envisaged tourism growth.
They can provide invaluable assistance in helping us fulfil
the vision of the National Development Plan: to eliminate
poverty and inequality by 2030. We have good relationships
with some hotel groups, who we want to lobby to use their
buying power and economies of scale to buy linen, cutlery and
so on for nearby B&Bs, thus passing on their bulk discounts.
In fact, some already refer their overflow bookings to nearby
establishments that offer a similar quality and service
experience to their guests. These hotel chains can also help
the ‘little guys’ with chef and hospitality training.

Those are, indeed, my two mantras! The
crux of our transformation agenda at South
African Tourism rests on collaboration
and regular interactions with all players in
the sector to further its aims and solve its
problems. It has to be remembered, though,
that we play an enabling and facilitating
role in transformation (including through
the goods and services we procure), not
necessarily a funding role (as we are, by
definition, a destination-marketing agency).
So we can’t fund the start-ups, but we can
give them a helping hand along the road.

But it’s not only those directly involved in the tourism
ecosystem that can assist: banks can provide SnapScan
facilities to small establishments that can’t afford credit card
facilities; cellphone companies can offer special data deals to
groups of SMMEs; and so on. We need to get innovative. We’re
all in it together and it’s in everyone’s interests that viable
small tourism businesses survive and prosper – it adds to the
diversity of our tourism offering.

By striving for inclusive tourism growth, we
acknowledge that it’s meaningless to grow
our tourism sector if it doesn’t embrace black
people who were traditionally excluded or
given limited access for a number of reasons.
It’s essential to get more people of colour to
actively participate in the tourism sector,
both through their businesses (especially
SMMEs) and by travelling around the country.

One of our priorities is supporting, guiding and assisting new
black entrants to become destination-marketing companies in
their own right. By working together, we believe we can create
an enabling environment in which a diverse, vibrant and
multi-faceted tourism economy can flourish.
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Durban - Host City of
INDABA 2017
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255Uncharted

X04

Hannah Strand
Kellybeare Farm, Lifton, PL160HQ, UNITED
KINGDOM
+255 68 851 9837
hannah@255uncharted.com
www.255uncharted.com
255Uncharted-Pure Wildlife-Pure WildernessPassionately Tanzania. Exclusive and remote tented
camps, luxury 4WD safaris and walking safaris in the
very finest game rich areas of Tanzania-with over 30
years of experience. 255Uncharted-exclusivity is the last
true luxury.

African Bush Camps

J12

K10

Anita Wasserman
PO Box 32150, Camps Bay, Cape Town, 8040,
SOUTH AFRICA
+27 82 826 9986

G20

Corner Grey's Pass and Orange Street, Cape
Town, 8000, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 21 469 8000
douglas.allen@africanpridehotels.com
www.africanpridehotels.com/15onorange

63 Heyman Road, Bulawayo, ZIMBABWE
+27 21 701 0270
beks@africanbushcamps.com
www.africanbushcamps.com

26 SUNSET VILLA - CPT

African Pride 15 On Orange Hotel
Douglas Allen

Beks Ndlovu

African Bush Camps is a safari company that speaks of
the art of service and offers you an authentic safari
experience in the untamed African wilderness.
Focused on your experience as our guest, our
professional guides will be at hand to ensure your
journey is the best safari experience available.

llandudno@26sunsetavenue.com
www.26sunsetvilla.com

The preferred choice for discerning, well-travelled
connoisseurs, African Pride 15 On Orange Hotel is set
in the upmarket suburb of Gardens at the foot of Table
Mountain. This ideal location means that guests are
near the national museum, planetarium and company
gardens, as well as superb golf courses, world-class
shopping destinations and Cape Town's famous
beaches.

The unique 26 SUNSET VILLA – CPT is an exclusive
Private Villa with services of Chef and Butler included.
Best Private Villa in Africa-2016 awarded by The
Boutique Hotel Awards. Spectacular ocean views from 6
identical sea facing suites. Enjoy unobtrusive hospitality
with loved ones or a group of friends; exquisite culinary
delights and Barefoot Luxury on Sunset Rocks at 26
SUNSET VILLA!

7° South, Seychelles

K03

Anna Butler Payette
Independence Avenue, Mahe, Victoria, 9999,
SEYCHELLES
+248 429 2812
marketing@7south.net

7°South is a Traveller Made DMC Partner that caters for
individual VIP travellers, providing a full range of
services enabling visitors to experience the best of
Seychelles. 7°South is committed to quality excellence
when creating unforgettable memories for all our
visitors.

Abercrombie & Kent East
& Southern Africa

K23

Paul Bauer
Oakfields Office Park, 267 Oak Avenue,
Randburg, 2194, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 11 438 4500
pbauer@abercrombiekent.co.za
www.akdmc.com/africa

African Horseback Safaris

H17

African Pride Hotels

G18

Riana Fourie

Gareth Venner

PO Box 20671, Maun, BOTSWANA

PO Box 75, Cape Town, 8005, SOUTH AFRICA

+267 686 1523

+27 21 430 5347

reservations@africanhorseback.com

gareth.venner@proteahotels.com

www.africanhorseback.com

www.proteahotels.com

African Horseback Safaris were early pioneers of horse
riding safaris in Africa and, nearly two decades later,
we pride ourselves on offering one of the most unique
and exciting horseback adventures in the world.

African Pride Hotel is a collection of Superior-Deluxe
hotels located in South Africa. This luxury portfolio
has a presence in South Africa’s most popular
destinations, including Cape Town, Johannesburg,
Durban and the Winelands, making it ideal when
planning an itinerary for the discerning traveller.

Abercrombie & Kent has been exploring Africa since
1962, our experience, knowledge and love for East and
Southern Africa has become synonymous with
personalised service and quality of the highest
standards. We are a one-stop shop for South Africa,
Botswana, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Mozambique,
Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda.

Africa Albida Tourism

E07

African Secrets

X16

Gavin Rennie

Justin Glanvill

PO Box BW 590, Harare, ZIMBABWE

Suite 374, Private Bag X025, Lynwood Ridge,

+263 488 5200

Pretoria, 0040, SOUTH AFRICA

gavin@africaalbida.co.zw

+27 72 602 2847

www.africaalbidatourism.com

sales@africansecretsmanagement.com

Africa Albida Tourism is a hospitality group with
products in two of Africa's iconic destinations. Units
include its flagship property Victoria Falls Safari Lodge,
the exclusive Victoria Falls Safari Club, the premium
Victoria Falls Safari Suites, the self-catering Lokuthula
Lodges (Victoria Falls) and Ngoma Safari Lodge in
Chobe, Botswana).

www.africansecretsmanagement.com
Exceptional South African safari & city experiences that
surpass guest expectations: Jaci’s Lodges (Madikwe
Game Reserve), Cheetah Plains & Jaci's Sabi House (Sabi
Sand Reserve) as well as The Grand Daddy Boutique
Hotel in the heart of Cape Town.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

E X H I B I T O R

L I S T I N G S

www.7south.net
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F14

Anjajavy le Lodge, Madagascar

A07

Asilia Africa (Europe / Rest of World)
Vanessa Dinkoff

E11

Cédric de Foucault

3 Greenstone Hill Office Park, Emerald

Roma Park 609, Zambezi Road, Lusaka,

Immeuble Fitaratra, Ankorondrano,

Boulevard, Modderfontein, 1622, SOUTH

ZAMBIA

Antananarivo, 101, MADAGASCAR

AFRICA

+260 96 797 8701

+261 20 233 2759

+27 11 451 7300

shaun@anabezi.com

management@anjajavy.com

jasonw@flyairlink.com

www.anabezi.com

www.anjajavy.com

Suite 1 & 2, First floor, Newport House, 57
Prestwich Street, Green Point, Cape Town,
8005, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 21 418 0468
agentmarketing@asiliaafrica.com
www.asiliaafrica.com

Anabezi & Amanzi Camps are situated in the Lower
Zambezi National Park, Zambia. Anabezi is built on a
ridge with views of the Zambezi River and Mushika flood
plain. Amanzi, a more intimate, rustic camp, is built on
the river edge with views of a mosaic of islands.

Hidden away from all roads, lined with deserted
beaches, forests and karst stone, shrouded in a mantle of
mangroves, Anjajavy le Lodge hides itself from those
who do not know it: a peninsula of quietness at the end
of the world.

Asilia believes in safeguarding the pristine habitats that
support Africa’s increasingly threatened wildlife. We
aim to ensure the viability of these habitats – such as
the vast Serengeti-Mara ecosystem – so that the wild
animals that have always lived here survive and thrive.

Choose Airlink to connect you to 36 destinations in 9
African countries. With more than 21 years of customer
focused experience along with the widest network and
choice of flights. Through our alliance with SAA you can
enjoy convenient connections with SAA, their Star
Alliance Partner airlines and other carriers throughout
Southern Africa and the world.

Airlink Lodge Link

Katherine Whelan

F16

3 Greenstone Hill Office Park, Emerald
Boulevard, Modderfontein, 1622, SOUTH
AFRICA
+27 11 451 7300
katherinew@flyairlink.com
www.flyairlink.com

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

X27

Shaun Davy

www.flyairlink.com
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Anabezi & Amanzi Camps

Jason Werdmuller von Elgg

PO Box 2261, Dar es Salaam, TANZANIA
+44 193 226 0618
joel@africa-reps.com
www.behobeho.com / www.galenia.co.za

Babylonstoren

Anantara Mozambique & Zambia

F49

Ant's Nest & Ant's Hill

L14

ASISTEN Travel Madagascar

Gavin Louw

Charles Anthony Baber

Haja Rasambainarivo

Anantara Bazaruto Island Resort, Bazaruto,

PO Box 441, Vaalwater, 0530, SOUTH AFRICA

2ème Étage Tour Forello Z.I Forello,

MOZAMBIQUE

+27 81 572 2624

Tanjombato, Antananarivo, 102,

+27 83 680 4890

marketing@waterberg.net

MADAGASCAR

glouw@minor.com

www.waterberg.net

+261 20 225 7755

Anantara is a luxury hospitality brand for modern
travellers, connecting them to genuine places, people
and stories through personal experiences and providing
heartfelt hospitality in the world’s most exciting
destinations. The African collection of distinct,
thoughtfully designed luxury hotels and resorts are on
two Mozambique Islands & at the majestic Victoria falls
in Zambia.

Alex Walker's Serian

andBeyond (EU and Nordics)

Dalené Claassens
Babylonstoren Farm, Klapmuts / Simondium
Road, Cape Town, 7690, SOUTH AFRICA

Ant’s Nest & Ant’s Hill are private bush homes in the
malaria-free Waterberg. Specialising in a home-fromhome experience. Enjoy fabulous horse riding safaris,
guided bush walks or game drives on their privately
owned reserve Flexibility is what they pride themselves
in tailor making guests stay with them. Suitable for
riders, families, couples, honeymooners and single
travellers

D02

F40

Babylonstoren is one of the oldest Cape Dutch farms,
dating back to 1692. It has a fruit and vegetable garden
of beauty and diversity, unique accommodation, fine
food and a sense of wellbeing.

haja@asisten-travel.com
www.asisten-travel.com

Belmond Mount Nelson Hotel

ASISTEN Travel is a Madagascar based DMC. In
operation since 2009, we specialise in high-end
experiential trips, luxury holidays and specialty tours
through Madagascar. Our team has experience in
various unique experiential trips requiring an extensive
list of requirements for the high-end traveller or the
VVIPs.

ATI Holidays

C20

PO Box 2608, Cape Town, 8000, SOUTH
AFRICA
+27 21 483 1923
janice.gombert@belmond.com

Banyan Tree Seychelles

David J Cartwright

Mourad Essafi

PO Box 1232, Arusha, TANZANIA

164 Katherine Street, Block F, Pinmill Farm,

PO Box 97059, Windhoek, 9000, NAMIBIA

PO Box 2086, Anse Aus Pins, Mahe,

+255 78 602 7716

Sandton, 2021, SOUTH AFRICA

+264 61 22 8717

SEYCHELLES

alex@serian.com

+27 11 809 4398

david@ati-holidays.com

+248 438 3500

www.serian.com

ricus.debeer@andBeyond.com

www.ati-holidays.com

seychelles@banyantree.com

www.andBeyond.com
andBeyond is one of the world’s leading luxury
experiential travel companies, designing personalised
high-end tours in 15 countries in Africa, five in Asia and
four in South America. The company also owns and
operates 29 extraordinary safari lodges and camps, as
well as set-departure expeditions, throughout Africa;
which positively impact more than 9 million acres of
wildlife land.

andBeyond (The Americas)

D02

Fabrizio Molinaro

Shaun Strydom

PO Box 454, Ukunda, Diani Beach, KENYA

164 Katherine Street, Block F, Pinmill Farm,

+254 73 363 0491

Sandton, 2021, SOUTH AFRICA

molinaro@alfajirivillas.com

+27 83 442 5405

www.alfajirivillas.com

shaun.strydom@andBeyond.com

Three private villas make up the most luxurious
hideaway on the East African Coast. Each villa has its
own personality, unique design and private pool but all
three offer the same award winning service and superb
cuisine. We aim at providing the best in privacy,
accommodation, services and activities.

AM Lodge

K04

Shaun Boyd
PO Box 8587, Midrand, 1380, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 11 205 0182
sboyd@amlodge.co.za
www.amlodge.co.za
AM Lodge is an exclusive, award winning, five-star lodge
that is situated in Hoedspruit, Limpopo, South Africa.
With exclusive all-inclusive packages, AM Lodge offers
an intimate African experience to individuals or families
of all ages who are looking to merge their senses into
the African Heartbeat. This luxury lodge hosts a
maximum of 22 guests in the utmost luxury and style.

Ascot Tours

C14

Lizle De Wet
The Shed, Cob Crescent, Estuary Heights,
Knysna, 6570, SOUTH AFRICA

www.ascottours.co.za
Ascot Tours, at the forefront of the golf tourism
revolution in SA since '96, offers tour operators
bespoke itineraries to exclusive destinations in
Southern Africa & Mauritius. Ascot Tours leads the
way in product innovation as proved by our exclusive
range. Discover why we're the best in Africa.

Atta - The African Travel
& Tourism Association

F01

164 Katherine Street, Block F, Pinmill Farm,
Sandton, 2021, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 11 809 4488
adam.chapman@andBeyond.com
www.andBeyond.com
andBeyond is one of the world’s leading luxury
experiential travel companies, designing personalised
high-end tours in 15 countries in Africa, five in Asia and
four in South America. The company also owns and
operates 29 extraordinary safari lodges and camps, as
well as set-departure expeditions, throughout Africa;
which positively impact more than 9 million acres of
wildlife land.

Belmond Mount Nelson Hotel is a timeless and
authentic resort hotel located in the heart of Cape
Town. Conveniently located within the cultural center
close to top sightseeing attractions and the city’s best
beaches, the garden estate is an urban sanctuary.
Several accommodation wings house 198 individually
styled rooms and suites.

www.banyantree.com/en/em-seychelles
Banyan Tree Seychelles is the first five-star resort in
Seychelles, featuring 60 pool villas overlooking the most
striking beach, Intendance Bay. This authentic Victorian
style resort offers the highest inventory in beachfront
pool villas.

Bartholomeus Klip Farmhouse

X11

Lesley Gillett

Nigel Vere Nicoll

PO Box 36, Hermon, 7308, SOUTH AFRICA

56 Gloucester Road, London, SW7 4UB,

+27 22 448 1087

UNITED KINGDOM

bartholomeus@icon.co.za

+44 207 937 4408

www.bartholomeusklip.com

www.atta.travel

andBeyond is one of the world’s leading luxury
experiential travel companies, designing personalised
high-end tours in 15 countries in Africa, five in Asia and
four in South America. The company also owns and
operates 29 extraordinary safari lodges and camps, as
well as set-departure expeditions, throughout Africa;
which positively impact more than 9 million acres of
wildlife land.

Adam Chapman

www.belmond.com/mountnelsonhotel

lizle@ascottours.co.za

nigel@atta.travel

D02
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+27 82 808 4385

www.andBeyond.com

andBeyond (UK, Asia, Australasia,
Middle East, Turkey and India)

Join us for your journey of a lifetime! Glide through the
wilderness of the Okavango Delta on a mokoro or hike to
the top of the oldest dunes in the world in the Namib
Desert. ATI Holidays is an Anglo-Namibian DMC and
tour operator specialising in tailor-made safaris for the
discerning traveller.

A11

Janice Gombert

Ricus De Beer

F32

Beho Beho in the Selous Game Reserve of Southern
Tanzania is widely recognised as one of the finest camps
in safari Africa. It now has a South African ‘sister’ –
Galenia Estate, a ten-suite property on a 550-hectare
estate and olive grove in the Western Cape near to
Montagu.

www.babylonstoren.co.za

Alex Walker

Alfajiri Villas

K14

dalene@babylonstoren.com

Experience the heart of the African bush with Airlink
Lodge Link’s daily flights from Nelspruit and Skukuza
Airports, gateways to the Timbavati, Sabi Sand, Kruger
National Park, Phinda and the private game lodges. A
short apron transfer connects you onward to the
doorstep of your Safari destination on Airlink's lodge
link service to the Ngala, Ulusaba, Arathusa, Londolozi
and Phinda Airstrips.

Alex Walker’s Serian is a charismatic collection of
exclusive and intimate safari camps in the prime
wildernesses of Kenya and Tanzania. We operate and
outfit safaris and our focus is on offering access to the
magic of the bush in a rich variety of ways. The word
‘serian’ comes from the Masai language, meaning
‘serene…calm…tranquil’ and there is an element of this
that is particular to the bush.

C02

Joel Crossland

+27 72 839 1904

www.anantara.com

D12

Beho Beho & Galenia Estate

Atta - The African Travel & Tourism Association is a
member-driven association promoting tourism to Africa
from all corners of the world and acting as Pan-Africa's
largest network of tourism product with over 600
members in 22 African countries.

Enjoy game viewing and exceptional food at
Bartholomeus Klip, on a working farm and fynbos nature
reserve near Cape Town and the winelands. The
luxurious Victorian farmhouse has four beautiful
bedrooms and a separate suite

Belmond Safaris Botswana
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Sean Clark
Plot 527, Mophane Avenue, Maun, 8000,
BOTSWANA
+27 21 483 1600
sean.clark@belmond.com

ASILIA AFRICA (UK / USA)
Gordie Owles

E11

Suite 1 & 2, First floor, Newport House, 57
Prestwich Street, Green Point, Cape Town,
8005, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 21 418 0468
agentmarketing@asiliaafrica.com
www.asiliaafrica.com
Asilia believes in safeguarding the pristine habitats that
support Africa’s increasingly threatened wildlife. We
aim to ensure the viability of these habitats – such as
the vast Serengeti-Mara ecosystem – so that the wild
animals that have always lived here survive and thrive.

Azura Retreats
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Batonka Guest Lodge

K19

Krista North

Bruno De Leo

Benguerra Island, Inhambane Province,

1406 Reynard Road, Victoria Falls, ZIMBABWE

MOZAMBIQUE

+263 134 6923

+27 11 467 0907

bruno@deleo.co.zw

krista.north@azura-retreats.com

www.batonkaguestlodge.com

www.azura-retreats.com
Azura offers some of Africa’s ultimate private luxury
hideaways for just a discerning few to discover. Privately
owned and managed, our hotels are small and
personalised, with award winning 'eco-chic' villas,
delicious local cuisine and a whole range of unique
experiences to enjoy.

Batonka Guest Lodge, the newest establishment in
Victoria Falls is getting great reviews! Built to impress, it
features spacious rooms and a theme of luxury
throughout. It is a guest only property focusing on
personalized service to ensure all guests have the best
possible experience.

www.belmondsafaris.com
Belmond owns and operates three luxury safari lodges
in what is regarded as Africa's ultimate safari
destination – Botswana. The luxury tented safari
lodges – Belmond Eagle Island Lodge, Belmond Khwai
River Lodge and Belmond Savute Elephant Lodge are
located in the unspoiled and remote Northern
Botswana wilderness, each in a completely different
ecosystem.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

Airlink
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Botswana Tourism
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Obenne Mbaakanyi
Private Bag 275, Gaborone, BOTSWANA
+267 364 5013
ombaakanyi@botswanatourism.co.bw

C12

Chilo Gorge Safari Lodge

David Carson

Howard Russell

PO Box 114, Victoria Falls, ZIMBABWE

PO Box MP 221, Mount Pleasant, Harare,

+263 77 216 2954

ZIMBABWE

david@mobile-safaris.net

+41 79 926 0449

www.camp-hwange.com

howard@chilogorge.com

Camp Hwange is a small and intimate camp, well-known
for walking safaris. Camp Hwange has ensured that their
professional licensed guides are some of the best that
Zimbabwe has to offer and that their passion and
extensive knowledge of the surroundings and its smaller
and larger inhabitants are shared with guests to give an
overall environmental understanding and provide long
lasting memories.

X08
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Bush and Beyond
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Camp Jabulani

A04

Iain Harris

www.chilogorge.com
Chilo Gorge Safari Lodge offers experienced travellers
unique access to the pristine wilderness and untamed
wildlife of Gonarezhou National Park. The lodge was
built by international award winning conservationist
Clive Stockil, as part of the very first CAMPFIRE project.
Guests can also enjoy our semi-luxury tented camp or a
fly camping experience.

Chitwa Chitwa Game Lodge

F51

City of Cape Town

A09

Wendy van der Byl

14th Floor The Towers South, 2 Hertzog
Boulevard, Cape Town, SOUTH AFRICA
+021 400 9043
Wendy.VanderByl@capetown.gov.za
www.capetown.gov.za
Cape Town has been voted one of the Top 10 cities in
the world for travellers in 2017. Our natural
surroundings are breathtaking and we boast an array
of national parks, nature reserves, stretches of coast
line, and world-class wine estates.

Coffeebeans Routes prioritises creativity. We create
travel experiences around South African stories,
experiences that are contemporary, urban and African,
providing nuanced insights and complexity. We explore
music, food, art, design, theatre, fashion, history,
politics and more. We offer scheduled day tours, private
day tours, tailor made programmes, and multi-day
programmes.

Cottar's 1920's Safari Camp

Mari Theunissen

Matthew Brink

Kapama Private Game Reserve, Hoedspruit,

PO Box 26291, Steiltes, Nelspruit, 1213,

1380, SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

+27 12 460 5605

+27 83 228 7466

louise@cottarsafaris.com

mari@campjabulani.com

matthew@chitwa.co.za

www.cottars.com

www.campjabulani.com

www.chitwa.co.za

Camp Jabulani combines a world-class safari with the
opportunity to meet a herd of rescued elephants.
Activities include game drives, bush walks, exclusive
elephant-encounters, hot-air ballooning and a VIP tour
of Hoedspruit Endangered Species Centre. This intimate
five-star Relais & Chåteaux lodge promises delicious
cuisine, luxurious rooms and impeccable service.

Chitwa Chitwa Private Game lodge is situated at the
northern end of Sabi Sand; an oasis etched into its
natural surrounds, overlooking one of the largest
perennial lakes in the Reserve. This is our game viewing
pièce de résistance, as this body of water is a year round
popular watering hole for a parade of wildlife including
world famous big five.

Campi Ya Kanzi

Chobe Water Villas

F04
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Office One, The Sustainability Institute,
Lynedoch Eco Village, Cape Town, 7603,
SOUTH AFRICA
+27 21 813 9829
harris@coffeebeansroutes.com
www.coffeebeansroutes.com

www.botswanatourism.co.bw
Botswana Tourism Organisation (BTO) is a parastatal
body set up through an Act of Parliament with the
mandate to market the Botswana tourist product,
grade and classify tourist accommodation facilities as
well as to promote investment in the tourism sector.
Please contact us for all your enquiries regading
Botswana.

Coffeebeans Routes
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Louise Cottar
PO Box 44191, Nairobi, KENYA
+254 73 377 3378

Desert & Delta Safaris

L07

Walter Smith
Private Bag 310, Maun, BOTSWANA
+267 686 1559
walter.smith@desertdelta.com
www.desertdelta.com
Desert & Delta Safaris owns and operates lodges in
both Botswana and Namibia. Our portfolio brings
together some of the regions most historic and iconic
lodges: Chobe Game Lodge, Chobe Savanna Lodge,
Savute Safari Lodge, Camp Moremi, Camp Xakanaxa,
Camp Okavango, Xugana Island Lodge and Leroo La
Tau.

The Cottar Safari tradition began in 1919. Almost 100
years on, we continue to provide an unparalleled safari
experience to discerning clients in Africa. Extending an
era of luxury and quality, we return to the original spirit
and essence of ‘safari’, reminiscent of a golden era ~ an
era of romance, professional guiding, adventure and
elegance.

Classic Portfolio
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Dare to Explore African Adventures

C16

dmAFRICA

E03

Kerin Larby

Luca Belpietro

Martin Wiemers

Suzanne Bayly-Coupe

Louise Dreyer

Daniel Brown

PO Box 56923, Nairobi, KENYA

PO Box 236, Mtito Andei, 90128, KENYA

PO Box 2190, Windhoek, 9000, NAMIBIA

PO Box 16, Franschhoek, 7690, SOUTH AFRICA

PO Box 53, Heidelberg, Johannesburg, 1438,

Suite 99, PostNet Fourways, Private Bag X33,

+254 72 327 3668

+254 72 252 7714

+264 61 431 8010

+27 21 876 2153

SOUTH AFRICA

Rivonia, 2128, SOUTH AFRICA

kerin@bush-and-beyond.com

luca@maasai.com

martin.wiemers@ol.na

suzanne@classic-portfolio.com

+27 84 712 0505

+44 781 394 4960

www.bush-and-beyond.com

www.maasai.com

www.chobewatervillas.com

www.classic-portfolio.com

louised@daretoexplore.co.za

daniel@dmafrica.com

www.daretoexplore.co.za

www.dmafrica.com

Looking for an adventure par excellence? Dare to
Explore, an experienced owner run and managed DMC,
specializing in custom experiential travel packages in
the popular Southern and East Africa region. Delivering
a combination of luxury, adventure and excitement.
Dare to be different — Dare to Explore!

In 2017 we celebrate 20 years of creating unique
experiences throughout Africa and the Indian Ocean &
Atlantic Islands. Creative flair and inspirational thinking
are our hallmarks. We go out of our way to make the
impossible possible. Allow us to be your inspiration!
Everything Extraordinary

Delaire Graff Lodges & Spa

Elewana

Bush and Beyond is a Nairobi based safari company with
a focus on the community and private wildlife
conservancies, which by their nature have fewer visitors
so offer a more personalized safari experience.

Acclaimed boutique eco-lodge in the Chyulu Hills, next
to Mount Kilimanjaro. We offer a profound connection
with the Maasai. You will enjoy classic game drives and
game walks with Maasai professional guides and
trackers. Immerse yourself in a private 283,000 acres
wilderness with roaming wildlife and live your dream
safari.

Owned by the Ohlthaver & List Group of companies,
O&L Leisure Hotels & Lodges is a proudly Namibian
hospitality company. We are the owners and managers
of: Chobe Water Villas on the Namibian side of the
Chobe River www.chobewatervillas.com and Strand
Hotel Swakopmund
www.strandhotelswakopmund.com amongst others.

Classic Portfolio is the leading collection of privately
owned eco-sensitive camps, private game reserves,
luxury hotels, secluded beach retreats and renowned
wine estates in Southern and East Africa. Defining
African luxury, each experience offers unique
accommodation in exclusive destinations together with
a strong commitment to conservation and community
sustainability.

Bushtops Camps

Cheli & Peacock Safaris

Chui Lodge

Classic Safari Africa
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Claudia Stuart

Stefano Cheli

Geoff Mayes

Pauline Hawthorn

Tanja Mackay-Davidson

James Haigh

PO Box 10283, Bamburi, 80101, KENYA

PO Box 743, Uhuru Gardens, Nairobi, 00517,

PO Box 209, Naivasha, 20117, KENYA

PO Box 486, Cape Town, SOUTH AFRICA

PO Box 3058, Stellenbosch, 7612, SOUTH

Lengai House, Wilson Airport, Nairobi, 00517,

+254 722 412 612

KENYA

+254 73 544 8709

+27 21 828 4204

AFRICA

KENYA

claudia.stuart@bushtopscamps.com

+254 73 012 7000

geoff.mayes@oseriantwolakes.com

pauline@classicsafariafrica.com

+27 21 885 8170

+254 73 012 7000

www.bushtopscamps.com

stefano.cheli@chelipeacock.co.ke

www.oserengoniwildlife.com

www.classicsafariafrica.com

marketing@delaire.co.za

james.haigh@elewana.com

www.delaire.co.za

www.elewana.com

Nestled between majestic mountains, Delaire Graff
Estate is a magnificent Cape Winelands property,
boasting two outstanding restaurants, a state-of-the-art
winery and Wine Lounge, exclusive lodges, a destination
spa and luxury boutiques. Designed by master craftsman
with walls adorned by inspirational works of art, the
Estate captivates and enchants you from the moment
you arrive.

The Elewana Collection of boutique lodges, camps and
hotels is known for its unique accommodations in iconic
locations across Kenya and Tanzania, providing some of
Africa's most authentic safari experiences in comfort
and style.

Bushtops Camps are dedicated to Wild Luxury – perfect
comfort in the heart of the Bush. We deliver through
‘The Bushtops Way’: a promise to touch every sense and
exceed every expectation. As a family-run business, we
offer our visitors five-star safari experiences, featuring
the best wildlife viewing on the planet.

Bushtracks Africa

F06

www.chelipeacock.com
Started in 1985, Cheli & Peacock Safaris creates upmarket, exclusive and bespoke safaris through the best
locations of East Africa. We are completely independent,
choosing the best and most unique properties and
locations. Our policy is to operate professional and
seamless safaris to the most spectacular and reputable
locations.

Chiawa Camp & Old Mondoro

H06

A boutique safari lodge nestled in the middle of an
18000-acre wildlife sanctuary, just 90 minutes from
Nairobi. Home to a high density of leopard, grevy's
zebra, somali ostrich, defassa waterbuck, colobus
monkeys and many more species of wildlife! Offering
boat cruises, game drives, bush walks, night drives and
flower farm visit, Chui Lodge is the ideal introduction to
an African safari.

Classic Safari Africa is an association of 31 privately
owned camps and lodges in East and Southern Africa.
Each offers genuine hospitality and intimate knowledge
of Africa's natural environment and is dedicated to
conservation and the involvement of local communities
in conserving the spirit of Africa.

Coastal Aviation

F05

Ellerman House

A02

Rosalind Hine

Grant Cumings

Julian Edmunds

Lindsy Terry

c/o Schindlers Trust Mauritius Limited, 2nd

PO Box 30972, Lusaka, 10101, ZAMBIA

PO Box 3052, Dar es Salaam, 1001, TANZANIA

180 Kloof Road, Cape Town, 8005, SOUTH

Floor Medine Mews, Chaussee Street, Port

+260 97 756 5833

+255 78 294 8888

AFRICA

Louis, MAURITIUS

grant@chiawa.com

julian@coastal.co.tz

+27 21 430 3233

+27 11 469 9300

www.chiawa.com

www.coastal.co.tz

lindsy@ellerman.co.za

The multi-award winning Chiawa Camp and Old
Mondoro - one of Africa's finest, authentic safari
experiences with a proven track record for conservation
in one of Africa's most spectacular and unique wildlife
areas.

The byword for Aviation in Tanzania is Coastal!
Celebrating 30 years this year, Coastal Aviation
continues to develop creative aviation services to
support our tourism industry partners across East Africa.
We have a fleet of 29 aircraft offering daily connections
to 44 locations in 3 countries.

ros@bushtracksafrica.com
www.bushtracksafrica.com
Bushtracks Africa is a DMC that specializes in Zambia,
Zimbabwe and Botswana. With operational offices
located in Livingstone (Zambia), Victoria Falls
(Zimbabwe) and Kasane (Botswana)

www.ellerman.co.za
Private and exclusive, Ellerman House offers 13 rooms
and suites, a tranquil spa, two ultra-modern villas,
indigenous gardens, spectacular Atlantic Ocean views,
and easy access to local attractions. Modern cuisine, an
interactive cellar of vintage wines and an extensive art
collection enhance a world-class experience that is
authentically South African.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES
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David Collard

J15

Lisa Schmidt

Leena Gehlot

Franschhoek Country House
& Villas and Shumbalala Game Lodge

3 Farquhar Lane, Quatre Bornes, 72350,

5 Corkwood Drive, Zimbali Coastal Estate,

PO Box 24423, Nairobi, 00502, KENYA

Jean-Pierre Snyman

MAURITIUS

Ballito, 4021, SOUTH AFRICA

+254 71 569 5112

PO Box 328, Franschhoek, 7690, SOUTH

+230 427 5845

+27 83 787 2255

leena@finchhattons.com

AFRICA

david.collard@emotionsdmc.com

lisa.schmidt@fairmont.com

www.finchhattons.com

+27 21 876 3386

www.emotionsdmc.com

www.fairmont.com/zimbali-resort

Emotions' provides for inbound ground handling
services including transfers as well as tours and handcrafted circuits carried out on an EXCLUSIVE basis only
as well as ensuring customer care services in-situ and
post trip. We address the bottlenecks of a traditional
ground handler through the uniqueness of our concierge
services, whilst focusing on the assets of the destination.

Fairmont Zimbali Lodge & Resort

Esiweni Lodge

X21

Sophie Vaillant
6A Sundown Valley Crescent, Sandton, 2196,
SOUTH AFRICA
+27 36 636 9002

K28

South Africa’s eastern shoreline presents Fairmont
Zimbali Lodge & Resort, the province’s premier
destination. In addition to a wide range of
accommodation offerings guests can enjoy a variety of
food & beverage experiences, Willow Stream Spa,
fitness centre, Y-Univers Kids’ Club and access to the
Zimbali Country Club.

Finch Hattons Luxury Tented Camp

F39

Voted as Africa's leading Tented Safari Camp at the 2016
World Travel Awards, Finch Hattons provides
unparalleled luxury safari experience for multigenerational travel, with tailor made experiences for our
guests reminiscent of old Africa.

C06

jsnyman@fch.co.za
www.fch.co.za

Ghoha Hills Savuti Lodge

Franschhoek Country House is a five-star boutique hotel
and award-winning restaurant in the Cape Winelands.
Shumbalala Game Lodge is a 5 star boutique game lodge
in the Thornybush Reserve, now also part of the Kruger
National Park

info@esiwenilodge.com

Fancourt

Esiweni is 1 of the only lodges situated at the edge of a
cliff in South Africa, offering an amazing view which
overlooks the river that runs along the big 5 reserve of
Nambiti. It’s a very special place where you feel Zen,
without noise and light pollution. Our Chef has been
trained in Paris by a 2 Michelin star Chef, Michel
Rostang. We are proud to have been ranked as one of
the 100 best restaurants in South Africa.

H16

Silvia Hill
Private Bag 206, Maun, BOTSWANA
+267 230 9099

G17
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+267 7278 6786
kareem@ghohahills.com

Fregate Island Private

D17

Melanie Floor

Montagu Street, George, 6530, SOUTH AFRICA

67 Jan Smuts Avenue, Saxonwold, 2193,

PO Box 330, Mahe, Victoria, SEYCHELLES

+27 79 491 6641

SOUTH AFRICA

+27 72 485 6012

peterd@fancourt.co.za

+27 11 481 6099

melanie@exclusive-serenity.com

www.fancourt.co.za

david.barillot@fourseasons.com

www.fregate.com

The Manor House boutique hotel is the crown of the
Fancourt estate. As a National Monument, the Manor
House presents a meticulous remodelling of its
historical counterpart, the Blanco House, while
encompassing the distinctive air of a world-class, 21st
century destination.

Fregate Island Private in the Seychelles is a haven of
outstanding natural beauty, where luxury and
conservation are in perfect harmony. Across the island’s
2.19 square kilometers the 17 Residences, all naturally
isolated from each other, are set in lush green
surroundings offering the ultimate in comfort and
privacy.

Four Seasons Resort SeychellesJ13
Four Seasons Resort Mauritus at Anahita

Fugitives' Drift Lodge and Guest House
Andrew Rattray

Gerd Beurich

PO Box 3151, Zanzibar, TANZANIA

Hanger 14 Bonaero Drive, Bonaero Park, O R

Oliver Jean Marin

West Kirby Farm, Rorke's Drift, 3016, SOUTH

PO Box 280, Karatu, TANZANIA

+255 72 237 7779

Tambo International Airport, Johannesburg,

Beau Champ, Port Louis, MAURITIUS

AFRICA

+255 75 900 5827

jspry@peraquum.com

1619, SOUTH AFRICA

+248 250 5310

+27 34 271 8051

gm@gibbsfarm.com

www.essquehotels.com

+27 11 395 9000

oliver.jeanmarin@fourseasons.com

nicky@fugitivesdrift.com

www.gibbsfarm.com

nik.lloyd.roberts@fedair.com

www.fourseasons.com/seychelles

www.fugitivesdrift.com

Washed by tropical sunshine and fringed by pristine
beaches and turquoise lagoons, the idyllic properties of
Four Seasons Resort Mauritius and Four Seasons Resort
Seychelles offer a combination of natural beauty and
unrivalled luxury, with exclusive pool villas providing a
paradise haven in the heart of the Indian Ocean.

Fugitives’ Drift, set in a 5,000 acre game reserve, is
acclaimed for its battlefield tours to Isandlwana and
Rorke’s Drift. Enjoy superb meals, excellent hospitality
and personal service. The legacy of David Rattray lives
on, Nicky and her team delivers a world-class experience
setting the benchmark for heritage tourism in South
Africa.

Four Seasons Safari Lodge, Serengeti

Fundu Lagoon

Fairlawns Boutique Hotel & Spa
Angelique Engelbrecht

Travel Loft, Noordhoek Farm Village, Village
Lane, Noordhoek, Cape Town, 7979, SOUTH

G03

Four Seasons Hotel The Westcliff, Johannesburg,
welcomes you to a chic urban resort – the city’s only
hillside hotel with 117 guest rooms and suites enjoying
panoramic and garden views. Combining a brand-new
destination spa, 5 modern venues for dining, two
swimming pools and customised helicopter transfers,
Four Seasons The Westcliff, defines Johannesburg’s best
hotel stay.

Nik Lloyd-Roberts

Ingram Casey

Federal Airlines

www.fourseasons.com/johannesburg

Perched high up on a ledge overlooking the Savuti
landscape, lies the eco-friendly Ghoha Hills Savuti
Lodge, renowned for prime game viewing in Botswana.
Ghoha Hills Lodge has been designed and built to
blend into the natural surrounding environment and
to take full advantage of the spectacular 180 degree
views.

Julia Spry

Essque Zalu Zanzibar is an intimate boutique
destination nestled in a natural cove in the north east
coast of Unguja (alias Zanzibar). Essque Zalu Zanzibar
combines contemporary luxury with a real sense of
place. This boutique hotel has the turquoise waters of
the Indian Ocean to one side and lush green forest to the
other, and there is just a hint of spice in the warm and
fragrant tropics.

Escape+Explore

J11

David Barillot

www.endeavour-safaris.com

Essque Zalu Zanzibar

Four Seasons Hotel The Westcliff

Peter Dros

info@endeavour-safaris.com

Botswana based, family-run Endeavour Safaris has the
insight, destination knowledge and industry
relationships, which positions us perfectly to
becoming an ideal partner with whom a long term
mutually beneficial relationship can be grown. We
promote responsible and inclusive tourism where
possible within our products. Africa is our Passion.

PO Box 259, Gaborone, BOTSWANA

www.ghohahills.com

www.esiwenilodge.com

Endeavour Safaris
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Kareem Kader

www.fedair.com
Federal Airlines is the preferred airline for luxury safari
guests wishing to fly direct to Southern Africa's premier
safari camps. The airline has bases in Johannesburg and
Mpumalanga and operates a mixed fleet of over 20
aircraft. Federal Airlines also provides bespoke charter
flights to any destination in Southern Africa.
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F46

Gibb's Farm

H01

An annual favourite in the Condé Nast Readers’ Choice
Awards, Gibb’s Farm is located at the foot of the forested
slopes of the Ngorongoro Crater. The farm encapsulates
the essence of Tanzania’s rich history, offering guests
the tranquility of a lush sanctuary, the aromas and
bustle of a working coffee farm, and the adventure of
exploring the surrounds by vehicle or by foot.

Glen Avon Boutique Hotel

G27

Sean Walwyn

Marcus Lewis

David Stringer

1 Alma road, Morning side Manor,

Central Serengeti, Serengeti National Park,

Wambaa Peninsula, Pemba Island, TANZANIA

No 1 Strawberry Lane, Constantia, Cape Town,

Johannesburg, SOUTH AFRICA

Arusha, TANZANIA

+44 2070 780 295

7806, SOUTH AFRICA

AFRICA

+27 84 466 9032

+255 75 747 0224

marcuslewis10@yahoo.com

+27 21 794 1418

+27 21 789 0142

angelique@fairlawns.co.za

sean.walwyn@fourseasons.com

www.fundulagoon.com

stay@glenavon.co.za

ingram@escapeexplore.com

www.fairlawns.co.za

www.escapeexplore.com
Escape+Explore offers unforgettable tours that are not
intended to consume a whole travel itinerary but offer a
one to five days genuine, once in a lifetime off the
beaten track adventure. Choose between our award
winning Private Cape Adventures or mind-blowing
wildlife and adventure experiences further afield. Hike,
Bike and Surf Africa.



The Fairlawns Boutique Hotel & Spa is a unique,
exclusive and up-market sanctuary for today’s traveler.
The 41 luxurious suites are each individually decorated
to the highest world standards playing host to many
local and international celebrities. The hotel boasts a
Balinese spa and superb a la carte restaurant.

Feline Fields The Lodge

www.fourseasons.com

H11

Marjan Blom
Penstone s Building, Maun, BOTSWANA
+31 63 435 4495
marjanblom@live.fr

Four Seasons Safari Lodge, Serengeti is set in the center
of Africa’s best-known wildlife sanctuary, the Serengeti
National Park. Considered by many to be the best
wildlife area in Africa offering a wide range of activities.
A luxurious retreat within an unspoiled wilderness,
particularly well-suited for first-time Safari traveller and
Families.

Fundu Lagoon is the epitome of a “barefoot paradise” in
a remote and peaceful location on Pemba Island. The
eighteen makuti thatched tented rooms or suites have
stunning views towards the Indian Ocean. Emphasis is
on the natural environment, whether sipping cocktails
by the infinity pool, game-fishing or diving the coral
reefs.

www.felinefields.com

Fairmont Hotels & Resorts Kenya

K26

Guillaume Durand
PO Box 58581, Harry Thuku Road, Nairobi,
00200, KENYA
+254 20 226 5842
guillaume.durand@fairmont.com
www.fairmont.com
Take a safari with Fairmont Hotels & Resorts and
discover East Africa. With unrivalled locations and
distinct styles, the Kenya portfolio comprises Fairmont
the Norfolk, a historical landmark in the city, Fairmont
Mara Safari Club, a luxurious tented up-market
sanctuary and Fairmont Mount Kenya Safari Club, a
famous retreat.

The Lodge at Feline Fields is nestled in the Kalahari
west of Maun. Designed by architect Alwyn Petersen,
the six-suite Lodge embodies authentic luxury. Three
luxury tented suites are an idyllic hideaway, while
three two-storey suites have an upper viewing deck,
private pool and daybed for family accommodation.
The Lodge represents a whole new concept of
wilderness experience.

Foxes Safari Camps

C03

Gamewatchers & Porini Camps

F29

www.glenavon.co.za
Owner managed & central to Cape Town with all it’s
attractions, Glen Avon offers 21 rooms & suites, nestled
in the Constantia winelands, close to the M3 highway,
Kirstenbosch gardens & golf courses. Individual patios
& hearty breakfasts overlook magnificent gardens, with
two swimming pools, comfy loungers & mountain
views. Candlelit dinners, off street parking and
conferencing

GOLD Restaurant

A15

Bruce Fox

Mohanjeet Brar

Cindy Muller

PO Box 10270, Dar es Salaam, TANZANIA

PO Box 388, Nairobi, 00621, KENYA

15 Bennett Street, Green Point, Cape Town,

+44 7519 630 007

+254 72 185 6499

8001, SOUTH AFRICA

fox@tanzaniasafaris.info

mohanjeet@gamewatchers.co.ke

+27 21 421 4653

www.foxessafaricamps.com

www.porini.com

cindy@goldrestaurant.co.za

Foxes Safari Camps create memorable safaris to off the
beaten track destinations throughout southern and
western Tanzania. Personalised tented camps and
lodges provide the backdrop to fabulous game viewing
in some of the best game areas left in Africa, but without
the heavy traffic of mass tourism.

Gamewatchers Safaris has been operating safaris to the
best wildlife reserves for over 25 years. We also run
pioneering eco-camps, the Porini Camps, in private
wilderness reserves – Amboseli / Mara / Laikipia and
Nairobi Tented Camp in Nairobi National Park.

www.goldrestaurant.co.za
GOLD Restaurant offers guests the opportunity to feel
part of the energy and culture of Africa. GOLD provides
a set African and Cape Malay feast, together with unique
live entertainment 7 nights a week in a sophisticated old
warehouse building close to the waterfront.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

Emotions Destination Management
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Robert Barber

E18

Great Plains Conservation
(North America)

PO Box HA 67 HAK, Maun, BOTSWANA
+267 7269 1551
rob@golden-africa.com
www.golden-africa.com
Offering four-star and five-star luxury mobile safaris in
Botswana, with an industry-leading price tag. Fresh
thinking and experience have led to the highest
standards of F&B, locations, accommodation, and
guided experience. Delivering life-changing,
experiential and enriching safaris with a long list of
trade referrals, word-of-mouth business and repeat
guests.

Governors' Camp Collection

L10

Ilala Lodge Hotel

C09

Inspirational Places

G03

Alison Hunt

Sarah Boeckmann

PO Box 146, Karen, Nairobi, 00502, KENYA

411 Livingstone Way, Victoria Falls,

PO Box 2201, Cape Town, 7740, SOUTH

Maison La Rosiere, Palm Street, Victoria,
Mahe, SEYCHELLES
+1 917 608 3589
sarah@greatplainsconservation.com
www.greatplainsconservation.com

+254 71 561 6232

ZIMBABWE

AFRICA

alastair.addison@hemingways.co

+263 772 3365

+27 21 671 2825

www.hemingways-collection.com

martin@ilalalodge.co.zw

alison@inspirationalplaces.com

www.ilalalodge.co.zw

www.inspirationalplaces.com

The closest hotel to the Victoria Falls, see the spray
whilst dining or sitting on your room's balcony sipping
coffee. This elegant boutique style hotel is unique in the
entire Victoria Falls area, a new 22 roomed Deluxe wing
as well as a refurbished 34 roomed standard wing, gives
us a compliment of 56 rooms in total. Watch wild
animals grazing on the hotel lawns from your room
balcony.

Inspirational Places is a unique marketing organisation.
We offer a boutique marketing service for each of our
privately owned properties. The service you encounter
has been carefully selected for its singular style,
authentic sense of sophistication and devotion to all
things impeccable.

Ilanga Travel

Islands of Siankaba

Encouraging people to appreciate nature and learn how
to better protect the environment is at the core of Great
Plains Conservation’s mission, so it’s no surprise that
the experiences on offer have a unique simplicity and
rawness that allows for no distractions. Life-enriching
safaris experiences in Kenya, Botswana and soon
Zimbabwe.

Grootbos Private Nature Reserve

K11

PO Box 48217, Nairobi, 00100, KENYA

PO Box 148, Gansbaai, 7220, SOUTH AFRICA

+254 20 273 4000

+27 28 384 8000

alex@governorscamp.com

michael@grootbos.co.za

www.governorscamp.com

www.grootbos.com

H12 Art of Life - Africa

K32

Robyn Henry
2A Convent Drive, Lavington, Nairobi, 00603,
KENYA
+43 676 596 0827
rh@h12artoflife.com
www.h12africa.com

Hideaways

H12 Art of Life is a boutique art lodge and hotel
experience with your bedroom in an art gallery, the
gallery being an iconic building/ location with
incredible views as far as the eye can see, where the
food is homemade and the staff are so warm, it feels
like you are being welcomed into a home better than
home.

You may feel momentarily humbled by what has been
described as one of the most idyllic locations on earth.
The expertly designed lodges offer breath-taking views
and convenient access to the truly superb natural spaces
that surround it. Be part of an once-in-a-lifetime
experience at Grootbos Private Nature Reserve!

X03

Hemingways collection is a definitive luxury hotel chain
with properties in Nairobi, Watamu and the Maasai
Mara. Hemingways Nairobi, a boutique luxury hotel in
Karen offers unsurpassed levels of comfort and service.
Hemingways Watamu is a luxury resort located on one
of the finest beaches in the world. Hemingways Mara, a
luxury tented camp located in Naboisho conservancy
adjacent to the Masai Mara.

Hamiltons Tented Camp

C25

X30

Gaby Gramm

Ryan Dhana

95 Garfield Road, Claremont, Cape Town, 7708,

PO Box 12643, Mill Street, Cape Town, 8001,

Nakatindi Road, Livingstone, 60845, ZAMBIA

SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

+260 96 265 0985

+27 21 671 7729

+27 82 467 7099

siankaba@siankaba.net

katja@hideawaysafrica.com

gaby@ilanga.co.za

www.siankaba.net

www.hideawaysafrica.com

www.ilanga.co.za

Hideaways - a portfolio of bespoke eco-lodges and
camps committed to life-changing experiences by
allowing guests to experience Africa’s uniqueness
combined with the highest levels of comfort and
individual service. Our promise: Guests play an active
part in the conservation of Africa’s wildlife, natural
habitat and support of our communities.

Ilanga Travel is an elite Southern African destination
management company, specializing in the FIT, group
and incentive markets. Defined by solid and longstanding relationships both with suppliers and products.
Since 1989, privately owned Ilanga Travel provides
personal and committed service with a highly qualified
team.

HillsNek Safari Camp

Imvelo Safari Lodges

Chantelle Cook

Hayley Plaskitt

JA Resorts & Hotels - Ja Manafaru and
Enchanted Island Resort

PO Box 453, Wellington, 7654, SOUTH AFRICA

PO Box X53, Bryanston, Johannesburg, 2021,

PO Box 15076, Emerald Hill, Port Elizabeth,

68 Townsend Road, Bulawayo, ZIMBABWE

Jennifer Frank

+27 21 873 4089

SOUTH AFRICA

6011, SOUTH AFRICA

+263 925 2232

info@granddedale.com

+27 82 779 4479

+27 82 324 3484

hayley@imvelosafarilodges.com

www.granddedale.com

cindy@extraordinary.co.za

chantelle@hillsnek.com

www.imvelosafarilodges.com

www.hamiltonstentedcamp.co.za

www.hillsneksafaris.com

JA Oasis Beach Tower, Dubai, 26500, UNITED
ARAB EMIRATES
+971 431 54993
violet.njoroge@jaresorts.com
www.jaresortshotels.com

Following the fine tradition of luxury in true “Out of
Africa” style, the journey into a bygone era inspires one
to experience safari. Hamiltons Tented Camp allows
indulgence in pure luxury, combined with the sounds
and smells of the African bush. This intimate, private
lodge echoes luxury and uncompromising elegance.

HillsNek Safari Camp is a family-owned and operated
lodge located on Amakhala Game Reserve in South
Africa’s unspoiled Eastern Cape province. This malariafree private game reserve spans across 18,000 acres of
pristine wilderness and is home to a number of Africa’s
Big 5.

J02

Peter-John Mitrovich
Chiappini Square, 17 Chiappini Street, Cape
Town, 8001, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 21 460 4888

X13

F52

The magic of ‘Islands of Siankaba’ lies in its warm,
friendly and professional staff that pride themselves in
maximizing the guest experience and attention to detail.
Our four star, 7 Chalet, exclusive lodge is intrinsically
set on two islands on the mighty Zambezi River.
Situated just 45 minutes from the majestic Victoria
Falls.

Cindy Sheedy Walker

Grosvenor Tours

X14

F33

Katja Quasdorf

Angelo Casu

As many guests describe us, a slice of paradise in the
heart of the Cape Winelands.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

F07

Martin Vaughan

Michael Lutzeyer

Grand Dédale Country House

Hemingways Collection Kenya
Alastair Addison

Dominic Grammaticas

The Governors' Camp Collection since its inception in
1972 has offered its clients immersive and
transformational African Safaris. The camps are seated
right in the prime position for access to the best wildlife
hotspots. Governors' Camps have a history and
commitment to conservation and community driven
programs - A company that is a family of safari pioneers
that embodies the spirit of safari
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E20

At Imvelo we aren’t just about luxury lodges and there is
more to us than spectacular photographic safaris - we
believe in enriching the lives of those who live around us
as well as our guests by ensuring that it’s the local
people and wildlife that directly benefit from our
visitors.

peter-john.mitrovich@grosvenortours.com

Great Plains Conservation (Australasia, E21
Latin America, Asia & Africa)
Hilton Walker
Maison La Rosiere, Palm Street, Victoria,
Mahe, SEYCHELLES
+27 82 579 9055
hilton@greatplainsconservation.com
www.greatplainsconservation.com

Hunter Hotels

K12

PO Box 454, Plettenberg Bay, 6600, SOUTH
AFRICA
+27 44 501 1111
ian@hunterhotels.com

E19

Alex Walters
Maison La Rosiere, Palm Street, Victoria,
Mahe, SEYCHELLES
+44 154 756 0850
alex@greatplainsconservation.com
www.greatplainsconservation.com
Encouraging people to appreciate nature and learn how
to better protect the environment is at the core of Great
Plains Conservation’s mission, so it’s no surprise that
the experiences on offer have a unique simplicity and
rawness that allows for no distractions. Life-enriching
safaris experiences in Kenya, Botswana and soon
Zimbabwe.

Helicopter Horizons

H14

Andrew Baker
Box 66, Maun, BOTSWANA
+267 717 833 94
andrew@helicopterhorizons.com

Family owned and operated, our 3 exquisite Hunter
Hotels properties have for the past 28 years been at the
forefront of the South African five star boutique travel
market. Situated along the southwestern coast of the
country, each property has a most distinctive character,
with our trademark service ethic of personal generosity
and extraordinary attention to detail.

www.helicopterhorizons.com
Helicopter Horizons specializes in customized
helicopter-based experiences for travelers on safari in
the beautiful Okavango Delta. We offer services such
as lodge transfers and photographic scenic flights in
comfortable helicopters flown by professional,
knowledgeable pilots, providing unique experiences
that are guaranteed to add value to any safari.

Ibo Island Lodge

In Residence

J01

Pieter Brundyn

Ian Hunter

For more than 50 years, Grosvenor Tours has been a
leader in designing and implementing extraordinary
private, tailor-made luxury travel to all the greatest
Southern African destinations. Our professional team
is always on hand to fully support guests and ensure
that they enjoy safe and secure, best quality luxury
experiences.

www.hunterhotels.com

Encouraging people to appreciate nature and learn how
to better protect the environment is at the core of Great
Plains Conservation’s mission, so it’s no surprise that
the experiences on offer have a unique simplicity and
rawness that allows for no distractions. Life-enriching
safaris experiences in Kenya, Botswana and soon
Zimbabwe.

Great Plains Conservation (Europe
and Middle East)

www.grosvenortours.com

F20

170 Buitengracht Street, Bo-Kaap, Cape Town,
8001, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 83 432 8214
media@inresidence.co.za
www.inresidence.co.za
In Residence specialises in lifestyle management on
behalf of those wishing to enjoy luxury villa
accommodation in Cape Town. Our services include:
Long and short-term rental of properties under
management; Concierge Services; Fixed Asset
Management and Project Management of renovations
and alterations. We oversee the rental of these
properties to guests looking for a personalised
experience.

C21

JA Resorts & Hotels is a collection of properties with
flagship resorts in the Seychelles and Maldives offering
unique and vivid experiences enriched with personalised
service. Our resorts and hotels are more than just
destinations of leisure or business; they represent each
location’s culture and traditions with a spirit of heartfelt
hospitality.

Jamala Madikwe

G08

Rodney Steyn
PO Box 2201, Clareinch, Cape Town, 7740,
SOUTH AFRICA
+27 82 927 3129
info@jamalamadikwe.com
www.jamalamadikwe.com
Jamala Madikwe - Malaria Free Madikwe Game Reserve.
Owner managed and run. Catering to a maximum of
only 10 guests in 5 luxurious villas. Award winning chefs
preparing fine dining cuisine.

Jarat Tours

K25

Kevin Record

Johnny Christodoulides

06 Carlton Close, Noordhoek, Cape Town,

5 Pine Ave, Devils Peak, Cape Town, 8001,

7975, SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

+27 21 785 2657

+27 82 211 2007

kevin@iboisland.com

johnny@jarattours.co.za

www.iboisland.com

www.jarattours.co.za

Ibo Island Lodge is an award winning boutique lodge
situated in the Quirimbas Archipelago, Northern
Mozambique. A great choice for honeymooners and
adventurers in search of something authentic, unique
and real. Far from the crowded resorts, explore and
discover an island lost in time. Dive, snorkel and dolphin
safari the surrounding reefs!

Jarat is the leading luxury ground transportation
company in South Africa with our main operations
located in Cape Town and Johannesburg. Our brands are
synonymous with quality, safety, comfort, luxury and
style.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES
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Kariega Game Reserve - Settlers Drift

X12

Kreola DMC

G06

Leeu Collection

X17

Karen Van Schalkwyk

Max Lund

Milo Harrup

PO Box 6267, Walmer, Port Elizabeth, 6065,

The Windsor Complex, Royal Road, Beau

Leeu Estates, Dassenberg Road, Franschhoek,

1st Floor, Block C, Black River Park, Cape

PO Box 30722, Lilongwe 3, Lilongwe, MALAWI

SOUTH AFRICA

Bassin, 74CU001, MAURITIUS

7690, SOUTH AFRICA

Town, SOUTH AFRICA

+263 774 820 944

+27 41 581 2606

+230 5250 5660

+27 83 397 9197

+27 21 201 3846

milo@robinpopesafaris.net

mark@kariega.co.za

genevieve.dardanne@kreola.mu

karen.vanschalkwyk@leeucollection.com

max.lund@lobsterink.com

www.robinpopesafaris.net

www.kariega.co.za

www.kreola.mu

www.leeucollection.com

www.lobsterink.com

Robin Pope Safaris offers personalised and unforgettable
safari experiences, combining genuine African bush with
simple yet stylish luxury. Each property is unique in
atmosphere and location. Operating in Zambia,
Zimbabwe and Malawi we offer a true taste of Africa’s
remoteness and warmth.

Kariega Game Reserve is a privately owned malaria-free
Big-5 reserve situated in the Eastern Cape of South
Africa, thus forming a natural extension to Cape Town
and the Garden Route. The newly opened Settlers Drift
offers an amazing and unrivalled 5-star luxury tented
lodge.

Kreola Ltd is a bespoke DMC in Mauritius, specializing
in the Luxury segment. Its founder counts 35 years of
experience with a team of 70 professionals and access to
150 vehicles (Porsche/Jeep/etc.) through its shareholder
ABC Group. Kreola’s mission: To offer a unique
experience of the authentic hospitality of Mauritius.

Leeu Collection’s hospitality portfolio currently
comprises three five-star boutique properties: Leeu
Estates, a 17-room country house retreat and boutique
winery; Leeu House, an exclusive 12-room hotel and Le
Quartier Français, a romantic 21-room hotel; all of
which are in the Cape Winelands village of Franschhoek.

Lobster Ink is the world’s leading hospitality education
platform. It teaches international standards, skills and
product knowledge to hospitality staff and management
across 120 countries and 90 nationalities. Lobster Ink
uses detailed high-definition video content that is
streamed to desktops, laptops, mobile and tablet
devices. It is the training system of choice for hospitality
establishments.

Journey Beyond

Ker & Downey Botswana

H19

Francesca Hird
PO Box 27, Maun, BOTSWANA
+267 686 1226
fran@kerdowney.bw

L03

Karkloof Safari Spa

D09

Legendary Expeditions

Ker & Downey Botswana is a name that is and always
will be associated with exclusive, yet time-honoured
safari experiences. Over five decades it has developed
into one of Botswana’s most esteemed safari
operators, representing luxury service and personal
attention to detail.

H02

Phillip Lategan

Lawrence Mlambo

Russel Hastings

PO Box 68954, Bryanston, 2021, SOUTH

Otto's Bluff Road, Pietermaritzburg, 3231,

AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

+27 82 445 9587

+27 79 695 8738

phillip@journeybeyond.travel

reservations@karkloofsafarispa.com

russel.hastings@legendaryexpeditions.com

www.journeybeyond.travel

www.karkloofsafarispa.com

www.legendaryexpeditions.com

Journey Beyond is the definitive sub-Saharan Africa
travel specialist. Focused on the luxury end of the
market, our 30 years of expertise includes South,
Southern and East Africa and the Indian Ocean. We are
independent, flexible and dedicated to providing the
ultimate safari consulting, planning, booking and
operating service.

At Karkloof Safari Spa you are transported to an
untamed wilderness of timeless luxury. A bespoke
experience from beginning to end, no wake-up calls, no
set times for meals, unlimited spa treatments, a safarispa experience like no other. With early check-in and
late checkout times, 24 hours becomes 36 hours.

Selian Coffee Estate, Dodoma Road, Arusha,
TANZANIA
+255 786 000 510

Kwando Safaris

J16

Susan Smart
PO Box 550, Maun, BOTSWANA
+267 7288 3511
sues@kwando.co.bw
www.kwando.co.bw

Kambaku Lodges

K29

Kaya Mawa & The Latitude Hotels

E10

Ker & Downey Egypt

Bryce Landsman

James Lightfoot

Nicola Brandon

Timbavati Private Nature Reserve, Hoedspruit,

Box 79, Likoma, MALAWI

6703 Highway Blvd, Katy, 77494, UNITED

1930, SOUTH AFRICA

+265 999 318 359

STATES

+27 83 261 7091

james@kayamawa.com

+1 281 371 2500

reservations@kambakulodge.co.za

www.kayamawa.com

nbrandon@kerdowney.com

www.kambakulodge.com

EXHIBITOR PROFILES
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Anne Genevieve Dardanne

www.kerdowneybotswana.com
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Lobster Ink

Mark Rushmere

Kambaku Lodges situated within the Timbavati part of
the acclaimed Kruger National Park. Both lodges are
meticulously designed to blend in with the natural
beauty of the wild surrounds. Offering personalized,
unique wilderness experiences - a seamless blend of Big
Five encounters and luxury, which restores both body
and soul.

Kapama Karula, Southern Camp
& Buffalo Camp

C31

With its almost supernatural vibe, there is nowhere else
on earth quite like Kaya Mawa. Hidden away on Likoma
Island in Lake Malawi, at Kaya Mawa you will be
transported into a world of simple pleasures. Embraced
by the warmth and hospitality of the enchanting
Malawian staff you will enjoy timeless luxury and only
the best of modern conveniences. The perfect escape to
complete your Safari holiday.

Kempinski Hotels, Kenya

F03

G02

Kwando Safaris operates 6 luxury camps in Botswana
thereby offering a circuit of 4 different ecological areas
within the country. These include the World Heritage
Okavango Delta, Linyanti/Kwando, Nxai
Makgadikgadi, and Central Kalahari. We are Citizen
owned. We ensure that the priority is the safari
experience with excellent guiding teams.

Lemala Camps and Lodges

E17

Leanne Haigh

Londolozi Game Reserve
1st Floor Oxford Gate, Hyde Park Lane,
Johannesburg, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 11 280 6655
jacqui@londolozi.co.za
www.londolozi.com

World renowned as one of Africa’s finest game lodges,
Londolozi was the first game reserve in the world to be
accorded Relais & Châteaux status, reinforcing its
commitment to luxurious accommodation, fine
cuisine and exceptional service.

PO Box 14529, Arusha, TANZANIA
+255 754 473 733
leanne@tourvesteastafrica.com

Lemala commits to providing exceptional quality guest
experiences in superbly sited camps and lodges to guests
wishing to explore the Ngorongoro Conservation Area
and the Serengeti - Tanzania's famed Northern Circuit in comfort whilst retaining a connection to the
environment that they have come to experience. We
have new 5 star camps opening in Central Serengeti and
Tarangire soon!

Ker & Downey is an award-winning luxury tour operator
traveling to Egypt and over 60 countries worldwide.
What sets us apart is our commitment to experiential
travel with luxury journeys that are completely unique,
specifically designed for each client's style and budget.

F21

Kwandwe Private Game Reserve

H08

Lewa Wilderness

X19

Love Live Africa

Anne Murungi

Assefa Azene

Graeme Mann

Sacha Craig

Anita Warrener

Carl Du Plessis

PO Box 14164, Nairobi, 00800, KENYA

Mickey Leland Street, Addis Ababa, 15475,

PO Box 448, Grahamstown, 6140, SOUTH

c/o Lewa Wildlife Conservancy, Private Bag,

PO Box 511, Arusha, TANZANIA

56 Jerome Road, Lynnwood Glen, Pretoria,

+254 20 360 3000

ETHIOPIA

AFRICA

Isiolo, 60300, KENYA

+255 784 400 507

0127, SOUTH AFRICA

anne.murungi@kempinski.com

+251 11 663 4427

+27 46 603 3400

+44 787 502 5544

info.tanzania@loveliveafrica.com

+27 82 925 4090

www.kempinski.com/en/nairobi/hotel-villa-

assefa@kibrantours.com

graeme@kwandwe.co.za

experience@lewawilderness.com

www.loveliveafrica.com

carl.duplessis@kapama.com

rosa/

www.kibrantours.com

www.kwandwe.com

www.lewawilderness.com

Villa Rosa Kempinski and Olare Mara are Kempinski's
flagship properties in Africa. Villa Rosa Kempinski
Nairobi acknowledged as the preferred residence for
world leaders has a range of 200 rooms and suites and
Olare Mara comprises of 12 tents in Olare Motorogi
Conservancy with stunning views of the Masai Mara.

Kibran Tours is a private tour operator. Being one of the
oldest and most experienced tour operators in Ethiopia
we are internationally known for our flexibility,
reliability & professionalism. With extensive knowledge
about Ethiopia's culture, nature & people, we provide
our clients with an unforgettable experience in the
destination.

Kwandwe Private Game Reserve is a renowned
conservation and community success story. The reserve
offers one of the largest private Big Five game viewing
areas in South Africa, flanking the banks of the Great
Fish River in the Eastern Cape region. The five intimate
and luxurious lodges offer understated luxury and a host
of safari activities for young and old.

Lewa Wilderness is one of Kenya’s original and most
private safari ventures. The Craig family has passed
down from one generation to the next a distinct passion
for wildlife, conservation and tourism and they proudly
continue to run Lewa Wilderness lodge and Walking
Wild camel safaris.

Kensington Place

Kicheche Camps

Lairds Lodge Country Estate

Livingstone Safaris

www.kapama.com
Offering an authentic African safari experience with its
two daily game drives and diverse wildlife experiences,
Kapama Private Game Reserve embodies a range of
stylish accommodation across three bush camps and
lodges. Each one is meticulously positioned within this
wildlife sanctuary with access to the Wellness Centres.

Karen Blixen Camp, Masai Mara

F36

X07

A06

Jacqueline Marais

www.lemalacamp.com

www.kerdowney.com

Kibran Tours - Ethiopia

Masters of the safari, Legendary Expeditions is proud of
its reputation for unrivaled excellence in every
department, offering diverse wildlife encounters,
superlative service and first class accommodations.
Combining these components, we bring our guests to
the most sought-after destinations, creating their own
private safari where they will bask in our undivided
attention.

F26

F12

G04

D16

We are a boutique, locally owned and managed DMC
with offices in Rwanda, Tanzania and Kenya. We
specialize in off the beaten track adventures for the
bespoke traveller in and around East Africa so guests
have unforgettable experiences. We are proud of the fact
that we always exceed guests’ expectations making it
the most memorable holiday of a their lives!

Lukimbi Safari Lodge

C24

Ronald Mutie

Chris Weir

Greg Monson

Lesley Rankin

Sussi Galley

Sean Smith

9913, Nairobi, 00100, KENYA

38 Kensington Crescent, Higgovale, Cape

PO Box 15236, Nairobi, 00509, KENYA

PO Box 657, Plettenberg Bay, 6600, SOUTH

29 Oakhurst Avenue, Rondebosch, Cape Town,

PO Box 2617, Northcliff, Johannesburg, 2115,

+254 72 252 6186

Town, 8001, SOUTH AFRICA

+254 73 360 7786

AFRICA

7700, SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

ronald@karenblixencamp.com

+27 83 263 0034

greg@kicheche.com

+27 44 532 7721

+27 21 686 3788

+27 11 792 6165

www.karenblixencamp.com

chris@kensingtonplace.co.za

www.kicheche.com

info@lairdslodge.co.za

Sussi@livsaf.com

gm@lukimbi.com

www.lairdslodge.co.za

www.livsaf.com

www.lukimbi.com

Lairds Lodge is a gracious Cape Dutch homestead
situated on a 24-acre estate, offering mountain views,
wide open spaces and a secluded swimming pool.
Perfectly positioned to explore the Garden Route, from
Wilderness to the Tsitsikamma forests.

Livingstone Safaris is positioned by authentic passion
and priority to relationships with key agents and trade
partners. Founder/CEO, Sussi Galley personally leads
her charismatic and fully committed team in offering
the ultimate in bespoke African travel planning,
ensuring that Livingstone Safaris is always consistent in
offering ‘Inspired Journeys, Timeless Moments’.

Lukimbi Safari Lodge is a luxury lodge on a 15000hectare concession within the Kruger National Park. The
concession is for the exclusive use of our guests, no
other vehicles are permitted. The lodge consists of 14
classic suites and 2 premier suites. Other facilities
include a swimming pool, childrens’ play room and
ground, a private chapel and full conference facilities,
two safaris per day.

Karen Blixen Camp is a true combination of luxury,
ecotourism and experience. Visitors’ experience in the
camp is hands on and flexibility to suit guests comfort is
a priority.

www.kensingtonplace.co.za
Cape Town's quintessential small boutique hotel.
Kensington Place was opened in 1997 and this year
celebrates its 20th year offering a luxury hotel
experience to those travellers wishing to experience
Cape Town from a different perspective, an urban oasis
perfectly located below Table Mountain.

Kicheche Camps offer a selection of intimate luxury ecocamps in Kenya. These wilderness camps are all located
within high quality wildlife conservancies and
seamlessly blend into their natural environment. The
Silver-rated guiding team provides a first class
experience for guests along with many wildlife
photographers.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

John's Camp, Zimbabwe Robin Pope Safaris
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L12

1. Pumpkin Patch, Seretse Khama Road, Maun,

Timbavati Private Nature Reserve, PO Box 883,

BOTSWANA

Hoedspruit, 1380, SOUTH AFRICA

+27 82 550 3608

+27 15 793 2663

al@machabacamp.com

jessica@makanyilodge.com

www.machabasafaris.com

www.makanyilodge.com

Machaba Safaris is a privately owned and operated
luxury safari company based in Botswana, offering three
luxury tented safari camps in the Okavango deltaMachaba Camp, Little Machaba and Gomoti Plains
Camp.

An intimate luxury safari lodge nestled in the Southern
Sector of the Timbavati where guests can enjoy a
wonderful Big 5 safari experience in privacy with
minimal interference from other vehicles.

Madagascar Classic Collection

Makweti Safari Lodge

F43

X02

Mantis Owners Collection:
18 on Hillwood; Founders Lodge &
Pezula Private Castle

L06

Rosemary Brossy

1 Watt Street, Deal Party, Port Elizabeth, 6001,
SOUTH AFRICA
+27 82 414 0504
rosie.brossy@mantiscollection.com
www.mantisownerscollection.com/
Mantis Owners Collection is all about unearthing the
exceptional. We bring you exclusive-use private homes,
villas and boats around the world. All of the handpicked
properties in the Mantis Owners Collection represent
the finest examples of their kind and celebrate the
culture, gastronomy, architecture and nature of the
locations in which they are found.

Manyara Ranch Conservancy

E15

Mateya Safari Lodge, Madikwe

D15

Michelangelo Hotel

G13

Naibor Camps

Shai Goodman

Kirsten Hendriks

Nigel Archer

32 Buiten Street, Cape Town, 8001, SOUTH

135 West Street, Sandton, Johannesburg, 2146,

PO Box 15676, Nairobi, 00503, KENYA

AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

+254 714 617 510

+27 83 564 8821

+27 72 659 728 ext.4

nigelarchersafaris@swiftkenya.com

shai@mateyasafari.com

khendriks@legacyhotels.co.za

www.naibor.com

www.mateyasafari.com

www.legacyhotels.co.za

Mateya Safari Lodge is situated in the malaria-free,
Madikwe Game Reserve, which is accessed by road or
daily scheduled flights from Johannesburg. The reserve
is home to the super 7. The lodge accommodates 10
guests, in 5 individually designed suites. Game drives
with a max of 4 guests.

Undoubtedly one of the most impressive and elegant
hotels in the country, The Michelangelo, a member of
“Leading Hotels of the World” exudes class, luxury and
style offering quality available only in the finest hotels
around the globe.

Mbali Mbali Lodges and Camps

Molori Safari

C05

A08

Namibia Exclusive

Helen Wilson

Sandy Evans

Fatema Lalji

Toni Suddes

Piers L'Estrange

Lot II N 174 FB Analamahitsy, BP: 11085 Poste

PO Box 310, Vaalwater, 0530, SOUTH AFRICA

PO Box 2590, Arusha, TANZANIA

PO Box 20965, Dar es Salaam, 20965,

1 Sandton Drive, Sandton, Johannesburg, 2191,

PO Box 21627, Windhoek, NAMIBIA

Digue, Antananarivo, MADAGASCAR

+27 11 465 4461

+255 754 037 646

TANZANIA

SOUTH AFRICA

+264 812 569 646

+261 340 561 908

reservations@makweti.com

reservations@manayraranch.com

+255 784 950 111

+27 83 302 3918

piers@namibia-exclusive.com

valerie@madaclassic.com

www.makweti.com

www.manyararanch.com

fatema@mbalimbali.com

toni.suddes@molorisafari.com

www.namibia-exclusive.com

www.mbalimbali.com

www.molorisafari.com

Mbali Mbali is a safari operation with a sister charter
flight company in Tanzania. The possibilities are endless
with 6 properties and 5 Cessna Grand Caravans.
Encounter the Serengeti migration, discover the Katavi
wildlife, hike through the rainforest to trek
chimpanzees, fish in Lake Tanganyika or relax on
private beaches.

Molori Safari is a five-suite, uber chic, luxury safari
retreat in the heart of the 75000-hectare, malaria free
and game-rich, Madikwe Game Reserve in South Africa.
It caters to the discerning traveller in search of absolute
privacy, luxury and personalized service. Thrilling game
drives, bush walks, mouth-watering cuisine and opulent
suites with expansive views contribute to lifelong
memories.

Medina Palms

MORE

Majeka House

K27

Lloyd van der Merwe
26 - 32 Houtkapper Street, Stellenbosch,
7600, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 21 880 1549
lloyd@majekahouse.co.za
www.majekahouse.co.za
Majeka House in Stellenbosch is a five star hotel with
the well-known Makaron Restaurant and a Spa with
indoor heated pool, sauna, steam room and gym. This
beautiful designer property with lush gardens is the
perfect place to relax and unwind.

Makakatana Bay Lodge

X20

Makweti Safari Lodge is an experience for the discerning
wildlife aficionado. Timelessly African, Makweti caters
to no more than 10 guests and is renowned for
delectable, world-rated cuisine, excellent game viewing,
spectacular scenery and is a malaria free region.
Makweti Safari Lodge was founded in 1995 and its
management and staff embody decades of experience.

Manyara Ranch Conservancy is an enterprise operating
in partnership with the Maasai Communities and the
African Wildlife Foundation. The 35,000 acre
Conservancy protects the wildlife migration corridors.
We have eight traditional East African luxury en suite
tents with private viewing decks. Located 1.5 hour's
drive from Arusha.

MalaMala Game Reserve

Mara Engai Lodge

C19

Rosie Lindsell

Helen von Broembsen

NASIKIA CAMPS - NAONA MORU CAMP
& KASKAZ MARA

PO Box 55514, Northlands, Johannesburg,

Syner-Med House, 120 High Street, Purley,

PO Box 18, Turtle Bay Road, Watamu, 80202,

15 3rd Avenue, Parktown North, Johannesburg,

Naseeb Mfinanga

2114, SOUTH AFRICA

CRB 2AD, UNITED KINGDOM

KENYA

2193, SOUTH AFRICA

PO Box 14035, Arusha, TANZANIA

+27 11 442 2267

+44 777 911 0662

+254 718 152 999

+27 11 880 9992

+255 753 984 925

alison@malamala.com

janinea@maraengai.com

rosie@medinapalms.com

helen@more.co.za

naseeb@nasikiatanzania.com

www.malamala.com

www.maraengai.com

www.medinapalms.com

www.more.co.za

www.nasikiacamps.com

MalaMala is embarking on exciting projects that will
entrench its position as one of the leading safari
destinations including the “re-imagining” of MalaMala
and Sable Camps and the building of a new luxury
tented camp. While these exciting developments will
enhance the guests’ in-camp experience, one never
forgets the cornerstone of MalaMala’s international
acclaim - "Its all about the wildlife".

This luxurious lodge is nestled amongst pristine Kenyan
Ravine forest. Set 1000ft high on the Oloololo Siria
Escarpment with breath-taking views over the famous
Masai Mara Game Reserve and migration route. Features
large, luxury, tented-suites and private viewing decks
plus fine dining and daily game drives.

Medina Palms is a five star luxury property perfectly
situated on the white sands of Watamu beach, offering a
range of spacious villa style accommodation and
personalized service. On site facilities include a
restaurant, bar, coffee garden, ocean spa, pools, water
sports centre, private beach and children’s club.

MORE’s 5-star portfolio of luxury Safari Lodges and City
Hotels includes Lion Sands Game Reserve (Sabi Sand
Private Game Reserve & Kruger National Park);
Madikwe Safari Lodge (Madikwe Game Reserve);
Marataba Safari Lodge & Marataba Trails Lodge
(Marakele National Park); Cape Cadogan Boutique Hotel
& More Quarters Hotel (Cape Town).

The awe-inspiring adventures of the Serengeti redefined with our award winning Naona Moru Camp &
the new Kaskaz Mara Camp. From the heart of the
Serengeti to the picturesque wild north;experience
breathtaking game drives in open sided vehicles,
wilderness walks, private bush dining and outstanding
personal service all from the comforts of our beautifully
furnished & uniquely designed luxury tents.

Malawian Style

Mara Ngenche Safari Camp /
Elephant Bedroom Camp

Merzouga Luxury Desert Camps

MozSensations

Natural Selection

Mike Varndell
B18, The Golden Peacock Shopping Centre,
Area 12, Lilongwe, MALAWI

X22

G23

J04

J08

Jawad Rhannami

Laurence Caille

Peter Allison

Nagib Popat

AV hassan 2, Marrakech, 4000, MOROCCO

Condomio Amarilis, Maputo, MOZAMBIQUE

Unit E, Cirtech House, Stibitz Street, Westlake

Box 42475, Nairobi, 00100, KENYA

+212 66 636 7110

+258 848 344 738

Business Park, Cape Town, 7945, SOUTH

+265 999 969 075

+254 722 521 370

merzougaluxurydesertcamps@gmail.com

laurence@mozsensations.com

AFRICA

mike@malawianstyle.com

nagib@atua-enkop.com

www.merzougaluxurydesertcamps.com

www.mozsensations.com

+27 21 001 1574

www.malawianstyle.com

www.atua-enkop.com

Innovative, strategic, forward thinking Tour Operator
based in Malawi offering the most diverse set of
products in the region. Completely run by local
Malawians, the vision of the company is that owner and
MD, Mike Varndell grows the business while the brilliant
team of local Malawians on the ground runs the
business.

Mara Ngenche Safari Camp, part of the Atua Enkop
Africa portfolio of luxury safari camps in Kenya, is
located in the very heart of the Masai Mara at the
confluence of the Mara and Talek rivers providing the
perfect base for wonderful game viewing combined with
personalized and excellent service.

As a DMC and Luxury Camps & Private Event Company,
our expertise in the hospitality industry allows us to
meet and anticipate the needs and expectations of
customers. We combine the highest level of
requirements and ease of adapting each application
through a creative and attentive approach. We offer
great experiences in our luxury camps in the south of
Morocco.

Dedicated to luxury travel in Mozambique with a
passion for discovery and innovation, MozSensations
luxury boutique DMC creates lavish & unique life
enhancing journeys. We deliver the quintessence of chic
barefoot escapes, exclusive safaris and genuine
hospitality in the last African Eden.

MannaBay Hotel

Mashatu Game Reserve

NAC Helicopters Cape Town
& NAC Charter

Leigh-Ann Morrison

Mitch Terry

David Evans

Mhondoro Game Lodge Welgevonden
Game Reserve

PO Box 65, Mtubatuba, 3935, SOUTH AFRICA

8 Bridle Road, Oranjezicht, Cape Town, 8001,

Northern Tuli Game Reserve, Loensa La Moriti,

Ronel Breytenbach

+27 35 550 4189

SOUTH AFRICA

BOTSWANA

PO Box 742, Vaalwater, 0530, SOUTH AFRICA

makleigh@saol.com

+27 21 461 1094

+27 31 761 3440

+27 79 999 0560

www.makakatana.co.za

mitch@mannabay.com

sales@mashatu.com

lodge@mhondoro.com

www.mannabay.com

www.mashatu.com

www.mhondoro.com

An extraordinary luxury boutique hotel in the heart of
Cape Town, MannaBay is a gateway to the table-topped
landmark and its natural mystique. From MannaBay,
you can experience the Mother City in comfort and
privacy, with a team of friendly staff dedicated to
making every guest’s experience as special as possible.

Mashatu in Botswana is unquestionably the prime
adventure safari destination for energetic travelers and
multi-generational families. With five diverse ways to
experience Africa’s wildlife, Mashatu offers a choice of
wildlife viewing options to complement the traditional
vehicle safari for guests who seek an active and intimate
safari holiday.

This child-friendly lodge, in malaria-free, big 5
Welgevonden, is a two hour 45 minute drive from
Johannesburg Airport. This beautiful lodge and Villa
offer a mix of African chic and contemporary design.
The unique underground waterhole hide is connected to
the main lodge by a tunnel. The Spa, gym and exciting
food complete the experience.

Makakatana is uniquely situated on the banks of the
western shores of Lake St Lucia within the iSimangaliso
Wetland Park. 8 Private rooms offer guests privacy and
an exclusive opportunity to explore the wetlands by
boat, dip into the warm Indian Ocean and enjoy game
viewing on open safari vehicles within a World Heritage
Site.

D08

With four lodges that are intrinsically linked with the
local communities and conservancies that we work with,
Namibia Exclusive is proud to offer the first luxury
circuit across Northern Namibia that includes two
exclusive concession areas inside Etosha and Khaudum
National Parks.

Janine Anjarwalla

E12

F23

E16

Alison Morphet

F24

F38

F47

Naibor is a stylish and contemporary tented camp
located in an ideal location in the heart of the Maasai
Mara Game Reserve, only minutes away from the world
famous wildebeest crossing site. The large luxury tents
are perfect for families or couples who want to combine
exclusivity with high safari luxury.

Valerie Damon-Perrier

Madagascar Classic Collection offers tailor-made
journeys to stunning, remote locations in Madagascar.
We have two boutique properties, Mandrare River Camp,
a luxurious tented camp in the heart of Southern
Madagascar’s spiny forest, and Manafiafy Beach &
Rainforest Lodge, a barefoot luxury lodge nestled in a
secluded bay on the Indian Ocean coast.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

G21

Jessica Gold

www.madaclassic.com
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Makanyi Private Game Lodge

Alistair Rankin

G11

C17

G10

G24

marketing@naturalselection.travel
www.naturalselection.travel
We’ve created a portfolio of welcoming camps and oneof-a-kind experiences that are full of unique soul and
colourful character with extraordinary staff, located in
the very heart of where the wild things are. Operating in
Botswana, Namibia and South Africa – we look forward
to welcoming you to Natural Selection.

NatureFriend Safaris

D13

Leander Borg

Lindie Strauss

Dante str. 546, Windhoek, 9000, NAMIBIA

East Pier Road, V&A Waterfront, Cape Town,
8001, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 21 425 3868
lindie@naccapetown.com
www.nachelicopterscapetown.com

+264 811 284 794

NAC has been in the general aviation business since
1946. It has developed over the years into the largest
company of its kind in Africa and one of the largest
general aviation companies in the world. NAC primarily
focuses on aircraft sales, international flight operations
and charter flights, aircraft maintenance, parts and pilot
training.

leander@naturefriendsafaris.com
www.naturefriendsafaris.com
We specialize in self-drive as well as guided and fly-in
safaris, special interest groups and incentives. We have
our own fleet of four Cessna 210 aircraft as well as
sixteen 4x4 vehicles. Apart from bespoke luxury tailored
tours we have a strong interest in adventure tourism,
mostly hiking and mountain biking/fat-biking tours something we pioneered in 2013.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

Machaba Safaris
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Craig Smith

Trienke Lodewijk

Onguma Game Reserve &
Mowani Mountain Camp

Block A, 1 on Langford, Westville, Durban,

20 Summit Road, Sheffield Beach, 4420,

Wilna Beukes

4001, SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

PO Box 6784, Windhoek, NAMIBIA

+27 31 279 5931

+27 79 107 5273

+27 79 505 8841

craig@newfrontierstours.co.za

trienke@nuarro.com

wilna@wb-consulting.co.za

www.newfrontierstours.co.za

www.nuarro.com

www.onguma.com

Combining innovation with impeccable service delivery,
New Frontiers Tours is a full service ground handler,
offering VIP meet and greets, luxury transfers, private
tours and creative experiences, hotel and lodge
accommodation, car rental and plane charter. Our high
level of consulting ensures professional advice and
service levels throughout Southern Africa.

Located on the northern coastline of Mozambique, in a
bay fringing the edge of the continental shelf, teeming
with marine life. Nuarro Lodge makes for world-class
diving for the underwater enthusiasts or a stunning
remote beach vacation for the landlubbers!

Newmark Hotels, Reserves & Lodges

F50

J05

Chris Roberts

PO Box 50553, V&A Waterfront, Cape Town,

R72, Port Alfred, 6170, SOUTH AFRICA

8002, SOUTH AFRICA

+27 83 708 9403

+27 21 427 5900

chris@oceanareserve.com

lina@newmarkhotels.com

www.oceanareserve.com

The Newmark portfolio includes the Victoria & Alfred,
Dock House, Queen Victoria and La Splendida Hotels –
Cape Town; Drostdy Hotel – Graaff-Reinet; Hallmark
House – Johannesburg; Nkomazi Game Reserve –
Mpumalanga; Motswari and Geiger’s Camps – Timbavati
Private Nature Reserve and Chuini Zanzibar Beach
Lodge – Zanzibar.

Nimali Africa

F27

F13

L04

Okavango Expeditions

J10

ONE NATURE HOTELS & RESORTS

H05

Clint Gielink

Edwin Steyn

Private Bag BO 13, Maun, BOTSWANA

4th Floor North Wing Office Tower, Hyde

+267 723 111 32

Park Shopping Centre, Johannesburg, 2196,

clint@okavangoexpeditions.com

SOUTH AFRICA

www.okavangoexpeditions.com

+27 83 236 4297

Okavango Expeditions operate mobile tented camps
and safaris throughout Northern and Central
Botswana from the Okavango in the north to the
CKGR in the south. Our safaris include the Great
North Road & Moremi Magic Serviced Safaris in meru
style tents with full back up crew and our Botswana
Adventurer participation style adventure camping trip.

edwins@onenaturehotels.com

X23

Namibia Awaits! Onguma Game Reserve, a 35 000
hectare private reserve bordering Etosha on the East
offers discerning guests an option of 5 stunning lodges –
ranging from the dramatic, The Fort, to rustic Tree Top.
Mowani Mountain Camp in central Twyfelfontein –
boasts unrivalled views across the Damaraland boulders.

L01

One Nature is an opulent boutique property group,
driven by a passion for providing unparalleled nature
based travel experiences to some of the worlds most
thrilling and exotic locations by combining supreme
luxury, upscale service and a genuine commitment to
sustainability.

PO Box 48019, Nairobi, GPO00100, KENYA
+254 722 707 521
steveturner@originsafaris.info
www.originsafaris.com
An imaginative, efficient and independent DMC
operating authentic African safari since 1963
throughout the East, Central and Horn of Africa.

Odzala Discovery Camps

Pangolin Photo Safaris

Peermont Emperors Palace
Hotels and Resorts

J07

G22

Toby Jermyn

PO Box 2353, Sable Square, Arusha,

592 Rue Loufou, Brazzaville, 11111, CONGO

3 Old Marine Drive, Cape Town, 8000, SOUTH

TANZANIA

+27 73 843 1979

AFRICA

+255 784 333 555

paul@odzala.com

+27 71 591 2822

harjot@nimaliafrica.com

www.odzala.com

toby@pangolinphoto.com

Nomad Tanzania

F18

Offbeat Safaris, Kenya

Tara Walraven

Piers Winkworth

PO Box 681, Usa River, Arusha, TANZANIA

The Stables, Karen Road, Nairobi, 00502,

+260 962 587 025

KENYA

tara@nomad-tanzania.net

+254 704 909 355

www.nomad-tanzania.com

piers@offbeatsafaris.com

Nomad Tanzania owns and operates a collection of
small, unique camps across all of Tanzania’s main
wildlife areas. We plan and operate FIT safaris
throughout Tanzania and Zanzibar, with an emphasis on
the best locations, guides and experiences. We
conscientiously re-invest in Tanzania’s people and
habitats in all aspects of our work.

North Island

D01

F41

www.offbeatsafaris.com

K02

Junese Viljoen

Paul Telfer

Start your Tanzanian safari at Nimali Tarangire – a
luxurious six tent lodge, located in a private concession
on the eastern boundary of Tarangire National Park,
which is renowned for its stunning baobab trees and
large concentration of elephants. At Nimali Tarangire,
you can also experience night game drives, walking
safaris, balloon safaris, Maasai village tours, sundowners
and spa treatments.

Make cross-border transactions seamless with FNB and
PayPal. PayPal is a global payments platform that
enables better ways to receive and make international
payments, which is specifically relevant to the luxury
tourism industry. Through FNB, you can withdraw funds
from your PayPal account to any South African bank
account. For more information, visit
www.paypal.com/about and
www.fnb.co.za/forex/payments

Steve Turner

With both beach and safari, Oceana offers guests a
unique luxury experience. Perfectly positioned within a
wildlife sanctuary overlooking the Indian Ocean, Oceana
is located close to Port Elizabeth and Big 5 reserves.
Private and exclusive, yet warm and unpretentious, this
property ticks all the boxes for a spectacular holiday.

Odzala Discovery Camps innovative approach to ecotourism in the Odzala-Kokoua National Park, delivers
added value to the park by providing employment for
the people living around the park and by instilling local
and national pride in Congo’s wildlife that is attracting
local and international visitors from all over the world.

C42

4 First Place, 2nd Floor, Bank City,
Johannesburg, 2001, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 87 343 1187
cbezou@fnb.co.za
www.paypal.com

Origins Safaris

www.onenaturehotels.com

PayPal
Christel Bezou

Harjot Mann

www.nimaliafrica.com

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

Oceana Beach & Wildlife Reserve

Lina Nel

www.newmarkhotels.com
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Nuarro Lodge

www.pangolinphoto.com

Okavango Horse Safaris

J18

One&Only Cape Town

A12

Peter John Bestelink

Debra Algie

Private Bag 23, Ngami Data Complex, Maun,

Dock Road, Victoria & Alfred Waterfront,

BOTSWANA

Cape Town, 8001, SOUTH AFRICA

+267 686 1671

+27 21 431 5006

barney@okavangohorse.com

debra.algie@oneandonlycapetown.com

www.okavangohorse.com

www.oneandonlyresorts.com

Okavango Horse Safaris is the one of the first and
finest riding safari companies in Southern Africa. We
have been operating for 30 years. The focus is on
journeying through this truly incomparable area on
horseback. In experiencing a riding safari with us
guests are guaranteed a pristine wilderness with
unique landscapes and the opportunity to interact
with wildlife.

One&Only Cape Town is a destination unto itself – an
urban chic resort providing an unprecedented level of
luxury in South Africa. In the heart of the picturesque
Victoria & Alfred Waterfront with captivating views of
Table Mountain, guests enjoy contemporary
accommodation, unrivaled dining and a private Spa
Island.

Ol Jogi

E04

Ongava Game Reserve

X18

Come and experience the award winning Emperors
Palace Hotel, Convention and Entertainment Resort,
ideally situated adjacent to O R Tambo International
Airport in Johannesburg South Africa. With luxurious
and comfortable accommodation in our premier hotel
- the award winning 5 star D’oreale Grande, safe and
secure resort environment. Complimentary shuttle
services between Airport and Resort.

Everyone is a photographer these days… It's no longer
niche! Pangolin Photo Safaris will help your clients
unleash their inner creative spirit with cameras and
tuition in the best classroom in the world - The African
Bush.

Parc National Des Virunga

Offbeat Safaris have been operating luxury safaris in
Kenya for over 25 years. Our ethos is personal safari
experiences with top class guiding and services. We have
three stunning properties tucked away in Kenya's prime
areas; the Masai Mara, Laikipia and the Great Rift
Valley. We tailor make safaris for families,
honeymooners, walkers, riders, photographers and
philanthropists.

PO Box 956, Kempton Park, Johannesburg,
1620, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 11 928 1445
jviljoen@peermont.com
www.emperorspalace.com

K30

Julie Williams
Parc National Des Virunga, Union Europeenne,
Project 11eme FED, Avenue Des Ronds Point,
Goma, 142, CONGO, THE DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF THE
+243 972 763 974
julie@virunga.org
www.virunga.org

People and Places

F34

Emma Seaman
Plots 74 & 75, Red Bishop Drive, New Kasama,
Lusaka, E835, ZAMBIA
+260 966 740 362
emma@peopleandplacesconsult.com
www.peopleandplacesconsult.com

Parc National des Virunga is unlike any other African
National Park with dramatic geological features and a
plethora of flora and fauna. From mountain gorilla
trekking to mountaineering to Kayaking on the great
lakes of Africa, we offer some of the most life changing
experiences on the planet.

People and Places is an owner-run, Zambian-based
DMC, specializing in tailor-made itineraries throughout
Zambia, Zimbabwe and Malawi and expanding into
Botswana. Owner Emma has extensive knowledge of the
region and strong relationships within the hospitality
tribe. Catering for individuals and groups, our gift is
matching our client’s expectations, passions and
budgets.

Park Hyatt Zanzibar

Personal Africa

K17

D19

Bruce Simpson

Alec Wildenstein

Rob Moffett

Julia Gimadyeva

Steve Ellis

PO Box 5219, Rivonia, Johannesburg, 2128,

PO Box 259, Nanyuki, 10400, KENYA

Private Bag 12041 Suite No. 10, Ausspannplatz,

Shangani St, Stone Town, Zanzibar, 4255,

10a Gateside Ave, Dainfern, Johannesburg,

SOUTH AFRICA

+254 622 038 000

Windhoek, 9000, NAMIBIA

TANZANIA

2191, SOUTH AFRICA

+27 11 257 5156

alecw777@gmail.com

+264 811 286 711

+255 245 501 237

+27 82 600 3057

bruces@north-island.com

www.oljogihome.com

rob.moffett@ongava.com

julia.gimadyeva@hyatt.com

steve@personalafrica.com

www.ongava.com

www.zanzibar.park.hyatt.com

www.personalafrica.com

We have always needed the wild. Now more than ever for its energy, its inspiration and a sense of hope for the
future of our planet. This is why Ongava exists ecotourism for the next generation.

Sitting majestically on the beachfront in the heart of
Stone Town, a designated UNESCO heritage site, Park
Hyatt Zanzibar is the perfect gateway for exploring this
idyllic East African island. With key attractions easily
accessible by foot, guests can embrace the area’s rich
culture, history and heritage while enjoying a serene
haven centrally located in Stone Town.

Highly regarded as one of Southern Africa's leading
bespoke and boutique luxury DMC’s. We provide
seamless itineraries for discerning clientele wishing to
discover the wonder of Africa and the Indian Ocean. We
provide each client with the best possible service, advice
and access to once in a lifetime experiences.

www.north-island.com
North Island is an exclusive private island in the
Seychelles, renowned for its luminous white beaches,
lush tropical environment, filigree reefs and azure
Indian Ocean. An exceptional destination where luxury,
bespoke service and a generous all-inclusive offering
combine to give you the ultimate privacy and
exclusivity.

Ol Jogi offers a refreshing new way to experience Africa.
No other place on the continent provides 60,000 acres,
filled with so much wildlife and endangered species,
exclusively to yourself. With a home that took a family
decades to perfect, we are offering something truly
unique.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

New Frontiers Tours
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Sanctuary Retreats

F17

Karen McEwan

Beach Road, Granger Bay, Cape Town, 8001,

Oakfields Park, 267 Oak Avenue, Johannesburg,

PO Box 2131, Hazyview, 1242, SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

2125, SOUTH AFRICA

+27 13 750 0115

+27 21 441 3000

+27 83 375 3973

karen@savannalodge.com

lauren.barnard@radissonblu.com

mtheron@sanctuaryretreats.com

www.savannalodge.com

www.radissonblu.com/en/hotel-capetown

www.sanctuaryretreats.com

RAW Botswana

X05

Kate Coleridge
PO Box HA103 HAK, Maun, BOTSWANA
+44 77 794 10481

Ride Botswana

H12

Royal Zambezi Lodge, Zambia

C04

Safari Destinations

H13

Robyn Foot

Lauren Mallett

Carina Grueninger

PO Box HA04HAK, Maun, BOTSWANA

PO Box CH42, Chelston, Lusaka, ZAMBIA

Private Bag 0178, Maun, BOTSWANA

+267 716 716 08

+27 79 678 5200

+267 680 1234

robyn@ridebotswana.com

lauren@royalzambezilodge.com

carina@safaridestinations.net

www.ridebotswana.com

www.royalzambezilodge.com

www.safaridestinations.net

A company passionate about the wilderness and its
wildlife, our aim is to offer adventurous and lifechanging safari experiences. Explore the wilds of
Botswana with us on horseback, on foot, by vehicle,
boat or canoe and treasure a lifetime of memories.

Royal Zambezi Lodge, awarded “Best Lodge in Zambia
2016” at the Zambian Hospitality Awards, is located
on the banks of the Zambezi River, offering the
discerning traveller unique wilderness experiences,
world-class fishing, professionally guided canoeing
trips and recently won “Best Safari Spa/Retreat
AFRICA 2017” at the Safari Awards.

At Safari Destinations we live and breathe African
safaris - we can change a wheel; drive a boat and tow a
stranded four by four from thick sand whilst planning
a romantic getaway. We can plan your safaris in our
sleep because it’s what we know and love. We live
here, we play here – this is our home.

katecoleridge@handpickedafrica.co.uk
www.rawbotswana.com
RAW Botswana operates from Motswiri Camp nestled on
the banks of the Selinda Spillway on the northern
fringes of the Okavango Delta. The camp only has five
tents giving an intimate and tailored experience. Guests
enjoy a range of activities from game drives to horse
riding, walking safaris, boating and fishing.

Red Carnation Hotel Collection
South Africa

E02

Sally Gray

Victoria Road, Camps Bay, Cape Town, 8005,
SOUTH AFRICA
+27 31 514 5000
sally@rchmail.co.za
www.redcarnationhotels.com/southafrica

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

Savanna Private Game Reserve

Mariki Theron

Radisson Blu Hotel Waterfront is a stone's throw from
the ocean and within walking distance/complimentary
shuttle distance of the V&A Waterfront. The unique
location, on the Atlantic Ocean with Table Mountain as
a backdrop together with luxury accommodation and
charming hospitality make this a popular destination for
local and international visitors.
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Lauren Barnard

Discover our three unique South African hotels and
immerse yourself in the vibrant culture, outstanding
natural beauty and stay with Red Carnation Hotels in
luxurious style. From the Twelve Apostles Hotel & Spa
in a breathtaking location overlooking the Atlantic
Ocean near Cape Town; to The Oyster Box Hotel,
Durban and the ultimate wilderness escape at Bushmans
Kloof.

Relais & Châteaux

A01

Robin Pope Safaris

L09

Sabi Sabi Earth Lodge

D20

Safarilink Aviation

F37

Sanctuary Retreats is an award-winning collection of
luxury safari lodges and river cruise ships, across
Southern and Eastern Africa, and Egypt. Each property is
completely individual in its design and operated around
the philosophy of “Luxury, naturally".

Sangha Lodge

C35

Located in the Sabi Sand Game Reserve, Mpumalanga,
South Africa, is the five-star Savanna Private Game
Reserve. Privately owned and with only 9 suites,
Savanna promises to deliver exceptional safaris,
personal service and memories that will be cherished
forever.

SAXON HOTEL VILLAS AND SPA
Miguel Brunido

23 Marshall Grove, Carrington Heights,

36 Saxon Rd, Sandhurst, Johannesburg, 2196,

Durban, 4001, SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

+27 12 743 6557

+27 87 375 7777

rod@sanghalodge.com

miguelb@saxon.co.za

www.sanghalodge.com

www.saxon.co.za

Sangha Lodge is situated on the Sangha River in the
Dzanga Sangha National Park in the Central African
Republic. Highlights: Dzanga Bai and the herds of forest
elephants, Gorilla Tracking, Activities with The Ba’aka
forest People, Birding and Trekking.

At the heart of the City of Gold, beneath the warm
sunshine in the opulent, tree-lined suburb of Sandhurst,
lies the enchanting Saxon Hotel. A uniquely perfect
blend of rich cultural history and contemporary five-star
service, the Saxon is situated on ten acres of magnificent
indigenous gardens, providing a private and peaceful
retreat like no other.

Santorini Mozambique

Scenic Air Safaris

K07

Ton de Rooy

Carol Volkwyn

Anu Vohora

Kim Beyers

Torben Rune

PO Box 30722, Lilongwe 3, Lilongwe, MALAWI

4 Jameson Ave, Melrose Estate, Johannesburg,

PO Box 5616-00506, Nairobi, 00506, KENYA

Barrio 1 du Outubro, Vilanculos, Inhambane,

PO Box 41937, Nairobi, 00100, KENYA

+265 179 4491

2196, SOUTH AFRICA

+254 72 180 0800

MOZAMBIQUE

+254 73 361 2950

ton@robinpopesafaris.net

+27 84 887 1358

anu@flysafarilink.com

+27 76 941 4951

torben@scenicairsafaris.com

www.robinpopesafaris.net

cvolkwyn@sabisabi.com

www.flysafarilink.com

sales@santorinimozambique.com

www.scenicairsafaris.com

Robin Pope Safaris offers personalized and
unforgettable safari experiences, combining genuine
African bush with simple yet stylish luxury. Each
property is unique in atmosphere and location.
Operating in Zambia, Zimbabwe and Malawi we offer a
true taste of Africa’s remoteness and warmth.

Rovos Rail Tours

K09

www.sabisabi.com
Sabi Sabi is one of the premier private game reserves in
the Sabi Sand Reserve, South Africa. Encompassing four
5-star lodges - Selati Camp (7 suites), Bush Lodge (25
suites), Little Bush Camp (6 suites) and Earth Lodge (13
suites). Consistently voted as one of the world’s top
destinations.

Sabi Sabi Private Game Reserve

Safarilink Aviation is Kenya’s only carbon neutral
airline, which specifically provides air services for the
tourist visitor to Kenya. From Wilson airport, Nairobi, it
provides a network of inter-connecting scheduled flights
to the main ‘safari’ and coastal destinations in Kenya
and Northern Tanzania, and charter flights throughout
East Africa.

D21

G15

Rod Cassidy

www.santorinimozambique.com
Santorini Mozambique, a few kilometres north of
Vilanculos, commands panoramic bay views from its
private, elevated position. The multi-tiered interior
marries space, flow and luxury. Service excellence
awaits; activity and relaxation options abound. Here,
time is marked by the rhythm of the tides and natural
beauty fills the pauses.

Saruni, Kenya

E09

F25

Pioneering luxury air safari and air charter operator
based in Kenya. Offering a fleet of executively
configured VIP Cessna Grand Caravans, operating a
diverse range of professionally guided air safari
itineraries, both tailor-made and set departures
available throughout the year. Unique journeys to
unique destinations throughout east and southern
Africa.

Seasons in Africa

K08

Annie-Claude Bergonzoli

Joy Strydom

Jan Scholtz

Riccardo Orizio

Mark Mac Donnell

93 Brommersvlei Road, Cape Town, 7801,

PO Box 2837, Pretoria, 0001, SOUTH AFRICA

4 Jameson Ave, Melrose Estate, Johannesburg,

PO Box 24201, Nairobi, 00502, KENYA

Corner R40 Main Road, Casterbridge Lifestyle

SOUTH AFRICA

+27 82 550 3412

2196, SOUTH AFRICA

+254 71 084 2000

Centre, White River, 1240, SOUTH AFRICA

+27 21 421 25 20

joy@rovos.co.za

+27 82 553 9348

riccardo@saruni.com

+27 82 992 0968

ac.bergonzoli@relaischateaux.com

www.rovos.com

jscholtz@sabisabi.com

www.saruni.com

mark@seasonsinafrica.com

www.relaischateaux.com
Relais & Châteaux is a world of its own, unlike any
other. Relais & Chåteaux celebrate the true values of
culinary arts and hospitality though strong
commitments, whilst elevating the Fine Arts of Living to
the rank of the 10th Art. This passion is their most
precious gift. It is what breathes the life and soul into
every one of our properties.

Experience the opulent elegance of rail travel on the
most luxurious train in the world on one of Rovos Rail’s
exceptional safaris through the heart of Africa.
Combining some of the most magnificent scenery with
the glamour and excitement of the golden age of rail
travel, Rovos Rail will delight the most discerning
traveller.

www.sabisabi.com
Earth Lodge, a place of renewal and rebirth, has 13
private suites each with own plunge pool. Offering
guests the ultimate in luxury accommodation, excellent
cuisine and spectacular wildlife experiences, the lodge is
sculpted into the earth itself and includes a wine cellar,
a non-smoking lounge and library and the Amani Spa.

Sanbona Wildlife Reserve
and Jock Safari Lodge

G12

Astrid Skjelfjord
PO Box 149, Montagu, 6720, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 79 781 3929

Saruni is a collection of four, high-end, beyond luxury
safari properties in the forefront of community-based
conservation in Kenya. Both in Samburu and in the
Masai Mara, Saruni offers life-changing experiences in
the most beautiful, private wildlife conservancies.
Saruni means the ultimate authenticity and the ultimate
Kenyan combination: the raw, iconic North with the
awe-inspiring Mara.

www.seasonsinafrica.com
Seasons in Africa are a premier tourism marketing
management company, comprising of luxury game
lodges: Leopard Hills, Kings Camp, Madikwe Hills,
Tuningi and The Outpost; hotels and adventures
through out Southern Africa.

marketing@sanbona.com

Richard's Camp & Sirikoi

F01

Royal Chundu

A03

Sarah Humble

Tina Aponte

94 Tumbili Road, Hardy, Nairobi, 00502,

Plot 9006, Katombora, Livingstone, 1000,

KENYA

ZAMBIA

+254 732 749 315

+27 82 443 4801

safaris@richardscamp.com

tina.aponte@royalchundu.com

www.richardscamp.com, www.sirikoi.com

www.royalchundu.com

Sirikoi and Richard’s Camps are owner managed
properties in the finest areas of Kenya, belonging to the
Roberts Family. Sirikoi Lodge is surrounded by the Lewa
Conservancy. Offering the exclusive Sirikoi House,
Sirikoi Cottage and four luxury tents. Richard’s Camp in
the Masai Mara is a small intimate camp, positioned in
the finest game viewing location of Mara North
Conservancy.

Royal Chundu is a haven of quiet solitude and
untouched beauty and the first Relais & Châteaux
property in Zambia. Royal Chundu comprises of two
luxurious lodges on the banks of the mighty Zambezi
River, situated just upstream from the magnificent
Victoria Falls on a 15 km stretch of private waterway,
which is protected by two sets of rapids.

www.sanbona.com /
www.jocksafarilodge.com
The Caleo Foundation, a conservation organisation,
recently acquired Sanbona Wildlife Reserve and Jock
Safari Lodge. The sole aim of the foundation is to
preserve and protect wilderness areas, while providing
guests with an opportunity to experience nature in its
purest form. The legendary wildlife experiences are
enhanced by the luxurious 5-star accommodation,
each with its own character.

Sausage Tree Camp & Potato Bush Camp F09

Segera

Jason Mott

Jens Kozany

Lower Zambezi National Park, Lusaka, 10101,

PO Box 180, Nanyuki, 10400, KENYA

ZAMBIA

+254 70 868 4185

+260 97 877 1790

jens@segera.com

jason@sausagetreecamp.com

www.segera.com

www.sausagetreecamp.com
Sausage Tree Camp and Potato Bush Camp are Worldrenowned Safari properties, which offer the very best in
guiding, service, luxury and an unbeatable wildlife
experience in what has been voted as the Best Location
in Africa at the 2016 Good Safari Guide Awards. Our
long-term commitment is to the conservation of the
National park; it's wildlife and the community to whom
it belongs.

D03

Set in the heart of Laikipia, one of Kenya’s most exciting
safari locations, conservationist Jochen Zeitz has
created an exclusive destination for fun, adventure,
spiritual reflection and peace, where absolute luxury,
bespoke service and generous all-inclusive offerings
combine to give you exceptional privacy in your wild
Kenyan home away from home.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

Radisson Blu Hotel Waterfront
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Tesla
Matt Turner

PO Box 1192, Dar es Salaam, TANZANIA

Riviere Des Galets, Chemin Grenier, St Felix,

Cape Town, South Africa

+44 75 574 42443

60422, MAURITIUS

+27 82 378 2102

lyndsey@selous.com

+230 603 7200

mturner@tesla.com

www.selous.com

puri@nirahotelsandresorts.com

www.tesla.com

Sentidos Beach Resort

C33

www.shantimaurice.com
On the beautiful south coast, Shanti Maurice has one of
the Island’s best beaches. With pristine white sand
stretching down to the clear turquoise waters of the
Indian Ocean, the beach can be viewed from all suites
and Villas. Coral reefs circle the sand and clusters of
black volcanic rock create pools as the tide goes out.

Shenton Safaris

Barbara Perino

Agata Passoni

Praia da Barra, Inhambane, 1300,

PO Box 57, Mfuwe, ZAMBIA

MOZAMBIQUE

+393 27 536 1892

+258 84 322 7272

info@kaingo.com

sales@sentidosbeachresort.com

www.kaingo.com

www.sentidosbeachresort.com
Sentidos Beach Resort is located at Barra Beach,
Inhambane, Mozambique, considered one the world’s
best diving spots. Coconut trees, white sandy beaches
and seahorses are the main attractions offered by this
beach paradise. Intimate and informal, in harmony with
the surrounding nature, everything in this boutique
hotel conjures tranquillity and surrender to time.

Serena Hotels

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

D14

MPS Puri

Selous Safari Company offers an exceptional trio of
boutique camps in the wildernesses of Southern
Tanzania. From exploring the watery byways of Selous
Game Reserve at Siwandu and the remote opulence of
Jongomero’s undiscovered Ruaha to the palm-shaded
castaway chic of Ras Kutani - this is Africa adorned and
wild.
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Shanti Maurice a Nira Resort

Lyndsey Fair

F30
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South African Tourism
Nitta Sukha

G05

Bonjanala House 90, Protea Road, Sandton,
SOUTH AFRICA
+27 11 895 3111
nitta@southafrica.net
www.southafrica.net
South African Tourism (SA Tourism) is the national
tourism agency responsible for marketing South Africa
as a world-class tourist destination internationally and
domestically. We aim to make tourism the leading
economic sector in South Africa, and in so doing to
promote the sustainable economic and social
empowerment of all South Africans. Simultaneously,
we endeavour to market South Africa as an integral
part of regional Africa and particularly of the
subcontinent of Southern Africa.

Spirit of the Masai Mara

C29

Taj Cape Town

A10

Justin McCarthy

Belinda Morrison

PO Box 606, Nairobi, 00502, KENYA

1 Wale Street, Corner St Georges Mall, Cape

+254 71 535 7020

Town, 8001, SOUTH AFRICA

justin@spiritofthemasaimara.com

+27 21 819 2000

www.spiritofthemasaimara.com

sales.capetown@tajhotels.com

Set in the pristine nature of the exclusive Siana
Conservancy, Spirit of the Masai Mara is a new luxury
boutique lodge in the Masai Mara. Ten solidly built
air-conditioned suites provide a contemporary and
spacious ambience, uniquely blending traditional
materials and modern designs.

www.tajhotels.com

G14

Briarley Bekker
PO Box 6311, Zimbali, Durban, 4418, SOUTH
AFRICA
+27 79 513 5862
briarley@thanda.co.za
www.thanda.com

Shenton Safaris have been wowing passionate nature
lovers and photographers with unforgettable wildlife
moments for 25 years. Their unique photographic hides,
fantastic guides and spectacular game-viewing area are
just a few of the reasons their camps have over a 70%
repeat rate.

Meaning ‘love’ in isiZulu, Thanda is a proud member of
The Leading Hotels of the World. Thanda Safari offers
an authentically South African Big Five wildlife
experience whilst Thanda Island is the new truly
exclusive tropical island surrounded by its own private
coral reef located in Tanzania’s Indian Ocean waters.

Rosemary Mugambi

Kelly Smuts

Chanelle Marais

Laurence Schaffner

The Alphen Boutique Hotel
and The Marly

PO Box 48690, Nairobi, 00100, KENYA

Level 1 Clock Tower, Waterfront, Cape Town,

PO Box 117, Jamestown, STHL 1ZZ, ST.

Immeuble S, Près La City, Antananarivo, 101,

Stephan Delport

+254 20 284 2000

8001, SOUTH AFRICA

HELENA

MADAGASCAR

c/o Alphen Drive and Pieter Cloete Avenue,

rmugambi@serena.co.ke

+27 71 302 1070

+290 22 158

+261 33 158 1212

Constantia, Cape Town, 7806, SOUTH AFRICA

www.serenahotels.com

kelly@shimansky.co.za

chanelle.marais@tourism.co.sh

tamana@freedsl.mg

+27 21 795 6300

www.shimansky.com

www.sthelenatourism.com

www.tamana-tours.com

sales@kovecollection.co.za

St Helena Tourism is the official tourist office and DMC
of the island of St Helena, which is located in the South
Atlantic. This 47-square mile island is one of the most
remote settled islands in the world. A sub-tropical
paradise, one of the most spectacular as far as contrast
goes.

We have been operating private tailor-made tours for
individuals or small groups since 2007. We offer expert
exploration of the Malagasy fauna and flora, unique
experiences around the local culture and exclusive fly in
safaris. We have made the choice to exclusively work for
the B2B market segment, and we have set up a dedicated
reliable and personalised organisation accordingly.

Summerfields Rose Retreat and Spa

Tamrich Tours

Serena Hotels is a collection of unique Hotels, Resorts,
Safari lodges and Camps in some of the world’s most
interesting, historic and exotic settings. Each property
celebrates and reflects its area’s artistic idioms and
cultural expressions with a view to giving clients a
unique experience. Our diversity allows us to offer an
interactive menu of leisure options to suit client's needs.

Shimansky - The Diamond Experience

Tesla is accelerating the world’s transition to
sustainable energy by manufacturing electric vehicles
and energy storage systems. Tesla Powerwall and
Powerpack reduce electricity costs, increase renewable
energy consumption and create a more resilient
electricity grid. Tesla has deployed hundreds of MWh of
storage worldwide replacing diesel generators with
sustainable energy.

Thanda

Taj Cape Town - a legendary luxury hotel in the heart
of the city.

C40

X31

One of South Africa's leading jewellery design
companies specialising in Diamonds and Tanzanite
jewellery adding value to African treasure where visitors
can view and experience first-hand diamond cutting,
polishing and jewellery making while enjoying
complimentary South African wine, situated at the Clock
Tower Waterfront.

St Helena Island

Spier Hotel & Wine Farm

G01

Angela Lorimer
PO Box 1078, Stellenbosch, 7599, SOUTH
AFRICA
+27 21 809 1100

F19

Tamàna Tour Operator

C08

G25

www.alphen.co.za / www.themarly.co.za
The Alphen Boutique Hotel in the Constantia Valley and
The Marly on Camps Bay beach, offering the very best in
locations, stylish décor, service culture and a vast food
offering, creating unique guest experiences and
memorable moments.

angelal@spier.co.za

SERENGETI EXPLORER CAMP

C15

Simien Lodge

Taqi Moledina

Nick Crane

98 Bessborough Road, Harrow, HA13DH,

Nigist Towers, Kazanchis, Addis Ababa,

UNITED KINGDOM

ETHIOPIA

+44 20 8869 6200

+251 92 258 3029

taqi@alphauk.co.uk

simien.lodge.europe@gmail.com

www.serengetiexplorercamp.com

X06

www.spier.co.za

X09
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The Amalinda Collection

X28

Andre van Heerden

Madeleine Hetem

Sharon Stead

Summerfields Estate, R536, Hazyview, 1242,

349 Beyers Naude Drive, Northcliff,

23 Old Gwanda Road, Hillside, Bulawayo,

SOUTH AFRICA

Johannesburg, 2195, SOUTH AFRICA

ZIMBABWE

+27 83 601 0182

+27 82 339 0161

+263 924 3954

andre@summerfields.co.za

madeleine@tamrichtours.com

sharon@amalindacollection.co.zw

www.simiens.com

www.summerfields.co.za

www.tamrichtours.com

www.amalindacollection.com

Serengeti Explorer Camp offers a unique experience in
the best locations with only 12 tents including 2 family
tents. The camp relocates three times during the year
tracking the wildebeest migration. Rafiki Explorer Club
based at the camp offers the perfect learning through
fun experience for children.

The highest hotel in Africa, in the Simien Mountains of
Ethiopia at 3260m. Two responsible tourism awards won
in 2016 for rural accommodation and poverty reduction.
Simien Lodge is the only lodge in the centre of the park.
UNESCO World Heritage site.

Pristine working farm with 12 Luxury tents and a Forest
room.

Innovation is our Key - Our discerning clientele enjoy
the creative exchange of ideas that bring their itineraries
to life. Most operators can book hotels and transport,
but it takes thorough, open communication, passion,
vision and a love for the destination to add “Wow”
moments to a client’s dream experience.

The Amalinda Collection consists of four luxury and
intriguing safari camps set in the remote wilderness
areas of Hwange National Park and the Matobos
National Park. In addition, our Driving you Wild touring
service offers reliable, safe and responsible transfers
throughout Zimbabwe.

Shamwari Game Reserve

SIRINGIT VILLA & INTIMATE CAMPS

Sundy PRÍNCIPE Island

Terra Nova Tours

The Blue Train

C11

The Spier Hotel in the Stellenbosch Winelands offers
an invigorating country breakaway for the whole
family. Feast on tasty farm-to-table food paired
perfectly with award-winning wines. Leave the little
ones at the Kid’s Clubhouse while you are out wine
tasting, or exploring the vineyards together by bike or
Segway.

E14

C30

E13

J06

Joe Cloete

Maria Lawson

Paulo Andrade

Christine van der Merwe

Hanlie Kotze

PO Box 91, Paterson, 6130, SOUTH AFRICA

PO Box 2747, Arusha, TANZANIA

Santo Antonio, Ilha do Príncipe, Príncipe, SAO

PO Box 51170, Waterfront, 8002, SOUTH

Room 265, 2nd Floor, Pretoria, 0001, SOUTH

+27 82 327 0363

+255 78 426 4822

TOME AND PRíNCIPE

AFRICA

AFRICA

Joe.cloete@shamwari.com

mia@intimate-places.com

+351 92 637 1415

+27 21 448 9965

+27 12 334 8029

www.shamwari.com

www.intimate-places.com

paulo.andrade@hbd.com

christine@terra-nova.co.za

Hanlie.Kotze@transnet.net

www.sundyprincipe.com

www.terra-nova.co.za

www.bluetrain.co.za

The property includes the Plantation House and a
distinctive tented Lodge where individual villas merge
seamlessly into the beautiful landscape. A breath-taking
natural environment creates the backdrop for the
singular architecture and decor, achieving the perfect
balance between designs, comfort and respect for
nature.

Terra Nova Tours is a fresh and innovative DMC with
offices in South African and Namibia. All itineraries we
create are tailor-made and suited exactly to your client’s
needs and expectations. Our proposals reflect our
special expertise for unique and authentic travel
experiences such as cultural events and nature
experiences off the tourist beaten track shine through.

The majestic Blue Train is the ultimate in luxury rail
travel. On board, guests enjoy the utmost pampering
and “forced” relaxation – all this through a journey into
a timeless world of grace, elegance and romance, where
spectacular scenery stirs your imagination and luxurious
comfort soothes your mind, body and soul.

Shamwari Game Reserve specialises in luxury
independent and family travel and sustainable
conservation.

‘Intimate Places’ is a family owned safari company. We
employ a team of professional staff to include top-notch
managers and guides. With links to East Africa going
back decades; we have built relationships with the area
and its peoples, which we are pleased to share with our
guests.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

Selous Safari Company
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The Enasoit Collection

F45

The Manta Underwater Room

J17

The Royal Portfolio

D06

Sian Mousley

Matthew Saus

Simon Mandy

PO Box 91, Mfuwe, 10101, ZAMBIA

Dol Dol Road, Laikipia, Nanyuki, KENYA

Utanbygatan 6f, Vasteras, 72214, SWEDEN

10 Dunkeld Avenue, Bishopscourt, Cape Town,

+260 97 877 0055

+254 71 304 0024

+467 0492 6618

7708, SOUTH AFRICA

andy@bushcampcompany.com

sian@enasoit.co.ke

matt@kwaniniafrica.com

+27 21 761 8192

www.bushcampcompany.com

www.enasoit.com

www.themantaresort.com

simon@trp.travel

The Bushcamp Company operates Mfuwe Lodge and 6
Bush camps in South Luangwa National Park in Zambia.
Mfuwe Lodge, near the Main Gate, comprises 18 chalets,
a pool, curio shop, and spa. The Bushcamps are located
in the remote southern part of the Park and with only 4
chalets each, offer an exclusive and intimate experience.

The Enasoit Collection includes two enchanting
exclusive-use privately owned Kenyan safari properties
created by a Scandinavian family with a long history in
Africa: Enasoit Game Sanctuary - a private wildlife
reserve and luxury tented camp in Laikipia; Tusitiri
Dhow - a lovingly restored 65-foot dhow based in Lamu,
offering live-aboard dhow safaris.

This globally unique project is Africa's first underwater
room showcasing the spectacular diversity of Africa's
coastal waters in a bid to focus the worlds’ attention on
the natural wonders and cultural heritage of the
Zanzibar Islands.

The Cliff
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H04

Andy Hogg

G28

The Hide and Changa Safari Camps

X24

The Oberoi, Mauritius

G07

www.theroyalportfolio.com
The Royal Portfolio is a collection of luxury hotels
located in iconic South African destinations owned and
run by the Biden family. Royal Malewane is in the
Greater Kruger National Park, Birkenhead House is in
Hermanus, La Residence is in Franschhoek and The Silo
Hotel is in Cape Town.

The Safari Collection

Azim Rajwani

Kelly Wood

Tiziana Antuofermo

Tanya Carr-Hartley

PO Box 64196, Nairobi, 00620, KENYA

74 Steppes Road, Chisipite, Harare, ZIMBABWE

Baie aux Tortues, Balaclava, Terre Rouge,

PO Box 15565, Nairobi, 00503, KENYA

+254 72 614 5503

+263 449 8835

20108, MAURITIUS

+254 72 567 5830

info@entim-mara.com

kelly@thehide.com

+230 204 3600

tanyamikey@specialisedsafaris.com

www.thecliffkenya.com

www.thehide.com

tiziana.antuofermo@oberoigroup.com

www.thesafaricollection.com

Perched at the top of a 100 metre high rock face sits
Lake Nakuru National Park`s newest and smartest
addition - The Cliff - a 10 room luxury camp due to open
in June 2017. While ‘luxury camp’ is the simplest
description, in reality The Cliff defies conventional
labels, being a combination of safari lodge, tented camp
and boutique hotel, constructed and furnished in a
contemporary European style.

The Hide and Changa are 2 luxury tented safari camps
nestled in Zimbabwe's premier National Parks and
provide exclusive and unique safari experiences. The
Hide, situated in Hwange National Park, offers game
drives, night drives, walking safaris and so much more.
Changa provides a unique experience of combined Game
& Fishing Safaris on the magnificent Lake Kariba,
Matusadona National Park.

The Collection by Liz McGrath

The Last Word Intimate Hotels

A05

X01

www.oberoihotels.com
The Oberoi, Mauritius lies along the Baie aux Tortues or
Turtle Bay. The creative architecture of stone, wood and
thatch is a blend of African, Asian and European style
and reflects the fascinatingly hybrid nature of the island
itself. Surrounded by an unspoilt natural environment
and within a protected marine park, there is much to see
and enjoy around The Oberoi.

The Ocean SPA Lodge

F55

H07

The Table Bay

A14

F08

E01

Nicole Smith

Quay 6, Breakwater Boulevard, Cape Town,

PO Box 32117, Camps Bay, Cape Town, 8040,

8000, SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

+27 21 406 5000

+27 21 437 9092

joanne.selby@suninternational.com

nicole@rchmail.co.za

www.suninternational.com/table-bay

www.12apostleshotel.com

The Table Bay, a magnificent grand hotel in Cape
Town, straddles the antique breakwater of the Victoria
& Alfred Waterfront with a style that is both
innovative, evocative and entirely in keeping with its
surroundings. A contemporary architectural treasure,
its design and location is fitting for the quintessential
South African experience.

Situated at the edge of the Atlantic Ocean with the
Twelve Apostles Mountain Range as its backdrop, this
beautiful hotel is the ideal escape for gently restoring
harmony and tranquillity to body, mind and soul.
Scenic journeys take guests to nearby vineyards, prime
beaches or the spectacular Cape Point, with amazing
outlooks over the grand expanse of the Atlantic
Ocean. Prime diving spots.

A collection of Kenya’s best - Giraffe Manor, Solio
Lodge, Sasaab and Sala’s Camp. Unique enough to stand
alone, but together they offer an unbeatable
combination of all that is great about East Africa. We are
also a KATO bonded tour operator and can book
everything for you on the ground.

The Sanctuary at Ol Lentille

The Twelve Apostles Hotel and Spa

Joanne Selby

The Thatch House Hermanus

C32

The Uganda Safari Company

F44

Nicky Heinrich

Nicky Coenen

Eloisa Barberis Canonico

John Elias

Veronique Rossouw

Gary Segal

93 Brommersvlei Road, Constantia, Cape

PO Box 352, Bergvliet, Cape Town, 7864,

Kwale County, South Coast, Msambweni,

PO Box 1512, Nanyuki, 10400, KENYA

Stanford Road, Hermanus, 7200, SOUTH

PO Box 23825, Kampala, 23825, UGANDA

Town, 7806, SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

KENYA

+254 72 038 9824

AFRICA

+256 41 425 1182

+27 21 794 2137

+27 21 794 2036

+44 755 482 8321

john.elias@ol-lentille.com

+27 82 925 6067

sales@safariuganda.com

businessdev@collectionmcgrath.com

nicky@thelastword.co.za

eloisa@theoceanspalodge.com

www.ol-lentille.com

veronique.rossouw@gmail.com

www.safariuganda.com

www.collectionmcgrath.com

www.thelastword.co.za

www.theoceanspalodge.com

Three unique hotels that showcase celebrated and
exceptional cuisine and experiences in the Cape.

The Last Word Intimate Hotels prides itself in being the
last word in five-star luxury. Here you’ll discover how
inordinately different and intimately caring a family
business can be. You’ll be treated like royalty, charmed
by personalised hospitality, captivated by picturesque
locations and enchanted by exquisite style and elegance.

The Ocean SPA Lodge (formerly Saruni Ocean), is an
idyllic hideaway blissfully set on a pristine private beach
on Kenya’s South Coast and the ultimate barefoot luxury
experience. The eco-chic, Italian-designed villas have 14
completely independent suites, Family Suites or Double
Suites, each with its own separate entrance and
uninterrupted views of the Indian Ocean waters.

The Dulini Collection

The Leading Hotels of the World

F15

G13

The SunLux Collection
by Sun International

Martine Rodin

Iain Garratt

35 King St, London, EC2V 8EH, UNITED
KINGDOM
+44 20 2790 1000
martine.rodin@lhw-offices.com
www.lhw.com

PO Box 2894, White River, 1240, SOUTH
AFRICA
+27 84 514 9169
iain@dulini.com
www.dulini.com
The Dulini Collection speaks of a deeply personal
wildlife adventure: the classic safari experience for the
sophisticated traveller. Set in the heart of the Sabi
Sands, adjoining the world-renowned Kruger National
Park, this is one of Africa’s finest wildlife conservancies
and the luxury safari destination of choice. 15 luxurious
suites over three lodges offer guests panoramic riverbed
views

Comprised of more than 375 hotels in over 75 countries,
Leading Hotels is a collection of uncommon luxury
hotels. Rooted in the locations in which they are found,
members embody the very essence of their destination.
Through varied styles of architecture and design and
distinct cultural experiences enhanced by passionate
people, the collection is for the curious traveller looking
for their next discovery. Established in 1928 by several
influential and forward-thinking European hoteliers.

The Elephant Camp

The Light House Boutique Suites

C23

G19

Shane White

Darrol Buckton

1021 Holland Road, Victoria Falls, ZIMBABWE

2 Lille Street, Courtrai, Paarl, 7646, SOUTH

+263 77 214 4779

AFRICA

shane@wildhorizons.co.zw

+27 21 863 4600

www.theelephantcamp.com

darrol@thelighthouse.co.za

The Elephant Camp is a 5-star luxury and intimate lodge
under canvas within easy reach of Victoria Falls and all
its attractions and activities, yet secluded in its own
private game reserve so as to allow close-up encounters
with wildlife.

www.thelighthouse.co.za
At The Light House Boutique Suites we unpack a
uniquely fresh, personal, friendly and unforgettable
experience with the highest service standards,
surpassing our guest' needs and expectations. With
breath-taking views of surrounding mountains, our
elegant guesthouse inspires both peaceful restoration
and decadent enjoyment of the finer things in life.

As Laikipia’s first villa property, we are a pioneering
conservation and community initiative and proof that
private partnerships with the local community can
successfully work in Kenya. A complete one off, we offer
luxurious stays at the highest point in Laikipia with lots
of space, wow factor and privacy.

The Ritz Cape Town

A13

Philma Gomes
Camberwell Road, Sea Point, Cape Town,
8001, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 21 439 6010
philma@slcportfolio.co.za
www.slcportfolio.co.za
Shimmy Luxury Collection has spearheaded a
makeover of this iconic Cape Town landmark. Guests
will be accommodated in towering, sumptuous luxury
with meticulous attention to detail. The rooms feature
unsurpassed views, marble and brass interiors with
anthracite tinted glass to reflect the mood of the
changing ocean and sky. A brand new variety of food
and beverage experiences including fine dining.

K24

www.thethatchhouse.com
The Thatch House, situated on the edge of the
Hermanus lagoon, is a luxury boutique hotel with breath
taking views of the ancient Cape Fold mountains and
Lagoon which offers peace, tranquillity and total
privacy. The soulful setting, luxurious guest spaces,
exceptional cuisine and personalised service create the
ideal canvas to enjoy lasting memories.

The Turbine Boutique Hotel and Spa

G09

The Uganda Safari Company is an exclusive,
personalised safari operator. Conducted by our talented
guides, our safaris combine luxury, style, service and
authenticity to provide wonderful adventure,
outstanding scenery and an unforgettable experience.
We are one of the most well-established safari operators
in Uganda.

The Victoria Falls Hotel

G16

Chris Schutte

Carol Ann White

Sally Hancock

TH36 Sawtooth Lane, Thesen Islands, Knysna,

No 1 Mallet Drive, Victoria Falls, ZIMBABWE

6 Sandown Valley Crescent, Sandown, Sandton,
2196, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 11 780 7000
sally.hancock@suninternational.com
www.suninternational.com

6570, SOUTH AFRICA

+263 77 823 5911

+27 83 738 8391

cwhite@meikles.com

chris@turbinehotel.co.za

www.victoriafallshotel.com

Immerse yourself in the beauty, splendour, grandeur
and adventure of Sun International’s Sunlux Collection.
Discover Africa’s wonders on a soul-intriguing journey
that links Cape Town’s landmark The Table Bay, The
Boardwalk in South Africa’s friendliest city, Port
Elizabeth; Sun City’s The Palace of the Lost City, and
The Maslow in the heart of Sandton.

www.turbinehotel.co.za
Transformed from a power station, the contemporary
Turbine Boutique Hotel and Spa features 24 individually
decorated rooms. Food lovers will delight in the array of
dining experiences and the Amani Spa offers pampering
treatments to relax weary souls, while adventure seekers
can enjoy forest tours, lagoons cruises and whale
watching.

Iconic hotel located on the magnificent Victoria Falls,
offering our guests elegant and refined service. The
hotel is committed to ensuring its people and
surrounding community are part of the guest experience
by involving community projects to intertwine with
guest activities.

The Vineyard & Oude Werf Hotels

H03

Karl Parkinson
Colington Road, Newlands, Cape Town, 7700,
SOUTH AFRICA
+27 21 657 4500
karl@vineyard.co.za
www.vineyard.co.za
The Oude Werf & Vineyard Hotels are heritage
landmarks in the heart of historic areas of the Cape
interwoven with modern cosmopolitan Cape Town life.
Owned by the Petousis Family, the hotels represent
outstanding value for money and offer truly authentic
experiences.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

The Bushcamp Company
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The Zanzibar Collection

D10

Tour d' Afrique

C26

Tswalu Kalahari Reserve

K13

Victoria Falls River Lodge

C13

Wild Frontiers

F10

Sujit Shah

Craig van Rooyen

Lindsey Orrell

Rita Anagnostopoulos

Debbie Addison

PO Box 1361, Zanzibar, TANZANIA

PO Box 55378, Sunset Beach, Cape Town, 7435,

St Andrews House, 6 St Andrews Drive,

Victoria Falls River Lodge, Kandahar, Victoria

122 Rena Road, Kyalami, Midrand, 1684,

+467 09 795 999

SOUTH AFRICA

Johannesburg, 2169, SOUTH AFRICA

Falls, ZIMBABWE

SOUTH AFRICA

sujit@thezanzibarcollection.com

+27 21 526 9024

+27 11 274 2290

+27 41 453 0650

+27 11 702 2035

www.thezanzibarcollection.com

craig@tourdafrique.co.za

lindsey.orrell@eoson.co.za

rita@a2bmarketing.net

debbie@wildfrontiers.com

www.tourdafrique.co.za

www.tswalu.com

www.victoriafallsriverlodge.com

www.wildfrontiers.com

Established in 1994, Tour d’ Afrique has firmly
established itself as one of the most formidable
destination management companies in Africa. We
provide an extensive variety of reliable, superior and
professional services to the discerning traveller visiting
East and Southern Africa.

The uniqueness of the safari experience at Tswalu is in
the beauty of the 110 000 hectare southern Kalahari
wilderness. Expect sightings of some of Africa’s rarest
and most extraordinary wildlife, including black-mane
lions, African wild dogs and pangolin, and enjoy the
flexibility of the safari experience with your own private
vehicle and guide.

As the first privately owned lodge to be situated in the
Zambezi National Park (on the Zimbabwean side),
Victoria Falls River Lodge is the ideal place from which
to explore Victoria Falls as it combines the African Safari
experience with one of the Seven Natural Wonders of
the World - the spray of which can be seen in the
distance!

Wild Frontiers was established in 1991 and is owner-run
and managed. We have operations and own
lodges/camps in Uganda and Tanzania. We offer DMC
services throughout East and Southern Africa, and our
knowledgeable team of safari designers can tailor-make
the perfect trip for your clients.

The Zanzibar Collection is a privately owned collection
of beautiful boutique hotels, lying on one of the Top 30
Island beaches in the world on one of the most exotic
and breathtakingly beautiful destinations of the world.

Under the Influence

C39

Chad Huskisson
27 Pinotage Street, Saxenburg Park,
Blackheath, Cape Town, 7581, SOUTH
AFRICA
+27 21 905 0401

Thornybush Luxury Game Lodge
Collection

C10

Township Art Tours

C34

Ultimate Safaris Namibia

Juma Mkwela

Tristan Cowley

Andre Celliers

48 Albert Road, Woodstock, Cape Town, 8000,

PO Box 9970, Windhoek, 9000, NAMIBIA

PO Box 1672, Rivonia, 2128, SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

+264 6124 8137

+27 11 253 6501

+27 73 400 4064

tristan@ultimatesafaris.na

andre@thornybush.co.za

juma.mkwela@gmail.com

www.ultimatesafaris.na

www.thornybush.co.za

www.townshiparttours.co.za

Created for Africa-Lovers, by Lovers of Africa. Guests are
invited to lose themselves in the drama of wild Africa at
one of our elegant and exclusive safari destinations.
Allow Thornybush Luxury Game Lodge Collection to
define your African experience.

Township Art Tours takes you on an experience of Cape
Town that is unlike any other. Our tours let you be a part
of our beautiful city by sharing the experience of
painting, gardening and cooking with locals in
Khayelitsha or Woodstock. With us, you create lasting
memories and friendships.

F35

chad@undertheinfluence.co.za

Village N Life

www.undertheinfluence.co.za

K06

Anitsa Alberts

Under the Influence creates unique beverage offerings
for over 400 hotel and lodge clients in Africa, sourced
directly from independent winemakers and distillers.
Through our unique set of services, we ensure our
clients can maximise their returns on their beverage
offering, whilst offering the ultimate guest experience.

Ultimate Safaris is a truly Namibian owner-managed
Conservation Travel company. We are dedicated to the
protection, conservation and sustainability of the areas
in which we operate, as these are some of the most
pristine and delicate wilderness areas on earth.

69 Victoria Road, Camps Bay, Cape Town,
8005, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 21 437 9735
trade@vnlsales.com
www.villagenlife.com
Since 1994, Village N Life has launched innovative and
exciting hospitality and tourism ventures, in the most
desirable locations. Our hotels are unique and will
ensure an experience to savour while the serviced places
offer daily housekeeping, services centres and concierge.
Village N Life encompasses qualities synonymous with
exceptional hospitality.

Wilderness Safaris (The America's)

D05

Craig Glatthaar
373 Rivonia Boulevard, Rivonia,
Johannesburg, 2128, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 21 702 7500
craigg@wilderness.co.za
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Tribe Hotel
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Uthando ( Love ) South Africa

C36

Volcanoes Safaris

F54

Mindy Roberts

Stephan Meves

James Fernie

Kelly Berry

B118, The Junction Business Hub, Calebasses,

PO Box 19-00621, Village Market, Nairobi,

Office 5, Harfield Village Centre, Cape Town,

402 Linen Hall, 162-168 Regent Street, London,

MAURITIUS

00621, KENYA

7708, SOUTH AFRICA

W1B 5TE, UNITED KINGDOM

+260 21 624 6025

+254 70 799 5737

+27 21 683 8523

+44 333 323 9740

mindy@timeandtideafrica.com

gm@tribehotel-kenya.com

jamesfernie@uthandosa.org

kelly@jgblackbook.com

www.timeandtideafrica.com

www.tribe-hotel.com

www.uthandosa.org

www.volcanoessafaris.com

Time + Tide is a collection of exclusive safaris and
remote island adventures across Zambia and
Madagascar. The owner-operated portfolio consists of:
Norman Carr Safaris (South Luangwa and Liuwa Plain),
Chongwe Safaris (Lower Zambezi) in Zambia and the
soon-to-open Miavana (Nosy Ankao), the company’s
first property in Madagascar.

A Design Hotel like no other! Tribe Hotel Nairobi,
settled in the lush green suburbs of the diplomatic
district of the city will surprise you with contemporary
luxury after an eventful Safari! Feel the contrast! Feel
the vibe! Tribe!

Uthando (Love) South Africa is a unique Responsible
Tourism Initiative linking the tourism industry globally
with a diverse portfolio of innovative, inspiring and
creative community development projects and
charitable organisations in South Africa. Remarkable
beauty is found in the most unlikely of places; let
Uthando show you the way.

Volcanoes Safaris has four eco-luxury lodges: Virunga
Lodge in Rwanda and Kyambura Gorge, Bwindi and
Mount Gahinga lodges in Uganda. Each lodge offers
exemplary accommodation and activities with a unique
focus such as the culture of the Batwa and trekking
golden monkeys, chimpanzees and the iconic mountain
gorillas.

Vamoos

WETU

Uncharted Africa Safari Co.

J14

Ralph Bousfield
PO Box 173, Francistown, BOTSWANA
+267 241 2277
ralph@unchartedafrica.com

www.wilderness-safaris.com
Wilderness Safaris is an ecotourism company that
specialises in creating journeys through Africa’s most
pristine areas. By offering guests private access to
nearly three million hectares of Africa’s finest wildlife
reserves, it strives to protect the continent’s
spectacular biodiversity, while including local
communities in this process.

www.unchartedafrica.com

Tintswalo Lodges

K20

Triumph Travel

C27

Angus Marsden

Paul de Waal

Wilderness Safaris
(Europe and Rest of World)

2 Eastbourne Terrace, London, UNITED

4th Floor, Grove Exchange, Cape Town, 7800,

Roberto Viviani

KINGDOM

SOUTH AFRICA

+27 21 526 9000

+44 774 200 0509

+27 216745390

yvonne@tintswalo.com

xando@triumph-travel.com

angus@vamoos.com

paul@wetu.com

www.tintswalo.com

www.triumph-travel.com

www.vamoos.com

www.wetu.com

373 Rivonia Boulevard, Rivonia, Johannesburg,
2128, SOUTH AFRICA
+27 11 257 5133
robertov@wilderness.co.za
www.wilderness-safaris.com

The Tintswalo Lodges portfolio comprises of three
luxury properties, situated in three pristine, unique
locations in South Africa. From the city of
Johannesburg, to the magical western coast of Cape
Town, to the raw wild of the Manyeleti, Tintswalo
Lodges offer the best of bush, beach and city!

Triumph Travel brings together a modern, experiential
and bespoke approach to Travel. For us travel is an art
and designing all the elements of your trip a passion. We
invite you to explore our continent through our
“insider’s guide” to the most urban and trendy
happenings of Southern Africa.

Vamoos - The App for Luxury Tour Operators. The app
that allows you to deliver all your clients' travel
documents: tickets, itinerary, maps weather- straight to
their smartphone or tablet. They can view everything
offline, without using data. The app is custom-branded
with company logo enhancing your reputation for
outstanding service.

Wetu provides technology that enables Tour Operators
and Agents to sell their packages far more effectively.

Tongabezi

Tsogo Sun Hotels - Deluxe Portfolio

Vayeni

White Pearl Resorts

Yvonne Skerritt

Xando Coimbra

5 Lynx Rd, Treesbank, Johannesburg, 1684,

PO Box 55378, Sunset Beach, Cape Town, 7435,

SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

+27 11 300 8700

L13

L05

Salt pans that stretch for miles are home to some of
Africa's most remarkable and award-winning safari
camps. With true style but relaxed luxury rare and
diverse experiences offer something new to do each
day, at every camp.

C41
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X10 / C38

J03

Wilderness Safaris is an ecotourism company that
specialises in creating journeys through Africa’s most
pristine areas. By offering guests private access to nearly
three million hectares of Africa’s finest wildlife reserves,
it strives to protect the continent’s spectacular
biodiversity, while including local communities in this
process.

Wolwedans Collection

Benjamin Parker

Belinda McIntyre

Luke Brown

Nikki Wiedemann

Stephan Brueckner

Private Bag 31, Livingstone, ZAMBIA

Private Bag X200, Bryanston, 2021, SOUTH

Plot 1602, Victoria Falls, ZIMBABWE

Office N105, Thrupps Centre, Johannesburg,

PO Box 5084, Windhoek, 9000, NAMIBIA

+260 20 332 7450

AFRICA

+971 56 450 8674

2146, SOUTH AFRICA

+264 6123 0616

ben@tongabezi.com

+27 11 510 7576

luke@vayeni.com

+27 11 026 2674

stephan@wolwedans.com

www.tongabezi.com

belinda.mcintyre@tsogosun.com

www.vayeni.com

marketing@whitepearlresorts.com

www.wolwedans.com

Tongabezi is the original luxury safari lodge on the
Zambezi River near Victoria Falls. Specialising in
bespoke itineraries our private valets are ready to spoil
guests when they return from adventures. Privately
owned and run, Tongabezi combines an exclusive
ambience with the legendary hospitality of the people of
Zambia.

www.tsogosun.com
From city to beach and grand to boutique, Tsogo Sun’s
luxury portfolio celebrates uncompromising elegance.
We have an abiding passion to deliver service excellence
that reflects each individual hotel’s uniqueness. The
portfolio encompasses state-of-the-art facilities, awardwinning cuisine and indulgent spas in key locations
including Seychelles, Cape Town, Durban &
Johannesburg.

Vayeni is an expert boutique inbound tour operator for
some of the best select southern African destinations.
We are highly regarded by our partners because we
deliver experienced, competitive and honest services
that follow our ethos to sell only what we know once we
know it.

www.whitepearlresorts.com
Set in the dunes of the untouched shores of southern
Mozambique, White Pearl Resorts is an idyllic beach
paradise. Relax and rejuvenate in one of 21 luxurious,
ocean-facing suites at this exclusive beach resort.
Guests can expect a truly unique and unforgettable
getaway filled with the ultimate in leisure, recreation
and adventure.

D04
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Wolwedans – a household name in the Namibian
tourism circuit - is more than a collection of camps. It’s
ethos lies in setting an example in sustainable business
practices. Today, the name Wolwedans stands for first
class safari camps and experiences, as much as it does
for conservation support and vocational training.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

Time + Tide
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Zambezi Journeys

XO Private
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Yvan Vermeesch
Apartado de Correos 194, Soller, 07100,
SPAIN
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ZanTours

Sabine Featherby

Sabine Emmerich

PO Box 13114, Cascades, 3202, SOUTH AFRICA

PO Box 2560, Migombani, Stone Town,

+27 33 342 7498

Zanzibar, 2560, TANZANIA

sabine@bainesrivercamp.com

+255 68 693 3391

www.zambezi-journeys.com

gm@zantours.com

Explore the Iconic Zambezi River in Style. Combine a
Zambian safari at the intimate Baines’ River Camp in the
Lower Zambezi Valley with a few nights exploring the
vast wilderness of Lake Kariba on board MV
Matusadona, Zimbabwe’s most prestigious private safari
cruiser. It’s crowd-free, barefoot luxury at its best.

C18

www.zantours.com
ZanTours is the leading Destination Management
Company in Zanzibar. Our portfolio ranges from
transport, accommodation and safaris to our unique
excursions.

+34 64 936 5823
yvan@xoprivate.com
www.xoprivate.com

Zambezi Queen Collection

XO Private is an invitation to discover a world away
from the ordinary. The Private Collection, world's
most exceptional, XL-sized travel publication and the
XO Private website are both refreshingly addictive
sources of inspiration for the most discerning of
travellers.

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

Zambezi Cruise Safaris
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Zanzibar White Sand Luxury Villas & Spa F48

Wayne Suttie

Anita Powell

PO Box 30638, Tokai, Cape Town, 7966,

Zanzibar White Sand Luxury Villas & Spa,

SOUTH AFRICA

Zanzibar, TANZANIA

+27 21 715 2412

+44 796 843 9929

wayne@zambeziqueen.com

anita@smallworldmarketing.co.uk

www.zqcollection.com

www.whitesandvillas.com

The Zambezi Queen offices are based in Cape Town with
8 staff taking care of all the reservations and updates for
the properties and houseboats on the Chobe River. With
a total of 140 staff members in our operations on the
Chobe River we are one the largest and pro-active
community companies in the region.

Located on the beachfront of Paje; Zanzibar White Sand
Luxury Villas & Spa faces the crystalline waters of the
Indian Ocean and the pristine white sands of one of the
most beautiful beaches in the world. The exclusive
resort promises to serve guests seeking an unforgettable
experience in a peaceful, comfortable and stylish retreat.

Zambian Ground Handlers

Zuri Zanzibar Hotel & Resort

F11
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Phil Dobinson

Nick Aslin

Andrea Knorova

Ngezi Road, Selous, ZIMBABWE

PO Box 156, Postnet PB E835, Lusaka, 0101,

Na Florenci 2116/15, Prague, 11000, CZECH

+263 77 256 8964

ZAMBIA

REPUBLIC

phil@dunhuramambo.com

+260 97 774 7048

+420 72 460 0377

www.zambezicruisesafaris.com

nick@zambiangroundhandlers.com

andrea.knorova@zurizanzibar.com

www.zambiangroundhandlers.com

www.zurizanzibar.com

We are a small, personalised in-bound ground handler
specialising in Zambia. Our goal is to assist the trade in
booking Zambia, passing on our knowledge and
experience at no additional cost.

Opening in December 2017, Zuri Zanzibar Hotel &
Resort is nestled on a sunset-facing beach on the Spice
Island of Unguja. Combining elegant contemporary
design from the team at Jestico+Whiles, with a
considerate, sustainable build and an authentic African
atmosphere, this Design Hotel will offer memorable,
mindful, Indian Ocean escapes.

Offering unique cruise-safaris exploring Lake Kariba: its
waters, its shores, its wildlife & birds, aboard our cruise
boats, affording you unbeatable views & fantastic
photographic opportunities. Or simply take this time to
relax and soak up the magic Kariba has to offer. With
links to Victoria Falls, Hwange and Mana Pools.

Cape Town and the Western Cape.
If you’re not inspired, you’re not here.
We are a region of unlimited potential. And this translates into unlimited
opportunity. Whether you’re interested in travel, investment, film or export,
Cape Town and the Western Cape has something for you. Let Wesgro,
the official tourism, trade and investment promotion agency for Cape Town
and the Western Cape, help you uncover these opportunities.

Wesgro

@wesgro

Wesgro

www.wesgro.co.za | info@wesgro.co.za | +27 (0) 21 487 8600
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an inspiring place to do business

.

LET YOUR
SPIRIT
ROAM FREE

Why?

“Using the Wilderness Safaris

model of responsible
ecotourism to make a
dramatic, far-reaching positive

impact in Africa...is exactly

why we do what we do.”
Keith VIncent, CEO

+254 700 451 413
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info@spiritofthemasaimara.com
www.spiritofthemasaimara.com

Purpose is the new luxury
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www.wilderness-safaris.com

